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PREFACE.

Quileute is spoken at present by 180 individuals at the mouth of

the Quileute river, on the northwestern coast of the state of

Washington. About 15 miles further south, at the mouth of the

Hoh river, there survive a few members of the Hoh tribe, whose

speech, according to several Quileute informants, differs only

slightly from theirs.

Quileute has always been affihated with Chemakum, the language

once spoken in the same state near Port Townsend. The writer had

the opportunity of working for a few hours with the last survivor

of the Chemakum tribe, Luise Webster. A study of the material

collected previously by Professor Boas^, together with the scanty

data recorded on this occasion, confirms the close relationship

which has been claimed for these two languages. It must be remark-

ed, however, that even in the hmited information available there is

a considerable proportion of unrelated words as weU as some im-

portant grammatical differences. From the phonetic notes pubhshed

by Professor Boas, and so far as we may judge from our brief

contact with Chemakum, we may infer that the sounds of the two

languages are very similar. Among the most outstanding differences,

we may mention first, that the Chemakum m and n are replaced

by the Quileute 6 and d, respectively. The latter sounds do not

occur in Chemakum, and m, n are found in Quileute only when
quoting the speech of the mythologic giantess Da's-k'iya". Secondly,

the Chemakum vowels seem to be less variable than the Quileute,

and the tonal characteristics of the Quileute accent do not seem to

exist in Chemakum. At least, they were not found in a number of

Chemakum words decidedly cognate with those which present such

tonal characteristics in Quileute. Nor were such tonal features

found by Professor Boas in 1890, when Luise Webster must have

had a more vivid recollection of the language, as she stiU spoke it

occasionally with her brother. At the time of our acquaintance, this

informant had forgotten most of her language.

A cursory comparison with other languages of the north Pacific

coast discloses a number of significant points of contact between

Quileute and the Wakashan stock.

^ I refer to his field notes, which he kindly placed at my disposal, as well as

to his "Notes on the Chemakum Language," in the American Anthropolo-

gist for January, 1892. I have also examined a Chemakum vocabulary

collected by Dr. Livingston Farrand.
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The linguistic material on which the present account is based

consists of 52 myths, vocabularies and grammatical notes recorded

by Dr. Leo J. Frachtenberg in the summer of 1915 and in the

summer and fall of 1916; and of 26 mjrths and other texts collected

by the author in the summer of 1928 under the auspices of the

Committee on Research in Native American Languages. The texts

will be found in Volume XII of the Columbia University Contri-

butions to Anthropology.

About two years before going to the field, the author was given an
opportunity to study Dr. Frachtenberg's texts and notes, from
which the structure of the language was inferred to the extent that

the material permitted. The six weeks spent in the field in 1928 were

devoted mainly to the solution of certain problems which required

additional information. The presence of four types of accentual

phenomena distinguished by the characteristic pitch and duration

of the accented vowel retarded the work considerably, for this

feature, which had not been observed before, entailed a revision of

all the material previously collected, as well as a close examination

of the grammatical principles which had been derived therefrom.

For the study of these accentual types additional material was
recorded besides the 26 myths above mentioned. This amount of

material proved to be insufficient for reasons which will be pointed

out at the proper place. Hence the writer feels that the present

account of the language is incomplete in regard to the principles

which govern the changes in the position and type of accent, as

well as to other facts, which a sufficient amount of text material

might reveal. These limitations have been kept in mind, and con-

clusions which have been reached on an insufficient number of

facts wiU be presented with the proper caution. On the whole,

however, one may be confident that further study would not alter

the presentation of the essential structural features. This statement

applies in particular to our characterization of the formatives

treated under the heading of Objective Relations. The complex

problem presented by these formatives was duly taken into account

before going to the field, and it was kept in mind throughout the

time spent there. The amount of data available on this point seems

quite adequate to support our conclusions.

Dr. Frachtenberg's informant was Hallie George, a half-blood

Quileute who spoke Enghsh fluently. All the myths collected by the

writer were dictated by Sei'xtis, one of the oldest members of the

tribe who spoke no other language than Quileute. For the transla-

tion of the myths given by Sei'xtis, as well as for additional text

and grammatical material, I am indebted to Mr. Jack Ward, a full-

blood Quileute, 45 years of age. Mr. Ward, whose Indian name,

idaxe'b, may be taken as evidence of the kinship which he claims
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to have with the last of the Chemakum "chiefs", Q'naxem, has an

excellent command of the EngHsh language. His brother, Eli Ward,
furnished some of the material collected for phonetic and grammat-
ical purposes. He also had a good knowledge of English. The
pronunciation of many other members of the tribe was carefully

observed, and several of them were questioned to determine the

prevalent articulation of sounds in which individual differences had
been detected.

The following abbreviations have been used; QT. refers to

Quileute Texts by Manuel J. Andrade, Columbia University Con-

tributions to Anthropology, Volume XII, 1931. The figures 12:2

refer to the number of the text and Une, respectively. References-

to the first six texts with interhnear translation indicate the page

and Hne of the Quileute text, thus, Q T. p. 2:1.

I acknowledge my obhgations to the Committee on Reasearch in

Native American Languages, and particularly to Professor Franz

Boas for invaluable help received in various ways. Should there

be any quahties worthy of note in the present study, they are to be

attributed to the influence of the critical rigor which characterizes

his work.

New York, May 10, 1929. Manuel J. Andrade.



QUILEUTE

BY MANUEL J. ANDRADE

PHONOLOGY.

In the following description of Quileute sounds the speech of the

older members of the tribe has been taken as the standard. Individ-

ual differences exist, as in all languages. Moreover, some of the

divergences from the standard adopted here seem to be rather

prevalent and uniform among the younger generation. If this

observation is accurate, the fact may be attributed either to the

prevalence of bihngual individuals among the younger Quileute,

or to a natural drift of the language within one generation^. For
one of the most obvious differences one might be tempted to

postulate a social cause. The harsh, cracking sounds of q' and CI are

much softer among the young folk, who because of their fluent

command of Enghsh are in more intimate contact with the white

people. These sounds frequently provoke ridicule from some of the

Whites upon hearing them for the first time, and even those to whom
these sounds are more or less famiHar frequently mimic them in a

grotesque manner when jesting with the Indians. This may exert

a restraining influence upon the younger Quileute who as a rule

seem to be very sensitive to ridicule and aspire to social equaUty
with the Whites. Of the several phonetic variations which seem to

exist between the pronunciations of these two age groups, only the

most noticeable will be mentioned, for, as many phoneticians may
concede, acoustic impressions are not very reliable for an accurate

determination of such distinctions, particularly if they are to be

observed in an unfamihar language.

^ Instances of phonetic changes that have taken place within one generation

are not rare among illiterate peoples. The writer has conclusive evidence
that a change from a clear Z-sound to a distinct d has taken place within

60 or 70 years in Mopan, a Mayan dialect spoken in Guatemala and in

British Honduras. A similar situation was found in the village of Liinkini,

state of Campeche, Mexico, where Yucatecan Maya is spoken.
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CONSONANTS.

The Quileute consonants may be tabulated as follows i^

Plosive Fricative Affricative
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q'x\ The continuation of the process of glottahzation throughout

the period of such articulations is particularly noticeable in the

affricatives fl, t's. Here we get the acoustic impression of a sudden
release of air pressure into a constricted aperture. Hence, these

sounds might be rendered in all cases by t'T and fs'. This orthography

has been avoided for the sake of simphcity. The articulation of the

whole glottahzed series is much more energetic among the old

generation.

3. In regard to the point of contact, the palatals seem to have a

greater range of variation than the other consonants. Before e, *

the point of contact of the k, for example, is mid-palatal, while

before o, u it is post-palatal.

4. The articulation of the d is initiated with a nasal resonance

that is more noticeable than in the unavoidable resonance of the

nasal cavity for this sound in Enghsh and in other languages. This

phenomenon does not seem to be present in the 6.

5. In the pronunciation of the w the hps do not restrict the passage

of the voice as much as in Enghsh

.

6. The voiceless I followed by a vocahc element has often a decided

vibratory quahty resembhng a voiceless r, but this varies consid-

erably with the individual and with the emphasis with which the

word is pronounced. The voiced lateral has practically the same
sound as in English, though its articulation is linguo-dental, so far

as the tip of the tongue is concerned. At the end of a word its

duration is much shorter than that of a final Enghsh "dark" I.

7. The s has a sharp hissing sound. It is normally pronounced with

the upper and lower teeth in contact, and the tip of the tongue

touching the lower incisors.

8. The h, as in most languages, has no fixed point of articulation.

The tongue, which is the main organ that restricts the passage of the

air during the period of its articulation, is in motion toward and
finally adopts the position required for the following vowel.

9. The glottal catch or glottal stop is not as audible in the pro-

nunciation of most individuals as in other languages, so far as the

writer may rely upon the recollection of such acoustic impressions.

Judging by what has been observed through the laryngoscope in

other languages^, one may infer either that the vocal cords do not

^ The explanation offered here was derived from the study of my own imi-

tation of the Quileute glottal stop with the aid of a laryngoscope designed

for self-observation. Such observations are, of course, open to question,

since we have no proof that the native Quileute may not produce the same
acoustic effect by a different process. However, this possibility seems rather

remote, considering the nature of this sound. At any rate, my experiments

agree with the findings of several phoneticians in regard to the production

of the glottal stop. It is produced by the vocal cords, and not by the

epiglottis, as some students of language think.
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pass from a position of complete contact to that required for the

production of the following voiced sound, and hkewise a voiced

sound is not terminated by a complete closure, or else these move-

ments are not as rapid or energetic as in other languages. But
individual differences are considerable in this respect, and, as in the

instances mentioned above (sect. 2), the intensity of this sound is

greater among the older Quileute. In the speech of the informant

who has been taken as the standard, there was a tendency to echo

the preceeding vowel after a glottal closure. In most instances the

echoed vowel was voiceless or weakly voiced, but in emphatic

articulation or in the case of an accented syllable, a fully voiced

vowel of shorter duration than the preceeding one was heard. The

,

glottal stop described here functions as a consonant. When it is

omitted, the native feels that the word has been deprived of one of

its phonetic elements. On the other hand, when we omit the less

audible variety of this articulation mentioned in Section 11, the

effect upon the native, if he can be made aware of it at all, seems to

be analogous to that of a failure to reproduce exactly the quahty

of the vowel concerned. For this reason and for others mentioned

below (Sees. 11, 37, 42), it seems justifiable to consider this glottal

stop as a manner of articulating aU initial vowels, and hence its

transcription would be irrelevant in a structural presentation of the

language.

VOWELS.

10. The quality of the Quileute vowel depends to a large extent

upon its position in the phonetic structure of the word. To a greater

or lesser extent, this may be said to be true of most languages, if

subtile qualitative differences are taken in consideration, but in

Quileute such differences are patent even to the untrained ear.

We find, for example, that there is a vowel whose quahty is very

similar, or perhaps identical, to that of the u in the American

pronunciation of "but". This sound occurs only in a final unaccented

syllable in which the vowel is followed by k, and is not preceded by
a velar consonant. Should a suffix be added to the word, with a

consequent shift of the accent, this vowel may change to the

quahty of a in "hat" or to that of the Franch a in "pate", depending

on the following consonant. Since our interest centers in the struc-

ture of the language, rather than in a detailed rendition of its sounds,

we have disregarded in our transcription most of the quahtative

distinctions which are due to the position of the vowel in the word.

Thus, each of the symbols u, o, a, a, e, i^ represents two or more

* For the use of the symbol it see Section 43.
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vocalic qualities which replace one another according to the con-

ditions defined below^. Therefore, our notation for the vowels in

particular, but to some extent also for the consonants, is not

phonetic in the strict sense of the term. It is rather a convenient

means of writing the language, comparable with the conventional

orthography of any literary language, but free from the irregulari-

ties of the latter.

1 1

.

All initial vowels begin with a shghtly audible acoustic effect

suggestive of the glottal stop. No such effect has been observed in

unaccented final vowels. The presence of this manner of articulation

in accented finals and between two vowels will be discussed else-

where (Sees. 37, 42).

12. The symbol u stands for a vocalic quality very similar to that

of the u in the English word "full", when the Quileute sound

occurs in a final syllable followed by a dental plosive. It is like the

vowel in "fool", when preceded or followed by a fricative, but with

less labial protrusion. Before or after a palatal or a velar plosive,

as well as between consonants with opposite influence, it is an

intermediate sound between the latter and the o of "obey".

13. In some situations it is difficult to distinguish the sound

represented here by an o from that of the u in the third instance

above mentioned. The positions described for the u affect the o

in a similar manner. Its range of variation is from a quality which is

perhaps identical to that of the French vowel in "faute", to that of

the American pronunciation in "low", without the dipthongal

modification prevalent in the latter.

14. In most situations, the quahty of a is that of the French

vowel in "part", or even nearer perhaps to Spanish a in "paz".

After a velar, and when accented with a low pitch (Sec. 28), it

varies toward French a in "pate". After y, s, c, and the affricatives

it is similar to theEnghsh a in "at". When it occurs in a final unac-

cented syllable followed by a dental or a palatal consonant, its

quahty is similar to that of the English vowel in "but", and is

perhaps identical to it if the final consonant is k, as in yi'sdak,

dress.

15. The a-sound is not affected as much as the other vowels by
phonetic contact. Its quahty may be characterized as an "open"

variety of the American Enghsh sound of a in "mat". It occurs in

comparatively few words, some of which are presumably of

foreign origin; as, q^wdeti' , the name of the culture hero; Ida'u,

two (when counting without mentioning the things counted);

yd'iwa, snake; fd, day.

^ For certain accidental changes in vocalic quality see Sections 28, 29.

Cf. also Sec. 38.
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16. When in contact with a velar or a k, the symbol e stands for a

quality almost identical with that of the vowel in "met". After s,

ts, fs, I, t, it approximates French e in "ete". In other contacts

intermediate qnahties are heard. When its pitch is raised by an

accent or by the intonation, and when preceeded by y or w, if the

following contact favors it, an etymologic e acquires a sound rather

similar to the Middle-West American pronunciation of i in "milk".

In such cases, its quahty is hardly distinguishable from that of the

Quileute i in certain positions. The change of an etymologic e to i

will be discussed in section 29.

17. The i represents more than one nuance, but the distinctions

are no more marked than those of the so-caUed short EngUsh * as

in "divorce, him", etc. in various contacts and positions in the word.

18. There are no clear diphthongs in Quileute. The combination

of a and o at the end of a word approximates to the acoustic effect

of a diphthong, but in dehberate pronunciation we hear two distinct

syllables. A similar effect is obtained when the objective pronouns

ending in lawo are accented on the first syllable, which becomes

la'u^. In these cases the second element of this combination sounds

like a very shghtly labiahzed i^-sound as in "full". The sound of a

in its various nuances is occasionally followed by i, but these two
vowels do not blend into a diphthong.

THE SYLLABLE.

19. Experiments performed with three informants to determine

to what extent they would be consistent in dividing a word into

syllables, gave the following results:

a. When the syllable constitutes a morphologic element, it is

isolated rather consistently, depending on its meaning or gram-

matical function. As one would expect, more inconsistence and
hesitation was shown with morphologic elements which perform an
abstract function than with those which refer to concrete objects

and actions. Thus, two informants agreed in the division of these

two words among others: kits-i'-W -xa'-a, did he kick him ? and the

noun he-t'e-tsi'l-lit, material designed for some purpose. We notice

that ts was grouped with the preceding syllable in the first word,

and with the following syllable in the second. This division conforms

with the morphologic analysis of the word, as kits- is the stem for

the verb "to kick", but the ts of the second word is a causative

suffix. On the other hand, the syllable -tsrl- is composed of three

different elements, tsi-i-l (causative, connecting vowel, and a suffix

indicating purpose) but it felt to both informants as an indissoluble

^ In the Quileute Texts this pseudo-diphthong is transcribed thus la'v.
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unit. The division of kitsrW xd'a was in strict accordance with its

morphologic composition, excepting, perhaps for the treatment of

the glottal stop. The separation of this sound, which is quite audible

between two vowels, may be accounted for by the observations

made in Sections 9 and 1 1 regarding its articulation before a vowel.

b. In the division of words that cannot be analyzed into signific-

ant or functional elements, it was observed that the three infor-

mants had the tendency to avoid initial and final combinations of

consonants which do not occur in analogous positions in Quileute

words (Sees. 32, 33).

c. When a given consonant in an unalyzable word could be either

initial or final, according to the principles just mentioned, there

seemed to be no definite choice as to what syllable it should be

assigned.

d. The idea that each vowel should be considered as the nucleus

ofasyllable was readily grasped and applied, though totally ignorant

of the distinction between consonants and vowels, and without

receiving any instruction to that effect. The problem was presented

to them in these terms: "If you had to break up these words into

small pieces, how would you do it?" Then a few Enghsh words

were used to illustrate the process. It occurred occasionally that

when a morphologic element in the word was composed of two
syllables the two vowels were kept together in the syllabic division.

It must be admitted that these experiments are not conclusive,

since they were performed with only three informants.

DURATION.

20. The determinants of quantitative phenomena may be etymo-

logical, functional, or phonetic. As examples of the first class we
have the following distinctions: oVa'yat, hand; oVa-'yat, arm;

xa-'ha, to be dressed; xaba-' , all; xa'ba', not to know how to do

something. Here we may also mention numerous nominal stems

which are invariably found with the same quantitative pattern.

We may consider in the second class the lengthening of a mono-
syllabic stem to express durative action, as tcatci", it flew; tea-' tea,

it is flying.

21. Quantity is phonetically determined in the use of two of the

pitch accents (Sees. 27, 28), and in the tendency to avoid long,

initial vowels in composite words of more than four syllables. There

are also some quantitative variations due to rhetorical effect, and

still others of a very arbitrary character, which may respond to a

rhythmic feehng for the phonetic structure of the word. Thus, the

word for adultery may be pronounced indifferently, taqo-'sibefs or

td.qosibe't's.
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22. The duration of a long vowel is normally about the double of a

short one, but Quileute speakers attribute a certain aesthetic value

to the prolongation of long vowels under the proper conditions ; so,

we often hear long vowels, and occasionally normally short ones,

pronounced with triple or longer duration, depending on the emo-
tional character of the utterance.

23. We may also speak of reduced short quantity in a final

accented vowel. In such cases the rapid glottal closure with which

the vowel seems to end appears to facihtate its short duration,

e. g. : hitci", was frightened; base", bad; tcatci'\ it flew.

24. It may not be altogether arbitrary to consider as a part of the

quantitative system a certain phenomenon which we may call

dieresis. In dehberate speech we notice an absolute silence of about

half the normal duration of a vowel between certain elements of a

composite word. In rapid pronounciation the effect is that of an

increment in the quantity of the preceding short syllable. This

interruption never occurs after a long vowel. Its presence is constant

after the formal base he, especially in long composite words. In

other cases it seems to respond to a rhythmic principle, and in part

also to a feeling of recognition of the various individual elements

which integrate the word, e. g. : ta' tease.Wilitc, you will be paid

for it; tsox&li.xalu'b-d'a, did we shoot at him ? In these two cases

the dieresis, indicated by the period, may be a part of the rhythmic

pattern of the word, for several other words with the same accentual

and quantitative structure present the dieresis in the same position,

but since it occurs only between separable morphologic elements,

phonetic factors^ may not be the only determinants.

25. Consonantal lengthening performs no grammatical function.

Lengthening of a consonant occurs chiefly when a single consonant

closes an accented syllable followed by an affixed element. This

quantitative distinction often throws hght on the structure of

words which might be regarded as unanalyzable elements. For

example, in fca"-a, ripe, and qa'ta, perhaps, the duration of the

interval between the glottal closure and the a, which is about twice

that of an intervocaHc glottal stop, as weU as the duration of the

aspiration following the t in the second word, makes it more probable

that the final a in both words is an apphcative classifier (Sec. 85).

In kwa'c-kwac, blue jay, we may suspect duplication of elements

which may still be felt as independent or which were formerly

treated as such. On the other hand, the disjunctive pronoun lu'b'a,

we, cannot be dissolved into simpler elements, and likewise we have

no evidence of suffixation or compounding in words hke sdb-as,

^ For the presence of this phenomenon with a high tone accent see

Sec. 30.

11
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shark; xa'x'e, now, and several others. In most of these cases we
notice that the long consonant follows the accented vowel, but since

the consonant is not long after every accented vowel, and it may
occasionally be long after an unaccented syllable, we may conclude

that at least some of these long consonants are due to etymological

causes.

ACCENT.

26. Students of the classical languages, as well as those acquainted

with Lithuanian and Swedish, are well aware of the fact that accent

is not always as simple a phenomenon as it appears in the modern
languages most commonly studied. But even in these the phoneti-

cian finds that, although stress (that is, a greater intensity in the

sound of the accented vowel) is present in all accentual phenomena,
this factor is generally accompanied by a difference in pitch, and
frequently by an element of duration, besides minor distinctions of

vocahc quality and precision of articulation. As is well known, some
of these factors are more prominent in some languages than in

others. Quileute presents a rather unusuaP diversity of accentual

phenomena. In most languages the accented vowel has a higher

pitch than the unaccented ones. In Quileute it may be higher or

lower, and it may begin with a higher pitch and end with a lower

pitch than that of the prothetic vowel. Duration is an integral

factor in some types of Quileute accent, but it is an independent

element in others, although, as we shall see below, duration always

affects the tonal aspect of the accent. Moreover, in order to gain a

complete view of all the tonal phenomena observed in these various

types of accent, other factors must be considered, for the tone of

the accent changes with its position in the word, and with the pre-

sence of another type of accent in the same word. Thus, owing to

such modifications, the melodic pattern of the Quileute word
strikes us as a more obvious fact than the accentual types. In some
cases, the latter can be abstracted from the recurrent melodic units

only by taking into account various structural and functional

factors. The recognition of the melodic pattern requires no such

deductions. This does not imply that accent is not as definite a

phonetic element as in any other language, but rather that in an

objective view of the phonetic aspect of the word, the melodic

pattern is as definite a feature of this language as accent. Whether
or not the native is more conscious of melodic patterns than of

1 Among the American Indian languages Sapir reports a similar accentual

system for Takelma. Handbook of American Indian Languages, Part 2.

Bureau of American Ethnology, Bulletin 40.
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accentual types, it is difficult to determine. One informant, upon
hearing a list of words which had the same melodic pattern, could

decide without much hesitation whether any additional word
belonged to that pattern, but he could not identify the same type

of accent in two different patterns. This may be due to the difficulty

of conveying the concept of accent to an untutored individual.

Obviously, such psychological observations, however reliable they
may be, are of doubtful application to the solution of linguistic

problems. Since the native speaker is generally unaware of a great

many fundamental facts which can be definitely estabhshed by
linguistic analysis, his awareness of a given phenomenon is not a

rehable criterion to rate its linguistic importance. The objective

facts presented by this language are sufficient Justification to regard

the melodic aspect of the word as a significant feature, particularly

for words of no more than three syllables. We shall see that the

melodic patterns of dissyllables and trisyllables are definable and
fairly constant facts. The accents are identifiable elements, subject

to variations which can be defined with respect to their positions

in the melodic patterns. Hence, we cannot attribute any more
significance to one aspect than to the other.

The following diagrams represent all the melodic patterns that

have been found in dissyllables. The list of trisyllables is less com-
plete, but the ones which have been omitted are of rare occurrence.

Observations on other polysyllables will be included in the dis-

cussion of the accentual types. The material for the study of these

patterns was gathered in the field. Words with the same patterns

were grouped together. Different informants were asked to pro-

nounce the words of each group in succession and alternatively with

other groups in order to determine the stabihty of the melodic units.

One of the informants, Mr. Jack Ward, was brought to the State

University of Washington at Seattle, where Dr. Melville Jacobs
recorded on a dictaphone the selected groups of words spoken by
Mr. Ward. I am indebted to Dr. George Herzog, of the University of

Chicago, for the transcription of the dictaphone records. The pitch,

duration, and stress factors were recorded originally in musical

notation, indicating tonal differences of less than a semitone. With
Dr. Herzog's approval, the musical notation was transposed to the

graphic forms given here. The tones indicated represent only

approximately absolute pitch. In determining the intervals within

each pattern, differences of less than a semitone have been taken
into account. This is indicated by the position of the tone marks
on the upper or lower part of the space representing the approxi-

mate semitone. The length of the tone-marks indicates approximate
duration. Primary stress (intensity) is represented by an accent

sign, and secondary stress by the same sign in parenthesis.

11*
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1.

base", bad
hitci", scared away
tcatci", it flew

tciko'c, became big

xaya'sx, again

2.

M.ol, to accompany
he.lk'wal, to be pregnant

qdl-al, to emerge
fcd'-a, ripe

kHl-ats, to wedge

3.

liiwo-, to bring

ko'd-d, sallal berry
yaxo-l, high sea

lobd-q, rain

faxd-ts, summer

4.

tcaxo-, empty
gale-, ocean
t'a'o-l, anemone
kox6-l, to roll down
tsexd-\ to throw

tse-lil, to push
p'd-xd', braid

6-lit, mouth
6-q^os, neck
Vd-kul, to mend clothes

6.

dd-kil, then, so

bd-yaq, raven
k'iod-ya\ water
qo-tul, nose pendant
qwd-Vla\ whale

10

^ ^ -^ m
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above the preceding vowel. In pattern No. 11 this interval is reduced

to a semitone, presumably because of the presence of another

accent in the initial. The double duration of the vowel is a constant

characteristic of the high-faUing accent. When its typical tonal

inflection disappears from the word, the originally accented vowel

becomes normally short. Whether this accent should be called

middle-falhng or high-falling is a matter of choice. Its rise from the

level of the initial unaccented syllable in pattern No. 10 would
suggest the term middle-falling, but in No. 11 it starts with a slightly

higher pitch than the high-tone accent of the initial. However, the

modifications due to the presence of another accent are generally

so diverse that no conclusion can be drawn with any degree of

certainty. The interval between the peak of the high-falling tone

and the level of the final syllable cannot be taken into account,

for it is observed that the pitch of the ultima, whether stressed or

unstressed varies with the pattern. The high -falling accent has been

indicated by a circumflex mark. Although length is a fixed factor,

it has been marked in every instance, thus a-, e-, r. Illustrations of

words containing this accent will be found in the examples given

above for patterns Nos. 6, 10, and 11.

28. Another accentual type easily indentified is the low-tone

accent {a,-, e*, r, etc.), found in patterns Nos. 3, 9, 13, and 14. Its

constant characteristics are its pitch and its duration. The stressed

vowel appears with a lower pitch than that of the preceding un-

stressed vowel. Its occurrence is hmited to the ultima and penultima.

When it is found on a penultima, the ultima is short and unstressed.

Unhke the high-falhng accent, the low-tone type never appears in

the initial syllable. When it disappears from the word, the originally

stressed vowel becomes short. Its tone and duration are less constant

than in the high-faUing accent. It w^ill be noticed that in pattern

No. 3 the stressed vowel is slightly more than one whole tone lower

than that of the preceding unstressed syllable. In No. 13, although

it occurs also in the ultima, its pitch is fully three semitones at the

onset of the vowel, and ghdes to a pitch three whole tones lower

than that of the preceding vowel, while its duration is greater than

in No. 3. Are the differences observed between these two cases due

to the presence of another accent in the initial syllable in No. 13

or to the fact that this pattern consists of three syllables ? All that

we can be certain of is that the words of these two groups have
different melodic patterns. The intervals between the unstressed

initials and the syllable with the low-tone accent are approximately

the same in Nos. 3 and 9. In No. 14 we have an interval of three and
one half tones followed by a ghde of more than one tone. We might

regard this greater interval as a mechanical result due to the

presence of a middle-tone accent in the preceding syllable. The
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latter is only one tone above the level. If we should raise the pitch of

the penultima one tone in No. 13, the drop to the low-tone would be

two and one half tones. In 14 it is half a tone stiU lower. This

difference is not significant, but we cannot account for the fact that

the intonation and duration of the vowel is constantly different in

the two patterns. Examples of the low-tone accent will be found in

the above groups.

29. Contrasted with the high-faUing and the low-tone accents, we
find two others which have been designated by the terms middle-

tone accent and high-tone accent. They are indicated by accute accent

marks placed after and above the vowel, respectively, thus : a' , e'
\

a, e. The distinction between these two types is open to question,

and still, if we consider their differences as modifications of one

accent, it is difficult to account for a number of facts. Contrary to

the fixed duration and position of the two previous types, we find

that the high-tone and the middle-tone accents occur in practically

all positions, and they may be heard on a long or on a short vowel,

although it seems that the high-tone accent generally prolongs a

short vowel or compensates for a lack of increment by the dieresis

(Sec. 24). The middle tone accent is by far the most common. In

its most frequent use, as a secondary accent in words of more than

three syllables, it rises about one semitone above the pitch of the

preceding unstressed vowel as in No. 14. Dissyllables with a long

initial and an accented ultima fit in pattern No. 1, except for the

duration of the initial syllable, as

tsa-li'\ got up a-qa'\ was on top of

a-ti'y, next year q'e-Vsa", berry, fruit

pa-qe't, work wa-a'l, disappeared

No constant distinction can be found between the middle-tone

and the high-tone accents on the basis of pitch. If we take as a basis

the intervals between the higher pitch of the accented vowels and
the lower pitch of the unaccented, it will be found that in No. 14

it is half a tone ; in 12, one tone ; in 13, about one tone and a quarter ;i

in No. 1, one and a half; in 7, two tones; while in 2 and 8 it is two
and one half. This range of variation^ from one to five semitones

may be interpreted in various ways. The variations may be regarded

^ These measurements refer to the pitch represented in the above graphs.

They must not be construed as absolute standards. A few of the words
recorded for these groups deviate as much as a semitone above or below
the majority.

2 Throughout this discussion it must be born in mind that the words on
which the estimates are based were spoken out of context, thus precluding

any influence which the intonation of the sentence might have upon the

accents.
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as changes of one type of accent, or as alterations of two types which

merge or approximate each other in pitch under such influences as

position in the initial or final syllable, upon a long or short vowel,

and before or after another accent. Once more we may contend that

the word pattern is a more constant fact than the accentual type.

Our guide for marking a stressed vowel with the middle-tone or

with the high-tone sign is principally the behavior of such accented

vowels in different situations. It is observed that if a word of two
or three syllables appears with a short accented vowel whose pitch

is two or two and one half tones above the unstressed vowel, in

most conditions such a vowel will be found with a higher pitch than

if it appears originally with a pitch of one or one and a half tones.

Furthermore, such a higher pitch will be accompanied in favorable

situations by the dieresis^. Such observations have led us to regard

the accent in pattern No. 4 as a form of the high-tone accent in a

final syllable. Let us take, for example, the word kox6-l, (he) rolled

down, which appears with this accentual pattern. Here the pitch

of the accented vowel rises one tone above the unaccented initial

and falls from four to four and one half tones. Should we affix

other syllables, the first interval will change to two or two and one

half tones, the pitch no longer ghdes downward, and the vowel

becomes short, followed by a dieresis, or remains long, as in

koxo-li'las, he is going to roll down; kox6.si"ili, I shall make him
roll down; kox6.s-ta'l-as, he is going to make me roll down. The
small rise of one tone in pattern No. 4 would lead us to identify it

rather with the middle-tone accent, but against this we find that a

word with the middle-tone like tciko'c, it became large, which fits

into pattern No. 1, upon taking a suffix, as in tciko'cii, it will become
large, the pitch of the accented vowel is reduced to half a tone, as

in pattern No. 4; whereas the accent in koxo-l rises to two tones in

koxo-laks, she rolled down. Again, the downward ghde of four and

one half tones in No. 4 might suggest that this is a form of the high-

falhng accent. If that were the case, we could not account for the

fact that upon adding one syllable to kox6-l we do not obtain pattern

No. 10.

A peculiar phenomenon is observed in the accent of trisyllables

consisting of two short syllables (initial and final) and a long

accented penultima. In such situations the accented long vowel may
be pronounced with the same pitch as the initial, the accent de-

pending only on a greater intensity (stress), or the word may take

the intonation of pattern No. 9, the accent being practically the

* As heard in the dictaphone records, this phenomenon impressed Dr. Herzog
as a "hesitation" in passing from the accented vowel to the next phonetic

element.
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same as the low-tone accent. However, Dr. Herzog observes that

in such cases the downward ghde is more constant and definite in

the words of group No. 9 than in these, and the interval between

the initial and the lower pitch is less than in the low tone. It is

hardly justifiable to consider this as a special modification of the

middle-tone accent, but it has been so regarded partly because of

the unstable character of the melodic pattern, and principally in

view of the changes which take place when other syllables are

affixed. For example :

Low-tone (pattern No. 9)

t'aqd-tcil, thimble berry
t'dqatci'l-fsa, little thimbleberry

i'uwd-dak, blue huckleberry

Vuwddake'do, it became a blue huckleberry

kade-do\ dog
kddedo'o'c, he became a dog
kadedo'^fsa, little dog
kade'do'o'xas, he is a dog

Middle-tone

q'ala-'pat, placed across

q'dla-'patsi'Hli, I shall place it across

iixwa-'t'so, animal
uxwa-'fso"fsa, little animal
uxwa-Vso'o'c, he became an animal

laqo-'fsoks, adze
laq6-t'soksi"t'sa, little adze
ldqo-t'so'ks-ya"ak, it is his adze

We notice that in every instance in which the low-tone accent

disappears the vowel becomes short. This is true even in kade'

-

do'o'xas, although the stress remains on the e. In this case the

accented syllable has a higher pitch than the initial, as in pattern

No. 14. Hence, we conclude that the quantity of these vowels was

due to the presence of the low-tone accent. In contrast with this

behavior we see that in the middle-tone group the vowel stays long,

whether accented or not. If only one syllable follows the long

accented vowel, the pitch of the latter is either equal to or lower

than that of the initial, thus merging into the low-tone pattern.

Our inference is that in this group the duration of the accented

vowel is etymologically determined, it is inherent in the vowel.

When a middle-tone accent falls upon such a vowel in a trisyllable

with a short unstressed ultima, the melody of the word approxi-

mates or perhaps merges into that of pattern No. 9.
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As an additional characteristic of the high-pitch accent, we
should mention its effect upon the quahty of the vowel. Such
effects are more or less marked depending on the specific quality

of the vowel in the situations defined in Sections 12 to 17. For the

sake of brevity we shall mention only the two most important.

When the quality of the e approaches that of the i, the high-pitch

accent transforms the e into i; similarly, o becomes u.

30. Few statements can be made in regard to melodic patterns in

words of more than three syllables. In the first place, the high-

faUing and the low-tone accents are very rarely found in such

words. We find chiefly a distribution of high-tone and middle-tone

accents which give us the impression of primary and secondary

accents, as they occur in most languages. Two high-tone accents

are found only in very long words. A word of more than three

syllables generally contains one high-tone accent and one or more
middle-tone accents. The high-tone accent is most frequently found

on the first or second syllable, although it has occurred in others.

The material at our disposal does not justify any further conclusions.

The Quileute accentual system cannot be studied from texts without

the additional information of how each word behaves in different

contexts.

31. On the whole it may be said that accent is not a fixed element

of Quileute morphemes, but that it is associated rather with the

composite word formed by whatever morphemes may be combined

into one unit in a given sentence. However, certain observations

lead us to think that some accentual types, in spite of their shifts

and modifications, are etymologically determined. We could not

account otherwise for the fact that a word which appears with

pattern No. 9, for example, could not be pronounced with the melo-

dy of pattern No. 10, since the position of the stress and that of the

long and short vowels are identical in both patterns. The same holds

true for patterns Nos. 3 and 4, or 5 and 6. Moreover, there are

certain morphemes which require the middle-tone accent almost

invariably, regardless of whatever other accents may precede or

follow. Others, which consist of one single consonant require the

the middle-tone accent on the preceding vowel. It is possible that

these fixed accents serve as pivots upon which the accentual

pattern of the word must find its rhythmic equiHbrium, either by
shifting or by passing from one type of accent to the other, but no

definite conclusions can be reached with any degree of confidence

from the material that has been collected. If there are any prin-

ciples governing the distribution of accents within the word, they

must be very complex. The following morphemes have been found

with a fixed accent: the objective pronouns, the suffix -i'" which

expresses momentaneous action with intransitive verbs ; the adverb
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-qwa' (or -qwa-'), well, very much; the sign of the inceptive aspect

-c ; the future of the first and second persons -'
' (a glottal stop with

an accent on the preceding vowel); and a suffix expressing con-

templated or inferred future action -l. A few examples with the

indirect object pronoun of the first person may suffice to illustrate

this fixity of accent

:

liiwd-s-ta'xas, he brought it to me
hd,.kutlas-ta':pax^, he (invisible person) is bringing it to me
qwdqwae'c-kola's-ta'litc, you are surprising me continually

he.sta'litc, you gave it to me

It should be born in mind, however, that there are exceptions to the

rules governing the position of such accents . Emphasis on one element,
of a given composite word may alter its usual accentual pattern.

We may speak of prevalent tendencies, but not of fixed principles.

The only morphemes which are constantly found with the high-

tone accent are the formal bases (Sec. 48), and the negative e\

These morphemes appear with a short vowel, with a long one, or

with a dieresis, depending chiefly on the following consonants. As a

rule, the dieresis is not used before affricatives. When the affricative

is glottahzed, and hence (Sec. 40) the preceding vowel ends with a

glottal closure, these morphemes are found with short vowels, as in

d't'cit, chief; he't'sit, when. Their pitch remains constant and con-

forms with patterns Nos. 2, 5, 8, 11, or 12, depending on the length

of the accented vowel or on the pressence of another accent. In

regard to the negative e' we are hardly justified in speaking of

accent, since it is a monosyllable. However, its high-tone is constant,

and distinguishes it from e*, yes, which is always pronounced with

a low-tone. Is is only in this particular instance that Quileute can

be said to be a tone language like Chinese, Ewe, and others.

Three morphemes are invariably found with the low-tone in

determined positions. The applicative classifier (Sec. 85) e' is used

instead of -i when affixed to an unaccented monosyllabic mor-
pheme. The element -a, which denotes a durative or continuative

aspect, appears with the low-tone (a-J when final. In the same
position, -wa, which indicates direction of motion or analogous

meanings is always found with the same type of accent.

PHONETIC STRUCTURE.
32. Any one consonant may be the initial of a word. More words

begin with q, q\ k, k\ ts, fs, tc, t'c than with any other consonant.

Only three words have been found with initial tl. More than one

consonant as initials occur only in the word spela'q, exactly. The
use of no more than one initial consonant is confined to the word.

Thus we find that affixable elements may begin with the sounds
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qt, ql, qc, qp, qlt, tq, tq^, tk, tcx, sp, sd, sk, st, st\ sq sq'w, Iq, Ik, Ww.
But even here we notice that the combinations are limitted in

number and in kind. There are only five instances of two plosives in

direct contact, and in four of them q is one of the sounds, while in

the fifth one, tk, the plosive may have a postpalatal point of contact.

In regard to the other combinations, we find that s and I combine

more readily with any consonant than any other sound, whether

initial, final, or medial.

33. All the consonants have been found as finals, excepting p,p'

.

More than two final consonants in direct contact have been met
with only in the word tsaqotca'qlx, it is impossible. Even two ter-

minal consonants are not very frequent. The following have been

observed: tq, tx, ks, kc, kfc, kl, ql, sk, sx, sfc. Is, If, tsk\ tsl, tcx.

34. Combinations of more than two consonants between two
vowels are rare. The following, which were brought about by the

union of two morphologic elements are the only ones which have

been found: ksx, qlt, qst, qlx, qtx, Itx. A glottalized consonant is

never followed by any other consonant. Two plosives seldom come
together. The following have occurred : tq, tq", tk, kt, qp, qt. In most
of the other medial sequences we find that fricatives and affricatives

predominate, the voiceless I being by far the one that enters into

the greatest number of combinations. The following is a list of

normal sequences

:

bs

ptc

ql, qd, qfl, qfs, qs, qc

sp (rare), sq, si, sd, stc, st, si, sq'^, sx

xl, xk^, xts, xf, xtc (the same combinations are possible with x)

tsq, tsk\ tsl, tsx, tsk, tsk^

tcq, tcx, tcs, tct

U
Ifs, Ik^, Ik, II, Iq, lq\ Ix, Is, It, Itc, Ip, lk\ lt\ Id

t.l, td, tx

dl

35. Our observations on the phonetic structure include the fre-

quency with which certain vowels occur before and after determined

consonants. The utility of such a study wiU, perhaps, appear more
evident in the discussion of phonetic contact, and in the treatment

of the connecting vowels (Sees. 36, 37), but it also throws some
light on the divergences of vocalic quahty due to consonantal

contact (Sees. 10—17). The tendency for certain vowels to appear

in contact with determined consonants is most marked when a

single consonant stands between two vowels. In such situations

the vowels e, i, appear more frequently in contact with the con-
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sonants which are articulated with the tip of the tongue in contact

with or near the front teeth or gums, while a-sounds occur most
frequently when the tongue recedes from this position for the

articulation of the consonant. A similar tendency is manifested in

the vowels of initial and final syllables, but not to the same extent.

The following is a tabulation of 3097 instances of single consonants

between two vowels, which occurred in 2467 unanalyzable in-

dependent words and in stems and suffixes of two or more syllables.

Two examples may suffice to illustrate how the three sounds in-

volved in each situation have been tabulated. A word containing

such a sequence as -iwa- is recorded as one occurrence in column 2,

line 2; where we find a total of 24 hke cases. The opposite vocahc

sequence with the same consonant (-awi-) has occurred 12 times,

as shown in column 4, line 2.

Second vowel
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do not mention the glottal stop in this connection because of the

various factors which may possibly be involved (Sees. 9, 37). Since

the assimilation of any vowel to the one preceding a velar takes

place in determined conditions between two morphologic elements

(Sec. 39), the above observations may indicate that we are dealing

with a general principle, which may have played an important part

in the history of the language. Among other sequences which have

occurred with a rather high ratio of frequency are: awa, si, se,

tsi, tse, tci, tee, ka, xa. Future comparative work may, perhaps,

reveal whether or not this tendency of certain vowels to appear

after determined consonants has any bearing on such vocalic

correspondences as, Nootka -wi (beach), Quileute -wa; N. Vca

(water), Q. -t'si; N. tlukw (big), Q. tce-k^; N. t'soqw (hit), Q. tsex.

Chemakum ksuk- (to die), Q. Vciq-; Ch. tcina'n-o' (dog), Q. kade-do';

Ch. fso- (water), Q. -fsi.

PHONETIC PROCESSES.

36. We shall consider here the phonetic phenomena which are

due to affixation. The phonetic modifications observed within the

structure of the morphologic element have been dealt with in

previous sections. As a rule, the sounds which constitute a morpho-

logic element suffer no changes in affixation. In some situations even

direct contact is avoided. This separation, which is effected by the

insertion of vowels or the glottal stop, may be regarded in some

instances as a tendency to avoid consonantal sequences which do

not occur in the phonetic structure of the language, (Sees. 32—34),

but in many instances the insertion of such sounds takes place

between some of the most frequent sequences. On the whole this

phenomenon seems to be of a morphologic nature. There are,

however, various irregularities, which we may assume to depend

on the meaning or function of the morpheme. Morphemes which

can be readily translated by our nouns, verbs or adverbs are more

regularly kept apart than those which perform purely grammatical

functions.

37. If we disregard these irregularities, we can formulate the three

following rules: (1) When one morphologic element is affixed to

another, we find direct contact without insertions or modifications

only when a consonant and a vowel come together. (2) The fusion

of two vowels is prevented by inserting a glottal stop. (3) The

contiguity of two consonants is avoided by inserting the vowels

a, i(e), which we shall caU connecting vowels, or by using the

vocalic form of certain suffixes (Sec. 38). The choice of a, e or i

seems to be determined mainly by the preceding consonant. There

is a distinct tendency to use a after k, q, q\ x, x, w; and to insert.
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i or e before and after s, c, ts (cf. Sec. 35). A situation in which two

tendencies confKct, as when one element ends with k and the next

one begins wdth s or c, is disposed of in various irregular ways, one

of which is to insert no vowel if the consonantal sequence is per-

missible. The followdng observation may be of interest: The word

for school is Mlxa'ositi, which is an imitation of the English pro-

nunciation of school-house, with the addition of the suffix -ti,

meaning "house" and the insertion of the connecting vowel *.

Phonetically, the connecting vowel seems unnecessary, because the

sequence -st- within a word is quite common. There can be no doubt

that in this instance the vowel i does not belong to either element,

and that its insertion is due to a morphologic principle.

It is often impossible to determine whether a given vowel has'

been inserted in accordance with the above rules or whether it

belongs etymologically to the followdng element. We find, for

example, that the suffix which expresses causation has the form

-its after s, ts, w, but after any other consonant -ats is used. After

a vowel we find -ts for the same morpheme. In this case various

explanations seem equally reasonable, but at least after the vowel o

we may be fairly certain that its form is -ts, since the identity of

the element o indicating location is quite clear. From the frequent

.

occurrence of the vowel a before this element, we might infer that

its primary form is -ats, and that the a is changed to i under the

influence of the preceding consonants, but then we cannot account

for the form -ts after a vowel, considering that the normal process

in such cases (Sec. 37) would be to retain the form -ats and insert

a glottal stop between the vowel of the preceding element and the

a of -ats.

38. Owing to the regularity with which some suffixes appear

preceded by i or a, as in the above instance, we may consider these

vowels as integral parts of these suffixes, which for some unknown
reason resist phonetic contact influences in some situations, and

disappear only when in contact with other vowels. Such is clearly

the case with -at, which expresses continued activity; -ic, meaning

to become or used as the sign of an inceptive aspect of action; -il,

which expresses immediate or purposive future action; and also

all the pronouns Usted with two forms (Sec. 67). We may illustrate

these various contact processes by contrasting different words

which contain the same elements

:

1. lasdtsas, he broke it (las-, to break; -a-, classifier (Sec. 85); -ts-, causative

(Sec. 104); -as, he) This example is given to introduce the elements

-ats and -as in contact with each other, as a basis for the next

example.
2. Ids-atsi'l'as, he is going to break it. (-il-, immediate or purposive future

action. The other elements as in example 1. This instance seems to

define the form of the element -il- since it appears between the two
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elements -ats and -as of the preceding example. In the following

example -il- becomes -1-.

3. k6l'Os"'wo'l-li, I am going to put you inside, (kol-, to place; -o-, classi-

fier for location; -s'""wo-, object pronoun; -1-, as in example 2; -li,

subject pronoxin). For the long duration of the I see section 25.

4. dq-so'^at, he is on the roof, (aq-, to be on top of; -so-, roof; for the w-glide

between o and a see Sec. 43; -at, continued action or condition. No
pronoun is used for the subject in this instance.

5. dq-so^ata'qlti, he feels at ease on the roof, (dq-so'^at-, as in example 4;

-a-, connecting vowel or part of the suffix -qlti, to do something
easily. The connecting vowel disappears in the following example.

6. he.qlti, expert, one who does something without much effort, (he-, formal

base (Sec. 48); for the dieresis between the stem and the suffix see

Sec. 24.

7. tsil-a'd-, he is pushing, (tsil-, to push; -a-, classifier as in examples 1

and 2; -d-, durative aspect, separated from the preceding vowel as

explained in Sec. 39).

8. tci* i'ld-titc, that which you were doing. (tci\ demonstrative; i7-, to be
busy, to be active in; -a--, durative, as in example 7; showing
that the glottal stop in example 7 does not belong to the -a--.

9. kVta's-wali'l-as, he is going to send it to him. (ki'ta-, to go; -s-, causative

(Sec. 104); -swa-, indirect object pronoun; -1-, verbal classifier

(Sec. 93); -l-as, as in example 2.

10. xeko.tipili'l-as, he is going to shut the door, (xek"', to shut; -tip-, door;

-i-, connecting vowel; -1-, as in example 9.)

11. xekoM'p-as, he shut the door. (All the elements have been explained i)

example 10. Notice the absence of the connecting vowel after -tip'.n

39. Contrary to the prevalent tendency to preserve intact the

different morphologic elements, we find a process of assimilation,

whereby a vowel affixed to an element ending in q, x or the glottal

stop is replaced by the sound of the preceding vowel, e.g.:

kd.dedo'o'c, it became a dog. (kade-do\ dog; -ic, to become)
po.oqo'c, it became a human being (poo-q, human being, Indian)

k'wd.ya'a'c, it became water. (k'wd-ya\ water)

eci'c, it increased (ec, much)

40. Vowels generally end with a glottal closure when a glottalized

affricative or glottahzed velar follows, or occasionally when k' is

affixed to a vowel. This happens more regularly when the contact is

due to suffixation, but it occurs also in unanalyzable morphemes.
In the following examples this phenomenon was caused by suffixa-

tion:

he'Vsis, when he, if he. (he-, initial formative (Sec. 48); -fs-, occasion, event;

-is, or -as, he).

i'ld'k''wal, it broke, (but t'ldba-xa'l, he broke it).

bix-a'a^fsa, little flower (bixa'd-, flower; -fsa, diminutive).

hetkuWfca'yo'li, I imagine I am sick (he, formal base; -tkul-, sick; -i'-,

connecting vowel with the glottal catch due to the following glottalized

affricative; -t'cayo', to talk out of one's imagination, to report a rumor;
-li, subject pronoun).
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41. The converse of the above process has been observed in the

use of the suffix -ts, to make, which becomes glottaHzed after a

glottal stop, e. g.

:

te-'kwa\ rope; te-'kwa'Vsis, he made a rope
tcatci", it flew; tcatci'^t'sis, he made it fly.

42. A glottal stop is produced by the presence of a middle-tone

accent on a final vowel. A reduction of the normal duration of such

vowels is quite noticeable. That this glottal stop is produced by
the accent is evident from the constant recurrence of such situations,

and from the fact that suffixation, with a consequent shift of the

accent makes such glottal stops disappear. This phenomenon takes

place with more frequence at the end of a sentence. E.g.:

base", bad; hd.sedi'st'cli, I have a bad hat
kd'ayo'\ crow; kd'ayoxa'li, I eat crow (mieat)

tcatci", it flew; tcd.tcili'l, it is going to fly

43. Between a palatal or a velar consonant and a vowel, o and u
become w. For example: ce-'qol, he is puUing {-o is a classifier,

Sec. 85); ce'qwats, he jerked (the suffix -ats is used for a sudden

action). If other consonants precede the o or w, these vowels do not

change to w, but a w-gUde is heard between them and the following,

as in examples 4 and 5 in Section 38.

The proximity of o, u, or w influences the quahty of an ^-sound

in the preceding morphologic element to the extent that we hear a

quality which is very similar to that of the French u in "tu". Since

this phenomenon does not take place regularly in the pronunciation

of all individuals, it has seemed advisable to use the symbol ii

whenever such instances occur. Examples

:

yu'x-o, this one here (yix-o, demonstrative and locative)

uxwa"t'so\ animal.

liiwd-, he carried to a definite place; but liwe-l, he carried away.

MORPHOLOGY.
44. Some of the terms generally used in the analysis of morphology

are not adequate to present the structure of the Quileute language

in the proper perspective. It has seemed advisable, therefore, to

deviate from estabhshed usage in some aspects of our presentation.

In so far as it is feasible, the plan of the present analysis will be

based on morphologic facts. Function will be discussed coincidently

with the form that performs it, or in subdivisions of the general

morphologic scheme.

The morphologic elements of the Quileute language may be

divided into three classes

:

12
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1. Initial morphemes^. Their characteristic feature is that they

must occupy the first position in a composite word. In by far the

majority of cases they require at least one suffix to form a word.

Some of them can be used without affixes when they function as

qualifiers (Sec. 124).

2. Postpositive morphemes. These can never occupy the first

position in the word, but must always be affixed to their coordinates

or to the elements of the other two classes.

3. Free morphemes. In most cases these elements appear without

affixes, but some of them permit the suffixation of postpositive

morphemes to modify their meaning.

From these definitions one might infer that the classical terms

stem and suffix would be quite appHcable. In fact, they would be

suitable with minor modifications in their definition, were it not

for their non-morphologic connotations^. When we consider the

semantic and grammatical functions performed by these Quileute

elements, the inadequacy of the usual terms becomes patent. This

point may be more readily elucidated by borrowing the nomem-
clature of Sapir's classification of grammatical concepts^. The term
root or radical or stem suggests not only the morphological fact

that it serves as a basis for affixation, but also that it expresses

"basic concepts" in Sapir's sense. But the Quileute initial mor-
phemes, though they generally express "basic concepts", they may
occasionally be so void of concrete meaning (in so far as we can

express it in Enghsh words) that they may be characterized as

conveying "pure relational concepts." Furthermore, the elements

of class 2 can express the same "basic concepts" that we associate

with roots or radicals. Again, the term suffix connotes the ex-

pression of "relational concepts" or "derivational concepts", but

the Quileute postpositive morphemes very often express such

"basic concepts" as hat, canoe, roof. For the sake of brevity we
shall often use the term suffix referring to these Quileute elements,

but it is to be understood only in its morphologic sense.

^ I use the term morpheme as defined by Bloomfield in language, II, 3,

1926, p. 155. In the use of the term free for the third class of Qmleute
morphemes, there is a slight departure from Bloomfield's definition. It

has seemed preferable, however, to make this modification, rather than to

introduce a new term. The forms of class 1 are generally bound and those of

class 2 are always bound, in Bloomfield's sense. In contrast with these, the

forms of the third class are free in most of the cases in which they occur.

But my use of the term free does not refer exclusively to the specific

instances in which the form is free, but to the possibility of using it thus

(without any suffixes).

2 "La racine indique le sens general du mot, le suffixe en precise la valeur , .
.

"

Meillet: Introduction a I'etude comparative des langues indo-europeennes,.

Paris, 1924, p. 116.

3 Sapir: langitage, New York, 1921, p. 106.
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45. In contrast with the above restrictions governing form, we
find that there is considerable freedom in regard to the function

which the three classes of morphemes can perform. Most of the

morphemes may be used as nouns or as verbs, provided their

function is indicated by the proper suffixes. It is not infrequent,

however, to find words whose function is determined only by their

position in the sentence or by the presence or absence of procHtic

demonstratives. Considering the meaning of the morphemes, we
observe that the words which we should classify as adjectives in

Indo-European languages are identical in their morphology and
syntax with the Quileute verbs. This applies even to the numerals

(Sec. 118). In the freedom with which various functions are per-

formed by the morphemes, we note that it is more common to

form nouns with elements whose meanings we should regard as

primarily verbal, than to form verbs by the reverse process. In fact,

Quileute has a decided predilection for nominahzing morphologic

composites which contain the characteristic verbal suffixes. Only

a few examples will be given here to illustrate some permutations

of function, others wiU be found elsewhere (Sees. 55, 56, 66, 122).

yix tsoxo''' laki" xe' de'q'deq\ the hunters lost the duck, (yix, demonstrative,

subjective case; tsoxo", hunt, generally used as a verb; laki'\ lost;

xe', demonstrative, oblique case; de'q'deq\ duck.)

ki'e-tasa'l tso-xole'c deq'de'q'd'al, they went hunting for ducks. (The first

word means "to be moving about"; in the second word we have the

same free morpheme as in the preceding example, plus the element
-I (Sec. 93), and the sign of the inceptive aspect; the last word means
"duck" as in the preceding example, but here we find it with the verbal

classifier -a, and the postpositive morpheme -al, meaning to go

after.)

sdkt'caq^ x^ sa'kfcit, put on an eagle feather. (We notice here the initial

morpheme sakt'c- used as a verb meaning to don an eagle feather with
the verbal classifier -a, and the postpositive morpheme -g", on or at a

place ; the same initial morpheme being used as a noun after the indefin-

ite demonstrative ic", with the nominalizer -it.)

yix te- tcd'dba''a'''Vot\ the grandparents who were inside; literally: the inside

grandparents. (The element te- means house, inside the house or where one

dwells, yix as in the first example, -fof is a special possessive used with

kinship words, meaning some one's.

te- axu. Stay inside, (te- as in the preceding example; axu, a special pronoun
for the second person singular in the imperative.

yix ii'xwalo''la''te-, the shaman's hoiise. ii'xwalo-'ld', free morpheme meaning
shaman, yix and te- as in the preceding examples.

yix he^ol, those who had gathered, he'ol, to be together; composed of the

initial element he, with practically no semantic value (Sec. 51), and the

postpositive -ol, to be together. For the glottal catch see Sec. 39.

he'ol, he accompanied him. (The pronouns he and him are under-

stood.)

12
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INITIAL MORPHEMES.
46. The majority of the initial morphemes are monosyllabic. In

isolating these morphemes we meet with the difficulty that they

are always accompanied by suffixes, the latter being in most cases

the apphcative classifiers (Sec. 85). Since there are considerable

irregularities in the use of the classifiers, it is impossible to discover

in many cases whether such a vowel belongs to the initial element

or is affixed to it. Notwithstanding, we may be fairly certain, that

the majority of the initial morphemes are of the following types^:

VC, CV, CVC, the last type being the most prevalent. There are

no instances of initial morphemes represented by a single vowel or

consonant.

47. Certain obviously compounded^ morphemes can be analyzed

into simpler elements, although we cannot ascertain the meaning
of aU their components. For a few groups of such morphemes we
can find a general concept which will be common to all the instances

in which one of the components occurs, but the others remain

obscure, as they have not been found in other combinations. Thus
we notice in the following examples that the element la occurs in a

number of words implying motion, and that t'co is associated with

the concept of end or 'point, but no information is available on the

meaning of the other elements.

Id'o-, to walk fco-, end
lato-, to cross Vcod, arrow-head
lak-, to come out Vcorf', foot

laq"- to chase away Vcos, nose

tala'o-, to run

It may be of interest to note in this connection that a number of

Quileute words have some syllables in common with those which we
may assume to be their Chemakum cognates, but they appear

arranged in a different order or combined with other elements which

are not common to the two languages

:

Quileute Chemakum
tala'o lata- to run
ha-'deqwa kahaqwa salmon
dHotq akutq sealing canoe
wesa't'sopat kwefsosapat woman

FORMAL BASES.

48. As remarked above (Sec. 44) the postpositive morphemes can

never occupy the first position in the word or be used by themselves.

We shall see in Sec. 64 that though apparently the same meaning

can be expressed in many cases either by a postpositive morpheme

1 The symbol V stands for any vowel, and C for any consonant.
^ We refer here to the history of the morpheme; not to its present structure.
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or by a free morpheme, it is possible that the two kinds of mor-

phemes are seldom synonymous. Thus, for example, our word hat

can be expressed by the free morpheme tsiyd.pus^ or by the post-

positive -disfc, but the latter can also refer to a cap or to some

kinds of head-dress, if no specific hat has been mentioned in the

context. Naturally, the postpositive -disfc appears generally

together with another morpheme which expresses some other

meaning, as hd't'cidist'cit, good hat, or flabd-xadist'ci"ili, I shall

smash the hat. What happens, then, when such a generic concept

as conveyed by -disfc has to be expressed by itself as a word ? In

such situations the semantic demands are fulfilled without violating

the morphologic restrictions. The postpositive -disfc remains

postponed, but it is postponed to an initial morpheme whose mean-

ing approaches zero. We may thus say 6-disfcit, where the morpheme
6- conveys a very general idea of location, and the suffix -it indicates

that the word functions as a noun. There are three of these substi-

tutes for the initial morphemes, a'-, he-, 6-, which we shall call

formal bases. The above example illustrates only one of the several

situations in which it is necessary to use a postpositive without a

meaningful initial element; other instances will be found in the

following sections.

49. The phonetic character of the formal bases is rather constant.

Their high-tone accent may be considered as one of their normal

features, since it is disturbed only in rare instances, presumably,

by such factors as the duration of the following vowels and by the

proximity of the other high pitch accents. The duration of their

vowels is not so fixed. The vowel of he- is prolonged only in a few

sporadic instances, but 6- is often long, and d'- drops the glottal

stop in many cases and the vowel is then prolonged. It is very

difficult to predict in what phonetic situations these variations take

place, but it seems probable that they respond exclusively to

phonetic influences. When the glottal stop is retained in d'-, a

voiceless reproduction of the vowel a is heard after the glottal

release, but in careful pronunciation it may become fully voiced.

When insisted upon, the native is generally in doubt as to whether

it should be voiced or unvoiced (cf. Sees. 9, 24).

50. It may not be altogether fortuituous that these three forma-

tives are parallel in their vocalic sounds to the apphcative classifiers

(Sec. 85), and that the use of d' is as irregular as that of the classifier

-a-, while he- has many points of contact with -e (-i), and o- and the

classifier -o agree in their connotations of location. This correspond-

ence may indicate simply an etymological connection between the

two series of elements, the nature of which we cannot determine.

Disregarding this possible historical relation between the two series,

^ Perhaps of French origin.
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and attending to their present functions, we may say that the

formal bases classify all the words in which they occur into three

classes, which correspond in their main outline to those distin-

guished by the three classifiers, -a, -e (-i), -o; namely, in the 6-

class we find words which refer to objects or actions which can be

confined to a more or less definite location. Hence, the names of

practically all the parts of the body appear with the formative

6-. There are very few initial or free morphemes that serve as names
for such parts. The formative he- introduces verbs which refer

mainly to actions in which localization is irrelevant, and which on
the whole seem to be directed to a specific object; however, only

by a stretch of the imagination could we find such concepts in many
verbs formed with he-. As to nouns, we find that most of those which
occur with he- are artifacts designed, as most artifacts are, for

specific purposes. The formative a'- appears in a variety of nouns
whose meanings cannot be logically embraced by any general

concept. Postpositive morphemes whose meanings we cannot

definitely classify either as nouns or verbs are always affixed to

he-. Examples of tjrpical, and irregular uses of these formatives are

:

6 -lit, mouth hetcsida't, to swim
ofa-'yat, arm he'fsexat, fishing line

otcqe-dit, belly he-ya^at, arrow-feather

6-la'yo\ sound, noise hetkul, to be sick

6H^cowo"i'sit, sky he.lac, to eat

o-qale'k, to arrive he.swa, to give

6-sit, roof he.tac, to catch

d-lita'\ fish

d'saya't, meat
d'lotq, sealing-canoe

d-qlti, expert
d-tca'd-, yonder
d-xuyo", box, pot

It might seem that these formatives, he- 6-, a'-, could be regarded

as prefixes. On such an assumption we should have to say that

these prefixes appear only before suffixes (postpositive morphemes)
when the latter function as stems (to use the classical word). But
we also notice that they are never prefixed to any morpheme which
can be regularly used as a "stem". This last observation is in-

compatible with the usual acceptation of the term prefix, and the

former introduces a strong element of doubt in the fact that a prefix

should be used only when a suffix acts as a stem. Considering the

regularity with which the postpositive morphemes occur after other

elements and never as the first element in the word, and considering,

further, the fact that no other Quileute elements can be regarded as

prefixes, it seems more reasonable to conclude that the formal bases

serve as substitutes for "stems", and that the language has no
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prefixes. Further corroboration will be found in Sec. 55, if we con-

sider the meaning of some of the elements that can be suffixed to

these formal stems.

51. There are many words with a' or d' for their initial sound, from

which their presumably affixed elements cannot be separated. In

the case of dissyllables we may be fairly certain that this initial

vowel is a formal base, since the high-tone accent is of very rare

occurrence in words of two syllables, unless they be compounded.
Thus, the words d'xit, mountain; d'fcit, rich man, chief; d'beyat,

ocean canoe; d'fco, to he beside some one; and others, are dealt

with as though they were indissoluble units, owing, perhaps, to the

fact that the postpositive elements have lost their morphologic

independence, and consequently are no longer understood if

deprived of their initial syllable. This is clearly the case with the

word for slave, d'woqo'l, whose distributive plural may be formed by
substituting tci' for d'- (tciwoqo'l), but the element -woqol cannot

be affixed to any other morpheme. However, most of the post-

positives which occur with the formal base a'- may be suffixed to

other morphemes, as illustrated by the following examples

:

ot^a'yat, hand
d't'a'yat, branch of a tree

d'q^si'yat, small branch
tci.las-i'q^siyas, it has six small branches

d'lotq, sealing-canoe (generic term)
helotq, a definite sealing-canoe

d-lax, to be eating (in answer to the question "What is he doing ?")

helax, to be eating (the food already mentioned)

d-tca'd-, yonder
6-tca'd-, there (at a comparatively short distance)

heqlti, expert (referring to a specific person)

d-qlti, expert (referring to the qualifications)

d-lita", fish

he.lita'a"fso\ sea-food

52. So far, we have regarded the elements a'-, he-, 6-, mainly as

morphologic devices, although we have also pointed out that they

classify words into three vaguely definable groups. We may now
note some facts which indicate that the semantic value of these

elements is not always as near zero as may appear from the preced-

ing discussion. In the examples given above (Sec. 51), we notice

that in some instances a word built with the formative he- has a

more specific meaning than when a'- is used. Similarly, we may say
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d'da"adal, he talked, but he.da"adal, he talked about it (the matter

just mentioned). We may infer from these instances that he- has a

demonstrative force, since reference to context is doubtless a

characteristic demonstrative function. However, this shift from

a'- to he- cannot always be made, and besides, the number of words
which appear with the formative a'- is rather hmited. No such

shifts have occurred between a'- and 6-, or between he- and 6-, but

we observe certain connections between these elements and others

whose functions are definitly demonstrative, as will be shown in the

following sections, and also a definite demonstrative function

performed by he- and 6-, when they do not serve as formal bases

(Sec. 56). All these facts may indicate that at least two of the initial

formatives (he- and 6-) were at one time demonstratives, but we
are not justified in concluding that they perform at present any
demonstrative function in the majority of the cases in which they

occur. The instances cited above and those which follow (Sec. 56)

may be vestiges of their original character. We find further that all

the demonstratives may be used before the words formed with

these elements which we suspect to have been demonstratives

originally. This is, perhaps, a conclusive proof that they have no
demonstrative value in such cases, particularly, if we notice that

when he- is used as an independent demonstrative (Sec. 56) it refers

to something that is present, but when it appears as an initial

formative, the word may be preceded by demonstratives with the

opposite meaning. For example: hd't'cik'e't-at means a good fishing

equipment. The analysis of this word is: hd'fc-, initial morpheme
meaning good; -i-, connecting vowel between the consonantal

sequence fc-k'; -k'et, postpositive morpheme meaning equipment;

-at, postpositive morpheme indicating that the word is used as a

noun (if it were a verb it would be hd'fcik'e't'as, it is a good equip-

ment). Now, if we wish to say simply equipment, the postpositive

-k'et is affixed to the initial formative he-, and we have he.k'e't'ot.

This he- cannot have any demonstrative value, because we may say

yix he.k'e'tat, the or that equipment (just mentioned in the con-

text); xwa' he.k'e't'at, that equipment (which I know of only by
hearsay) ; tci' he.k'e't'at, the or that equipment (which is not present,

nor mentioned in context, but known by direct experience to the

speaker as well as the hstener); or we may, likewise, use the de-

monstrative X® to refer to an equipment that the speaker just

thought of, as in "Has he an equipment ?" Other examples are QT.
18:11; 19:3; 19:16; 30:8; 34:39.

53. The three elements a'-, he-, 6-, are not the only ones which
may serve as formal bases. A limited number of words have been

found in which the same office is performed by the morpheme
ilxwa, which means some, any, that (indefinite thing) when used
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independently as a demonstrative. There has also occurred in the

texts, though in very rare cases, that the same function is performed

by another demonstrative, xwa' , meaning the, this, that (referring

to something absent at the moment and known only by hearsay).

In such cases, the informants were ready to substitute he- or ilxwa-

for xwa\ but the latter could not be used to form other words.

The following are praticaUy all the words in which a postpositive

morpheme has been affixed to ilxwa:

u'xwalo-'la\ shaman
iixwa'kitsil, dream
uxwa'''q'ol, potlatch

iixwa'tcaql, to be pregnant
iixwa'lk'wal, to give birth •

uxwa'''aVso\ animal
iXxwa'te-lit, to hunt big game
uxwa'''ai'at, a wound
iixwa'fowa, small pox
ii'xwaqawo-'l-xal, to inform

54. All the formal bases are replaced by the form tci' to express

distributed plurality in nouns, and iterative or continued action in

verbs. These functions are regularly performed by reduphcation

when the words are not built with the initial formatives. This

element tci' is identical in form with the demonstrative that refers

to an object that is not present, but is known by previous, direct

experience (Sec. 114). Examples are:

u'xwalo-'la\ shaman tcVilo-'W, shamans
uxwa"q'ol, potlatch tci'aq'o'l, potlatches

xwdH'ci'sta\ bait (just mentioned) tci'fci'std', baits

6'laxat, ear tci'laxat, (several person's) ears

oH'eg^, head tci't'eq^, heads

he.ya'''at, arrow-feather tci'ya"at, arrow-feathers

hetkula's, he is sick tci'kula's, he is often sick

d'xuyo", box tci'i^uyo", boxes

55. By means of the formal bases words can be formed with post-

positive morphemes, however abstract their meaning may be.

They may thus be brought into prominence in the sentence and

emphasized, e.g.:

qala'xal ( 1 ) he-''yi(2)heqalitaxa'l s e-wala'V he.xat s kole-'yitt\ there had already-

been war between the Ozettes and the Quileute. 1, they made war;

2, the formal base he- with the suffix -'yi (Sec. 130) which expresses

completion of action or the transition from existence to nonexistence;

ordinarily it occurs in the verb, and its office may be compared with

that of our tense suffixes ; here it appears as an independent word, and
is strongly emphasized to indicate that this war had already taken

place.

he-mtc (1) la (2) ti (3) d'kil (4) liwits-ta' (5), he himself, Bear, made me carry

it. 1, the formal base with the pronominal suffix for he (when the person
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is not visible) ; in normal conditions this pronoun would be affixed to the

verb; 2 and 3 enclitic words meaning surely, indeed; 4, bear; 5, (liw-

i-ts-sta), initial morpheme meaning to carry, connecting vowel, causative,

object pronoun.
yix (1) he'fe-li'et (2) luwo"oqa"a (3), the one by whom they had been taken.

1, demonstrative (Sec. 109); 2, formal base, followed by the suffix -i'e,

which indicates instrument or means, formal element -li (Sec. 136), and
-'e which is another form of ''yi, as in the first example; 3, initial mor-
pheme liw-, as in the second example, with the change oi i to ii due to

the following o (Sec. 43); -qa, passive voice, -a, modal suffix (Sec. 144).

See QT. p. 3:17; p. 9:9; p. 13:3, 5, 10, 13, 16; p. 14:7; 15:7;

12; 16:1.

56. It may be advisable to discuss here the use of M and 6 as free

morphemes, although we may thereby alter the general plan of our

presentation. As an independent word, he is a verb meaning it is,

it was, asserting identification, as in many uses of the copula to be.

Similarly, 6 is equivalent to the verb to be expressing location,

presence, or like the French "voici, voila", directing the attention

to the presence of something or somebody. Examples

:

e- (1) fatca'a' (2) s (3) he- (4) q'wdeti' (5), he did not know that it was Q'wdeW.
1, negative; 2, to know; 3, subjunctive pronoun, introducing the sub-

ordinate clause (Sec. 75); 4, it was; 5, the name of the culture hero.

he- (1) fciqa'l (2) ace' (3) d'fcit (4), it was he who killed the chief. 1, it was;
asserts a relation of identity between the person mentioned in the

context and the subject of this sentence; 2, kill; 3, oblique case of the

demonstrative; 4, chief.

6- (1) dd-kil (2) yiluxo- (3) ciqwa-'d-o (4) s (5) tci'beqib (6), there it was when
the land dried up and they drifted to Chemakum. 1, there it was,

referring to the place just mentioned; 2, then, therefore; 3, to dry up;

4, were pulled (by the stream) ; 5, demonstrative indicating direction of

motion; 6, Chemakum.

For other examples see QT. p. 13:14; p. 14: 1; p. 14:10; p. 16:2;

p. 18:9; p. 18:13; p. 19:13; p. 7:11; 8:3; 8:8; 8:15; 8:31; 8:50;

9:31; 13:38; 21:7; 21:9; 23:31; 23:20.

REDUPLICATION AND INFIXATION.

57. These two modifications of the initial morphemes or of the free

morphemes will be discussed together for the following reasons:

first, if we disregard the possible historical development of Quileute

infixation from redupHcation, we shall have to say that in many
words we find both redupKcation and infixation as a single process

;

secondly, the words which appear with infixes cannot be reduphcat-

ed; each word has its own particular process; third, though the

processes differ with the words, the functions performed by the

processes are identical, excepting the office performed by the infix

-y, which is always a kind of diminutive. Adhering to the morpholo-
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gic facts, regardless of what their history may possibly be^, we shall

call infixation the insertion of any sound that does not appear in

the morpheme; the term reduphcation being limited to the repeti-

tion of one or more sounds found in the morpheme. We find the

following types

:

Type 1 . Reduplication of the initial consonant and of the follow-

ing vowel. This is by far the most prevalent type.

da'q'd-, eye
dokH'cit, head
fabo-q^s, navel
wek'wa'yo'o'l, movise

dada"q''o, eyes

dodokH'cit, heads
fd'fabo-q^s, navels

wewek'wa'yo'o'l, mice

Type 2. Reduplication of the initial vowel of the stem with the

insertion of a glottal stop

:

d'fcit, rich man, chief

eca''''^q'wa, warrior

ela-'xali, I left him
6-xwal, he carries water
d-woqo'l, slave

d'd'fcit, chiefs

e'eca'''°-q''wa, warriors

e'ela-'xali, I leave him often

6-^o-'xwal, he carries water often

d'awoqo'l, slaves

Type 3. Reduphcation of the vowel of the first syllable with the

insertion of a glottal stop

:

hi'h-d'd-, blind man bi'i'b-a'd-, blind men
xdlatsli, I cut it xd'alatsli, I cut it often, repeatedly

tsila'tsas, he pushed tsi'ila'tsas, (iterative)

ya-'tcoli, I sold it yd'a-tco'li, I sold (several things on
different occasions)

Type 4. Reduplication of the initial consonant after the first

syllable

:

qa-U\ he failed qdqle\ frequentative

tsi'ko, he put it on tsitsko, frequentative

kwe-'tsa', he is hungry kwe-'kHsa, several people are hungry
tuk6-yo\ snow tutk6-yo\ snow here and there

Type 5. Reduphcation of a consonant and infixation or modifi-

cation of a vowel:

^ It seems qmte possible, for example, that in type 5, listed below, we have
a special development from the more common process of reduplication,

by modifying the vowel of the reduplicated syllable, though it is also

possible that this apparently modified vowel represents an older sound of

the first syllable. But the same may be true even in cases in which the

infixes -s- and -ts- appear. It is conceivable that these consonants represent

or developed from old initial consonants in these words. It would be

arbitrary to draw a line between these two types of infixation just because

we can more easily accotmt for one than for the other. These possible

etymological connections should be noted, but they do not affect the

morphologic fact that at the present time this language has infixes, accord-

ing to our definition. If the term infix is not restricted to the morphologic

fact, we may question that there are infixes in most of the languages in

which this grammatical process is said to exist.
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qa-'wats, potato qd-qe-wats, potatoes

fd-dax, tail (of bird) Vafe-dax, tails

hd.ha-, tree hd.hiha", trees

k'd't'la, stone k'ak'e-t'la, stones

Type 6. Reduplication of a vowel and infixation of a consonant:

kwdti\ he tried kwayd.ti\ he tried a little

fle-x, stiff Vleyex, rather stiff

sayd-'li, I like it sayd.yaa"li, I rather like it

hetkul, he is sick heyitkul, he is a little sick

Type 7. Reduplication of the consonant and of the vowel of the

first syllable and infixation of a consonant between the dupHcated

syllables

:

kade-do\ dog kdskade'do', dogs

tcibo-d, fish hook tcistciho'd, fish-hooks

tsiyd.pus, hat tsistsiya'pus, hats

ka-ya'd, shark kdskaya'd, sharks

58. From the various instances found in the texts, and in extensive

material gathered especially for this purpose, the following general

principles come to light

:

(A) There are few cases of infixation without reduplication of either

a consonant or a vowel. We must exclude here, however, the

appearance of e instead of i, or the reverse, for these are due to

phonetic influences (Sec. 35). Therefore, the increment has generally

one element in common with the initial syllable of the word.

(B) Only three consonantal infixes can occur without duphcation

of the initial consonant, namely, y, t\ and ts; the latter becoming

glottahzed when the initial of the stem is a glottahzed sound. We
may call -y- an independent infix, since it may be found in any

stem, regardless of its initial consonant. On the other hand, t' and

ts stand in a fixed relation to the initial of the stem, thus : if the

initial is a plosive, the infix is the affricative ts; whereas if the

initial is an affricative, the infix must be the plosive f. We can

point to only one exception to these correspondences: k'a-'t'axil,

distributive plural of k'a-'xil, iron. Only three words have been

found with an initial fricative which take any consonantal infix

except y:

xwaxa-'l/pat, white pine xwatsxa-'lpat, white pines

hokwaf, white man hotskwaV, white persons

se-kabats, clam shell (for drinking) se-fi'skahats, distributive

The following examples illustrate these three types of consonantal

infixation

:

k'weselaqwa-'li, I firmly believe k'weyese-li, I hardly believe

ce-'qol, he pulled ciye-qol, he pulled a little

t'dx-a, hot Vaydx-a, warm
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pi"ko\ root basket pi'tsko\ root baskets
poo-q, human, Indian pots.oo-q, Indians
t'e'ld-, vulva t'et'se-la, vulvas
ti-'la\ hemlock ti-'tsild', hemlock trees

keyuta'd,^ horse ketsiyuta'd, horses

qa'xadi's, arrow notch qdtsaxadi's, arrow notches

t'sexelili'l, hill
'

fset'exi'lili'l, hills

fsa'p-is, cedar tree fsa-'Vapis, cedar trees

tsi'k-il, fork tsWe-kil, forks

t'lo-'oqol, lake i'lot'o'oqol, lakes

tla-'qwa\ a bruise tldfe-qwa\ bruises

(C) When the vowel of the initial syllable of the stem sounds as the

English e in "met", the quality of the infixed vowel is like that of

Enghsh i in hit.

se-'ya, he sees sesi-'ya, he sees now and then
de'q'deq', mallard duck dediq''deq\ mallard ducks
wesa't'so-pat, woman wewisaH'so-pat, women

(D) Reduplication concerns regularly only the initial consonant

or the first vowel of the word or both. So, in words whose initial is a

vowel, this is the only element that is reduplicated. This principle

is strictly adhered to even in cases in which a monosyllabic stem
has a terminal consonant, or when we may infer from the general

phonetic tendencies that the consonant follo^'dng the first vowel
belongs to the initial syllable. For example:

ha't'c-, good hahe't'capa"li, I have good weapons
qa-q;, bone qaqa-¥, bones
hd'k'-, to ask babd'k''etid, they asked one another
ci-p-, black; h6kwat\ white man cici-p-ho'kwat\ negroes

(non-Indian)

(E) The first syllable of the reduphated word is identical with that

of the original, which means that the increment appears always as

infixed. Only one exception has been found:

tcdle-tiqo'l, pencil tcitcd''le-tiqo'l, pencils

(F) The following irregular cases have occurred, in which the

second syllable is redupHcated instead of the first one:

lila-p, soft lilale-p, soft things

sowa'tc, alive sowa-'imtc, living things

e-fiklo-'wd-, crazy e-Vefi'klowd-, crazy persons
q'aha-'ala, white color q'aha-hi'la, white things

t'su'wi-tcil, a boil Vsuwe-wi'tcil, boils here and there

haya'qd', weak haya-'yiqa\ weak persons
kide-'qet, whetstone kide-'deqet, whetstones
tcvdo-tcd-was, he rolled on tcudo-do-tcd-was, he rolled re-

the beach peatedly on the beach

1 Probably borrowed from Chinook.
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(G) The substitution of the demonstrative tci' for the formal base

in order to form the distributive plural has been noticed above

(Sec. 58). Occasionally, however, we find the formal base 6-

duplicated. This seems to occur mainly in the most common words.

This process is not employed by the older Quileute. The following

were given by Frachtenberg's informant and by one of my own,

Eli Ward:
6-laxat, ear 6'^olaxat, ears

6-lit, mouth 6-'olit, mouths
64it, face 6-^olit, face

6-doqwa't, forehead o-'odoqwa't, foreheads

59. The expanded word (by reduphcation or infixation) performs

two fundamentally different functions. It denotes, on the one hand,

the existence or occurrence of conceptually identical objects or

actions in different situations or occasions; on the other hand, it

expresses what we may call the diminutive of objects or actions.

The first of these general concepts appears in nouns with the more

specific aspect of a distributive plural; and in verbs with the

analogous designation of an act which takes place frequently or

occasionally, or, in more rare instances, in continuous repetitions

at one given occasion, or simultaneously if the acts are performed

by different persons.

At the present time, perhaps under the influence of Enghsh, the

younger Quileute reduplicate their words to express plurality,

without any connotation of distribution. Due to the nature of the

occasion, it is difficult to determine in some instances whether

distribution or only pluraKty is denoted; but in by far the majo-

rity of the reduplicated nouns in the texts dictated by Sei'xtis,

distribution is clearly expressed, and in numerous occasions in which

plurality was imphed in the sentence, the nouns were not reduph-

cated.

60. Any of the seven types of expansion described above, may
express the concept of distribution in space or time ; but the dimin-

utive is denoted exclusively by the infix -y. For nouns, the di-

minutive suffix -t'sa is more commonly employed than the infix

-y; but for verbs the latter is the only one admitted. By the dimin-

utive of a verb we mean here the expression of the idea that an act

fails to reach perfection or is performed to a lesser extent than ex-

pected, or sometimes to a somewhat surprising degree beyond

expectation, as when we say in English, "It is rather chilly!" For

illustrations we may refer to the examples already given, and to

the text references given in the following section.

61. It is difficult to predict what word or words will be redupHcat-

ed when the sentence connotes distribution. On the whole we notice

that an abstract concept involved in a unit of thought is more Hable
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to be reduplicated than the more concrete ones which integrate

such a unit. The following are typical examples:

tcik'"' (1) ka-'yad (2) lawe-Wwa'as (3) hahe'i'G (4). Big Shark had two daughtere
who were pretty, 1, big; 2, shark; 3, lawe-, two, -Wwa-, postpositivs

meaning son or daughter; -as, subjective pronoun, he; 4, pretty; ha't'c-,

is redupHcated, presumably because the quality of beauty was dis-

tributed (each one was pretty in her own way).

tcitcikufos ha\ he had big thighs, tcik^-, big, reduplicated ; in this example
it is difficult to see anything else than plurality, unless we view it as

each thigh being big.

se-'yac (1) s (2) xaha' (3) yix (4) ewala't' (5) t'cWciqa' (6), he saw that all the
Ozettes were dead. 1, began to see; 2, demonstrative intraducing the
subordinate clause; 3, all; 4, article; 5, Ozettes; 6, Vciqa, to die or be
dead ; reduplicated as each one died at a different time and place during
the attack.

q'oVilil) ye' (2) tsixa" {Z) ye' (2) flaflat'citi"lo'x^a'es{4) yix(5) tcitcoo'tsk' {6),

she melted the gum that had been sealing the eyes of the children.

1, melted; 2, demonstrative oblique case; 3, gum; 4, reduplication of

t'lafc-, to gum or stick together; -tilox'"', postposive morpheme meaning
eye; -'e expresses transition from existence to non-existence; 5, demon-
strative, subjective case expressing the syntactic relation between 4
and 6; 6, reduplication of tcoo'tsk\ child.

ec (1) yix (2) kole-'yuV (3) Vcd't'ceyoo't (4), many of the Quileute were gos-

siping. 1, much, many; 2, demonstrative, subjective case; 3, Quileute;

4, reduplication of fcayo-, to talk from hearsay or out of imagination.

For other examples see QT. 7:12; 15:9; 19:4; 19:5; 19:35;

19:42; 19:43; 19:44; 23:9; 23:35.

POSTPOSITIVE MORPHEMES.
62. These elements have already been defined (Sec. 48). In

regard to their phonetic character, we notice that some consist of

one consonant, as -t, which indicates that the word is used as a

noun: others consist of a single vowel, as -o, a locative adverb; but

most of them have a more complex phonetic structure. The majority

are monosyllabic. There is some probabihty that a few of the

dissyllabic, and even some of the monosyllabic postpositives may
be analyzable into two etymologically independent elements, but

we are unable to do so confidently because in each case one of the

two elements has lost its independence. Thus, -qalek, to arrive, may
be composed of -qal, an element of unknown meaning, and -k, which
signifies to go, the -e being the usual connecting vowel (Sec. 37).

Likewise, -teats, to use, may contain the element -ts, to do, together

with another morpheme of obscure sense. Of course, isolated in-

stances hke these may be mere coincidences, but there are other

cases in which the recurrence of a given element can hardly be

attributed to chance. For example, -qal, to look; -t'sii, to spy;

-qol, to intend; -tqd'yil, to have as a goal; -qawol, to talk for the
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purpose of conveying information or news. Here, the element I may
be identified with the postpositive -I, which expresses direction of

motion or pm'pose when used as the last element in the word or

just before the pronoun. Naturally, this analysis throws hght only

on the history of these morphemes. Since the element -qa in -qal,

to look, has never been found without the I, we have to regard -qal

as a simple morphologic element, regardless of its history.

63. Although it is not customary to insert lexicographic material

in the body of a grammatical discussion, it may be justifiable to

include here a hst of postpositive morphemes with their meanings,

principally to illustrate the facts discussed in section 48, concerning

the use these affixed elements. Moreover, a grammatical study

must necessarily deal with the forms which express tense, aspect,

mode, voice, etc., but in this language a separation of such mor-

phemes from those which express nominal, verbal, or adverbial

notions would have no morphologic foundation, as noted in section

48, and as illustrated further in Sections 66, 92, 130, 131.

Two opposite extremes may be observed in the functions^ of

the postpositive morphemes. The meaning of some of them can be

defined only in grammatical terms, as -qa, the sign of the passive

voice for neutral verbs; -t, denoting that a word is used as a noun.

In contrast with these, there are others which can be defined with

reference to items of human experience Unguistically classified, as

-qalek, to arrive ; -t'ada, to smeU ; -sp, fire ; -tip, door. An attempt to

draw a Hne between these two classes meets with the usual dif-

ficulties encountered in any classification of function. Furthermore,

in Quileute, as in aU languages, a given form may perform coin-

cidently or in different contexts two or more functions which may
belong to two different categories. Notwithstanding these difficul-

ties, it seems preferable for the purposes of a grammatical study

to present these forms in groups having similar functions, rather

than to deal with them in alphabetical order, which is the only

alternative. In the following groups of postpositive morphemes
we shall find mainly those whose meanings may be rendered by our

nouns, verbs, adverbs, prepositions, etc. Their functions are more

objectively referential, and hence they constitute the kind of

linguistic material more commonly found in vocabularies. Those

^ The term function is used here in its broadest sense. It includes what is

generally called meaning. Thus, we can say that -yax means rock, or that

the function of the form -ya:p is to refer to those aspects of matter which

we classify under the concept symbolized by the English word rock. This

will be called referential function. The office performed by such forms as -t,

a nominal ending, is a grammatical function. This distinction is useful,

although an attempt to show that any given form performs only a gram-

matical function would involve us in philosophical or psychological dis-

cussions, which have, so far, proved to be fruitless.
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Quileute postpositives corresponding to the Indo-European ele-

ments generally dealt with in grammars will be discussed in separate

sections.The first two groups embrace those forms whose meanings

we can more readily characterize as nominal or verbal. The distintion

between nominal and verbal morphemes is based on whether they

can be rendered by an EngUsh verb or by a noun ; since, as stated in

Section 127, we have no means of determining whether the post-

positive morphemes within a Quileute word perform verbal,

adverbial, nominal or adjectival functions. A third group includes

those whose functions are of a more complex nature. In some cases

we cannot be certain as to whether they perform a subordinated

referential function as our ending -less in homeless, or whether the

reference is comparable to that of our preposition in without a home

or to that of our verb in to have no home.

Postpositive morphemes expressing nominal concepts.

64. Many of the concepts which are commonly expressed by

nouns in other languages are represented in Quileute by the post-

positive morphemes, although they can also be expressed by

independent words. In many cases the two forms are available.

Thus, we may refer to a person's head by the independent word

do'kut'cit, or, if the syntax permits it (Sec. 127), by affixing -fe or

feq^ to another morpheme. However, this dupHcity of form is not

available for all nominal concepts, and, as we shall see below, it

does not exist at all for the expression of non-nominal concepts.

For some nominal concepts the language has no morphologically

independent word. In such cases, when the structure of the sentence

requires that the concept be expressed by itself in a word (cf. Sec.

48), such a word can be formed, as shown above (Sec. 55), by
appending a postpositive morpheme to a formal base. It is only by
this process that most of the parts of the body can be named in-

dependently from other concepts. For example, there is only one

word for mouth : 6'lit, in which we find the element -li, of cormnon

occurrence as a suffix meaning mouth. The other elements are mere

devices to form an independent word that can function as a noun.

No inferences can safely be drawn from the present state of the

language as to the origin of these affixed elements which express

nominal^ concepts. In about 60 per cent of the cases in which the

language has two forms for the same nominal concept, it is not

conceivable that there can be any etymological connection between

them. For example

:

^ They are nominal from the point of view of most of the languages that are

familiar to us. In reality, all we can say is that they express concepts which

may be rendered by our nouns.

13
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da-qwa, fish tail

daqo, anus (male)

dafsil, anus or buttocks (female)

dis, skin, hide

disfc, hat
dil, tooth

doq^, forehead
dosqwai, elbow
t, day (used with numerals)
tay, gravel at bottom of sea

takil, foot-prints

taqs, dress

taqol, fishing equipment
taql, food to be eaten in a journey,

taxo, bow-string [lunch

tal, place where something is done
(paqe-'tal, workshop)

ta-l, mind, heart

te- (ti), dwelling, indoors

tepil, breast, trunk, lungs

tiyol, village

W (to'') , dead whale
tip, door
tits, breasts (mamma)
ti'lox"', eye

to-'ot, prairie

toq^, place, location (Idwatoq"', two
tkul, sick [places)

tq, sealing-canoe

tqei, trap (for fish)

tqo, bed
t\ consort (husband or wife)

Vai, hand, twig, branch
fada, odori

t'adax, tail of a quadruped
fe-, head (also: fe-q^)

fe-q, shaman (we-sa't'so-patt'e-'qat,

female shaman)
fe-'lal, vulva
t'ida(q^), extreme, end
fis, eyebrow
fit (t'ol), knife

Vos, thigh

kapo-, man's coat*

keda, manner, way
kisi, territory

Ml, wife

ku, river canoe
kwal, whale
kwa', a fire (built for warming or

cooking purposes)

k'aq^, size, room (space)

k^afs, river

k'a'das, throat

¥edax, egg of salmon
fc'es, body
k^eli, heel

k'i(t), arrow
kHs, kelp

k^wa\ strand of a rope
qa, canoe or any vehicle

qd', hair

qas, friend

qal, canoe mate
qei, bunch, handful
qe-tqal, custom
qo-t, inside, interior of a box or cave
qol, tool, instrument, utensil, artifice

g", place, location, dish, container

qtis, side of a canoe (t'sixile-qu8a\

high side of a canoe)

qtiya', sun
qli, kind, sort

g'o, an indefinite place, somewhere
g'os, neck
q'uts, mussels

q'w, piece

g'wa, hip

q'wa-i, pack (carried on the back)^

q'wa-l, fur

sayd', meat, flesh

sa-ya, box
s (si, so), roof

sid, water (generally a bodj- of water)

sidal, human hair

sil, load

sil, guardian spirit

suwa, egg of salmon
suwa\ muscle
sp, fire

stake-til, remainder, waste
ski, feather, wing, gill

sko, penis

sqobe\ companion^
sq'wd', language^

sx, occasion, turn, time
ciks, food

ci'l, platform

ci-l, food
xai, shoulder

xe-, testicles

xiksa, year

1 See also p. 197.

2 Loan word from Chinook Jargon, here used as postpositive.

13*
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xwa'das, inside of the mouth
tse-doq^, back of the head, nape of

the neck (see doq^ forehead)

fsai, blanket, bed covers^

fsep, stump
t'si, spear

fs, trout, smelt, sucker

Vsidaxai, pack strap

fsi, water
fsitqo, rib

fsiXf fishing line

fso\ thing, ground
fso^op, female
tca\ side (of any object)

tcapas, top of a bag
tci, gill net
tciso, fire (same sense as -sp-)^

fcata, shoulder (top part)

fceli, foot, leg

fciyil, leaf

fciyol, village

fc, egg of bird

'cisa\ small basket
fcista, bait

t'cixal, shoulder

fcod, arrow point

t'coq"', foot, leg

t''cos, nose
i'co, river bank
t'col, point, peak
ldyo\ noise, sound
lat, wood (combustible)

Id'q', coast

lax, ear

U, mouth
lil, hill

I, face

lal, grass, hay
le-, child (son or daughter)

li, cape, point of land projecting

into river

lib, road
lileHo', tongue
lo-l, magic
Ik'wa, child, youngster
fla'tc, hand
flo't'latc, palm of the hand
flol, ground, soil, dirt

Postpositive morphemes expressing verbal concepts.

65. The duplex expression of a given concept by a postpositive

morpheme and by a free form, so frequent in nominal notions, is

not possible with verbal notions. Approximations in meaning are

often found, but the distinctions are quite evident; for example:

the initial morpheme fate- and the postpositive -ats may be rendered

by our verb to pay, but fate- refers exclusively to paying for what
is bought or given on credit, while -ats is limited to paying for a

service. For many verbal concepts there are no initial morphemes,

although most of these are verbal. We find, for example, that for

a group of concepts which we may roughly define as ideas of

catching, there is no free morpheme, and there is only one initial mor-

pheme, k'i'-, meaning to catch animals in traps. In contrast with

this, we notice that there is the postpositive -qa, denoting the

general idea of seizing; -'aZ, to catch an animal or a person who tries

to escape; to be successful in catching fish in large quantities is

expressed by -soq'^; but to catch fish for the specific purpose of

drying it for future use, we must use -pats; to take some one by
surprise at an act is rendered by -aqli, if the act is considered proper,

but by -ba', if it is wrong.

Examples of verbal postpositives are

:

1 See p. 197. See p. 198.
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ap, to grow (said of persons or animals)

aqli, to take by surprise, to catch an animal while asleep or unaware
at\ to be of a certain color (cipa-'aV, it is black)i

ats, to pay for a service

'al, to catch a person or animal that tries to escape

ol, to be with, to own
ha\ to catch some one at a wrong doing

pats, to fish in order to store it away
tac, to fish, hunt, the act of catching the fish or the game
ti, to have, to be in connection with

titc(xa), to need
tqa'yil, to be one's purpose, to intend

t'ada, to smell (intransitive )2

fal, to come from
t'et's, to use •

k, to go to a definite place (diya'k, he went to Neah Bay)
ke-'da, to be surprised

kel, to dance
kiyi, to paddle
kwa\ to speak, to make use of the faculty of speech, to make an address

kwal, to go through
k'o, to conjecture (d'i'cittcak^o, I wonder if you are a chief)

qa, to take hold of, to seize

qawol, to inform
qalek, to arrive

qal, to look (kolowaqal, to look down)
qpa'aV, to be a part of what has ceased to exist as such (t^e'k'a-liqpa''at\

these are parts of a broken house)

qlti, to be an expert, to have as a trade, to do as an established custom, to

be at one's ease

q'wayi, to pack (to carry a pack)^

q'o-t, to give away
s, to give

sVe, to sleep

soq^, to catch fish in large quantities

si'al, to command, to order

sqal, to carry

sqobe, to have something on one's person, or together with him (leba-H^e-lis-

qobe-'las, he slept with it on (a coat))^

sq'wa, to speak a language (this stem is also used as a noun) (diyat'isq'wa'as,

he spoke in Makah)^
xa, to eat (d'asayatxaci, he began to eat meat)
xal, to be gone, to be missing or lacking (we-dilxal, one tooth is missing)

xal(s), to sing about something
t's, to eat (he-yo't'sili, when he finished eating)

fsa, to dress, to have clothes on'

fsaqs, to cry over something
fsil, to spy, to catch a glimpse of, to see at a distance

Vsol, to share with
tcay, to walk like some one else (d^kiltcayil, he walks like a bear)

tcaq, to be like, to look like

1 See p. 194.

2 See p. 195.

3 See p. 196.
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tcaqlx, to happen
teas, to carry something for a specific purpose
teats, to use as (haxui'tcatsas, he uses it as a basket)

tci-so, to burn (intransitive, said of a fire)^

too, deceased or destroyed (hadostcoyitc, your deceased brother)

t'cayo, to talk idly, to pretend, to oneself to be (hetkuWt'cayo, he made
believe he was sick, he imagined he was sick)

t'co', to have inside, to contain, (pe-fitt'co-', it has light inside)

fcol, to wish, to want
la, to move, to be in motion
lix, to claim, to assert one's rights

lo, to belong
loku, to keep, to be in charge of

los, to be on something that moves, to use a canoe or a horse (t'a'be'la'lo'sli,

I use a river canoe)

lewe'l, to come
lalo\ to be fond of (d'asaya'tlaWli, I am fond of meat)
lo-wo'ot, to walk behind some one
Iqa, to have as an obligation (Id-^q'ale-lqa-'lo, we ought to send him away)
ha, to have.

POSTPOSITIVES NOT INCLUDED IN THE PRECEDING GROUPS.

66. As stated in Sec. 63, this is a miscellaneous group of post-

positive morphemes whose functions are not decidedly nominal or

verbal

:

'e or 'yi, two phonetic variations of a morpheme which expresses

transition from existence to non-existence. It may be used with

nouns or verbs. With the former it indicates either that the

person or thing has ceased to exist or that the relation of such

a person or object to another person has come to an end. In

the case of a deceased person it is preceded by the element

-tco, which may be identical to the form -tco(xat) given below.

When used with verbs it denotes that the action has or had
been discontinued. It may also be equivalent to our past tense,

but always with the connotation that conditions are now
different. It often stands for the Enghsh idiom "to have just

done something". Its uses with verbs wiU be further illustrated

in vSec. 130.

fet'se-k''ale"yi, house that used to be (they have been destroyed)

pdts-oqo"yi, the people that used to be (people of other times)

t''cdqe'qala'''yi, those who had been fighting

he-li d'yi, I am the one who used to be there

he-lk'wa'e ti'l, my former child (he had disowned her)

o't'i'e ti'l, my former dwelling (he had moved elsewhere)

tcootskHtco' yi, the deceased boy.

Other examples will be found in QT. p. 15:7; p. 20: 10; p. 20: 16.

1 See p. 196.
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iali, expresses coincidence of durative actions. When no other verb

follows the one to which it is attached it indicates that the

action took place while moving. This idea is modified by the

sequence of another verb, in which case it indicates that the

action of the second verb took place while that of the first verb

was going on.

6-de-'sisli, he cried as he walked
leli'sli, he bled as he moved, walked or rode

ada-'dislili d-lapc, I talk while I eat

lada-'sislili la"au, I break it as I walk

wa or wd', to move away, or an adverbial expression of direction

away; it is often equivalent to the sense of -ward in upward,

toward, etc. In many instances its use is very idiomatic:

hasa'lowa-'lo, we are having bad weather (bas-, bad; -o, locative

classifier; -lo, we)
i'silo-wasli, I took it up (to some high place), (t'sil-, up, high; -o,

locative classifier; -s, to cause; -li, I)

When -wa stands at the end of a word, it takes the low tone

accent

:

sisa-'wd-, before

tciya-'wd-, beneath
sat'o-'wd-, below
atco"wd-, side by side in bed
fo-tcotcawd-, in the middle
flayo"wd-, after

liko"wd-, to wait for some one
yalo-'^wd- ye' k'wd-ya, near the water

It serves as a sign of the comparative degree by affixing it to the

word which indicates the quaUty or to the initial morpheme baqa-,

which means to have advantage over:

tce-k'"', big; tcikuwd-, it is bigger than
hafc-, pretty, good; hdH'cawd-, or hd't'ca baqa"wd' it is prettier

dak, to do something to an excess. Used with verbs or nouns. With
the latter it is equivalent to the agentive of other languages:

Id'wa-da'k, he walks too much
ada'^didak, a talkative person (ada'd-, to talk)

k^o-k^o-'tsta'^dak, thief (k'o-k'o-ts-, to steal)

do, to become. It denotes in most of its uses the beginning of a state

which is the result of an action or of a purposive process ; but

in many cases its use seems very arbitrary. Other functions of

this suffix will be discussed below (Sees. 92, 134). Examples:

d't^ce'd-o, he became a chief

lohoqwa'd-o, he got wet with the rain (became rained on)

pa-qe'tdo, he began to work
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It is used sometimes together with the inceptive -ic or -c, e. g. : awi-c-

qwa-'-d'o, it became completely night, night overtook us; awe- (or

awi-) night; -c, inceptive; -qwa, completely, very much; -do, to

become.

^ or ta, there is a need, to be obhged to do something. When used

with this sense the formative -I indicating purpose or con-

templated action (sec. 131) precedes it, e. g.

:

dla-c-i-l-ta-li, I have to eat

la'wa-l-i-l-ta-xas, he has to walk
M'ta-x-a-l-ta-li, I have to go

The same form (-t or -ta) has been found with the meaning of

from preceding an object pronoun. Possibly this is a different

morpheme with the identical phonetic elements; e. g.:

tild-t-l-i-swo-U, I bought it from you
qaqd-t-l-i-sta-litc, you took it away from me

For the uses of a formative -t which may be historically related

to this see Sees. 91, 122, 138.

tax^, to be probable, to be evident.

he.tax^ keyuta'd, it must be a horse

e-wd'litcala'tax'"', he must have arrived

tqwa, be means of, by dint of.

hetcsida-'tqwali oqalek sa"a, I arrived there by swinaming

Vcaqe-'do^otqwa'li petsla'tsqats, I teach him by punishing him

t\ to hve, or one who lives at a certain place or with some one.

It is the suffix with which most of the names of the tribes end,

including the Quileute themselves

:

kole-'yuf, Quileute

diya't\ the Neah Bay people

fe, indicates the material of which something is made, the instru-

ment with which it is made, the reason for doing something.

xa-'hil xe' yisda'k xitsa't'e''is, he adjusted the dress with a leather

strap

tso^o'Ve dd-kil, for that reason

hetsi'fe'is, that with which he did it

It is used idiomatically with the meaning of although :

k''e-da"a't''e d-lax, although he is full he continues to eat

hetkuW't'e'li kitsi", although I was sick I danced.

kit, to be able, to be possible

de'xa' xd-ha-'kil yix potsooq se-'ya, so that all the people might see

it. In some of its uses it appears as a modal element.
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k'ade, so, therefore; used very idiomatically. One of its most

frequent uses is to express meekness or hesitation, as

flixulista'k''ade, will you not show it to me ?

It is also used to express a kind of challenge, as

dke-sik'ade, put it there, then ! (if you say you have it, prove it by
showing it)

qata, perhaps
atld-xedo"oqata'li, perhaps I heard it

fciqatse-'liqata'x"', perhaps some one has died

he-s^wo-'qatali, perhaps I will give it to you

qotcx, after

wetaqotcx, after one day
we'awaqotcx, after one hour f-awa-, from the English hour)

qu, on, at, and any other locative relation, excepting inside and

outside
t'ci-yo't'coquli, I dropped it on him
fate-pa'taqwas, it is on the door
poxo'qtLS^woli, I blew it at you
se'lebq^, at Selem

qwa, thoroughly, definitely, too much, exceedingly, certainly.

h'ude'qwa, too small

hesiqwa-'li siyaci-H^col, I want to see him specially

walqwa'''litc e-caxaqwa's-i, you should not eat so much
waqwa-'li hetkuli, I am certainly not sick

Vd-tcaqwa-'li, I know it very well.

qcil, nevertheless, although

bo-^q^otaqcil, although he was on his knees

ho-qwd'a'qcil sa' t'e'k'al tcd'we-'la te-'wa, although the house was
burning, he went in.

sal, indicates distributive plurahty: one here, one there; or action

performed by various individuals at different times : one now,

another later. It may be used alone or followed by a pronominal

suffix, as

hetktisal, or hetkiisa'las, they were sick (on different occasions)

sqal, reflexive suffix for all persons. The purely reflexive usage will

be treated in Section 102. A number of idiomatic uses seem

to be related to or are developments of the reflexive meaning.

The fundamental idea in these uses seems to be one of pretence,

simulation, imitation, misrepresentation.

yalo-latsqal, supposed wife (said to be so)

hetkuli'sqal, he pretends to be sick

poo'qosqal, an imitation of a human being (an effigy)

we-sd'fso-pat^i-'sqaW, disguised as a woman
kocd'asqal, pretended to be menstruating
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c, (-ic) to begin, to become ; used formally and also as a sign of the

inceptive aspect. Its grammatical functions will be discussed in

Sections 92 and 134. In the following examples this formative

has been affixed to nouns

:

awi'c, it became night

pooqo'c, he became a htmian being
eci'c, they became many (multiphed)

X, its use varies from that of a sign of durative or continuative

action, formally employed, to a verbal expression of continua-

tion. It is most frequently employed with verbs of locomotion,

as to go, to come, to go up stream, etc. Its formal uses are

discussed in section 91.

dlaxa'sto, let us continue to eat

tat d-lax, while he was eating

sa-'fax, he came down stream
fsilo'wa'tx, go up

!

k^a-sa'qlxa-li, I am ashamed

ts, to make, to do. For other important uses of an identical form

see Sees. 91, 104.

hets, do it

hd'eta'tsis, they made arrows

tsi'la, evidently

tce-'k"^ d-kiltsi-'la, it must be a big bear

t'sa, used as a diminutive suffix. kddedo"Vsa, little dog; d'fce'tfsa,

the son of the chief (the Uttle chief)

t'si, on account of

beqwa'aVsit, on account of the fog

teal, necessarily

e'wa'litcala'tax^, he must have arrived

tco, apart, separated by a distance

pe-le'tcoxat, enough apart

tcx(a), by means of, because of

ciqHaxuli'tcxali la's'ats, I broke the bow-string by pulHng it

/, forward direction, progression, to intend, purpose, instrument,

and other volitional concepts. For other uses see Sec. 131.

t^suyu"q^walli, I point at him
si-kwa'lli, I aim at him
ada"adals-ta'xas, he spoke to me
q'o-fsa'lli, I peeked at it

taske-'las, he is coming out
bd-fe-'^lel, she is getting fat

yali'lel, they were about to die

For its use with names of tools or utensils see Sec. 139.
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PRONOUNS.

Pronominal functions are performed in Quileute mainly by post-

positives, but there are also a number of free morphemes whose

office comes under this heading. It seems desirable to alter the plan

of our presentation at this point, and group under one functional

category all the pronominal forms regardless of their morphological

classification. In attention to their grammatical and referential

functions, they may be divided into subjective, possessive, and

objective pronouns, there being three different series of forms

corresponding to this division. The objective pronouns will be

treated together with other related elements under the heading of

Objective Relations (Sec. 96).

SUBJECTIVE PRONOUNS.

67. The uses of the various forms of the subjective pronouns are

on the whole determined by modal functions. Accordingly, four of

the main series have been named after the modes with which they

are associated, namely, indicative, interrogative, subjunctive, and
imperative. For the sake of uniformity of nomenclature, one of the

series has been called conditional, although its functions are not

exclusively modal. Whether or not the uses of the vocative forms are

to be regarded as modal, depends on what definition of mode is

preferred. The chief functions performed by the subjective pro-

nouns may be tabulated as follows (see next page)

:

Some of these forms are free morphemes, and others are suf-

fixes, as indicated by the hyphens. The three forms of the in-

dicative, third person, singular and plural, -xas, -as, -s, do not

stand for any distinction of meaning. After a and e we find -xas;

after i, o, u, the form -s is employed, while -as appears after con-

sonants. The vowels inserted before the other pronouns when the

preceding elements end in a consonant depend on phonetic in-

fluences (Sees. 36, 37). There is, besides, a prevalent tendency to

insert the vowel -i (Sec. 35) before the pronominal suffixes which
have an initial -I (-li, -la, -lite, -lo).

As already suggested, the preceding table presents a system
rather than a list of different forms. Thus we find that the pronoun
ku appears in three of the series, and s is repeated for the singular

and plural of the subjunctive. Such repetitions have no morphologic

significance, but merely conform with the general practice in giving

paradigms, by showing what morphemes occupy various points in

the system. In reahty, the suffix -k^, for example, is the identical

morpheme whether used in an indicative or in an interrogative

sentence. On the other hand, its presence as a free morpheme in the
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the forms of the subjunctive may have been produced by phonetic

decay. However, these genetic considerations do not enable us to

procede with a morphologic analysis of the present forms. The
process of differentiation has gone too far. If on etymologic con-

siderations we conclude that ti'l and -U have at present one mor-
pheme in common, we could, with more justification, allege that

the words first and foremost are phonetic variations of the same
modern Enghsh morpheme. Similar difficulties are encountered in

separating the final -a from the interrogative pronouns, especially,

if we take into account the fact that the pronoun is invariably the

last affix in all Quileute verbs.

Several coincidences are noticed between the pronouns and othei;

morphemes. The form ku occiu-s in a number of contexts in which
no pronominal office can be inferred. For example, in M-tkul-i-ku-l-

atc, It is said that he is sick, the postpositive -ku indicates that the

statement "he is sick" is based on hearsay rather than on direct

experience. There is doubtless the same fundamental concept in

denoting that a person has never been seen, and in signifying that

a fact is not known from direct experience. Again, we can be fairly

certain that these two uses of ku are grammatical differentiations

of what may have been formerly a single morpheme, but at the

present time the situation is to be viewed as two grammatical

functions performed by homonyms. If the semantic and etymological

identity is taken as a basis for speaking of a single morpheme -ku, we
cannot account for the fact that in its pronominal office it is con-

fined to the feminine gender, nor could we explain its duphcation in

M-tkul-i-ku' -ku, it is said that she is sick, speaking of a woman who
is unknown to the speaker. For the same reason we must regard the

corresponding non-feminine pronoun -x"' as a different morpheme
from the evidently cognate x^ which appears as a free morpheme
performing a demonstrative function (Sec. 113).

A more difficult problem is presented by the pronouns*, as of the

subjunctive and the identical forms of the indefinite article (Sees.

109, 111). In this case we have morphologic coincidence accom-
panied by a considerable divergence in grammatical and referential

function. Regarding their etymological connection, several possi-

bihties are conceivable, namely, that the subjunctive pronouns s, as

are modified forms of the indicative or interrogative pronouns,

suggested by such correspondences as indicative -as, -s and sub-

junctive s; interrogative -tea, and subjunctive tc; indicative -ks,

interrogative -ksa, and subjunctive ks. On this assumption, the

articles can be regarded as special developments of the pronouns, or

as accidental convergences in form (homonyms), or it may be

possible that both the pronouns and the articles developed from
forms now extinct. Nevertheless, the use of a demonstrative as a
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pronoun is common in Quileute, as evidenced in the uses of the free

forms of the indicative.

The composition of many of the free forms of the indicative is

quite clear. In he.xas, he.xatc, Mks, hike, and others, we have the

formal base he- and the pronominal suffix. This, as illustrated in

Section 55, is the normal method of using a postpositive as a free

morpheme. The form xu'xwa' may be identical with the correspond-

ing demonstrative (Sec. 116). In fact, most of the demonstratives

can be used as emphatic pronouns for the third person, when it is

necessary to establish distinctions of visibility and reference to

previous experience (Sees. 113, 114).

MODES.

68. Adhering to our morphologic plan, we may regard the modes
as functions of the pronominal series. In Quileute, the pronoun is the

chief sign of the mode. In some cases special modal suffixes are

present with or without the pronoun, but since some modes do not

have such suffixes, the pronoun must be taken as the basis for the

distinction of mode. The enumeration of modes is not based here

on the number of modal concepts manifested in the language, but

rather on the special morphologic systems which perform modal
functions. If the function were taken as a basis, we could mention

many more Quileute modes. Accepting for the sake of argument the

definition of modal function given by Brugman, Oertel, Jespersen

and others, to the effect that modes reflect certain attitudes of the

speaker toward the contents of the sentence, one may say, for

example, that d-la-c-i"-fcol-aks, she wishes to eat, is in the optative

mode; and that d'la-c-i' -sVal-aks, she ordered him to eat, is in the

jussive mode. Similarly, a necessitative mode may be formed by
means of the suffix -toa;*, as, d-la-c-i' -tax^ , surely, he must eat (for

if he did not he would not be alive); and we have an inferential

mode in d-la-x-a' -tsa, he must have been eating (because his plate

is empty); a concessional in d-la-x-a' -qcil, although he was eating;

an obligative in d'la-x-a' -Iqa-li, I ought to eat. We may likewise

regard -ku as another modal suffix, since it gives us the charac-

teristic attitude of mind that we may have toward an assertion that

is founded only on hearsay, as in d-la-x-a' -ku-l-atc, it is said that

he eats. There is no morphologic basis for equating these elements

with the modal uses of the pronouns, nor can we be certain that

they are modal signs and not as fuUy significant as any other

affixed morpheme. In the first example, the morpheme -fcol can

be regarded as one of the many postpositives which may be rendered

by our verbs. We can say that -fcol means "to wish" in ki.tax-a-

Vco'l-ahs, she wishes to go, just as -xa means "to eat" in d-saya-
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xa'-ks, she eats meat. In other languages the fact that the concepts

of wish or desire are expressed by means of suffixes, other things

being equal, may be accepted as an indication that such suffixes

are signs of an optative or desiderative mode. In Quileute the

situation is different, for, as shown in Sec. 63, a "suffix" may have

such concrete meanings as to eat, to go, or even as hat, head, canoe.

The indicative mode.

69. A formal presentation of the indicative mode seems super-

fluous. In Quileute, as in most languages, the uses of this mode are

difficult to define, since they generally include aU the modal

attitudes that are not represented by the other modes. It may
suffice to mention briefly the uses of the pronouns of the free form

series. Their composition has already been discussed. Their function

is often similar to that of the French disjunctive pronouns "moi,

toi", etc. In other instances they are comparable to the French

expressions "me voici, la voila", etc. Thus, he.xas can mean "he"

(emphatic), or ''there he is, he is the one, it is he." The following

examples illustrate other uses

:

we-l luh-d'd-, one of us

ba"ayas heka'a, four of you
lub-a'a tcitcisqal, it is we, ourselves

itso-'li lab ats ti^l, that is the way I do, myself.

Other illustrations wiU be found in QT. p. 13:4; p. 14:6; p. 15:5;

7:2; 7:11; 7:17; 8:24; 10:11; 11:5; 21:46.

The interrogative mode.

70. Whatever reasons may be alleged for regarding the imperative

use of the verb as a modal function are equally apphcable to the

interrogative. The subjective element in the imperative is the

purpose of the speaker to induce the second person to act. In the

interrogative we have a special application of this general purpose,

namely, to induce the second person to give information. Most
languages distinguish in one way or another between these two
purposes of communication, but, if by mode we do not mean a

function, as indicated above, it will be proper to speak of an inter-

rogative mode only in those languages in which the same kind of

morphologic system is employed for the interrogative and the other

modes. In Quileute the morphologic signs of the interrogative mode
are a special system of pronouns and two suffixes, -fa and -xa.

The suffixes estabhsh the distinction so prevalent in language

between the "yes and no" questions and those in which the speaker

asks for supplementary information. For the latter, Quileute has
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special initial morphemes which correspond to our interrogative

pronouns, and the postpositive morpheme -fa. Whether these

initial morphemes should be called interrogative pronouns or not

is a matter of choice. They are pronouns from a functional point of

view, if we accept the usual definition of pronouns. They have not

been regarded as such for morphologic reasons which, we must admit,

are not very convincing. No other Quileute pronouns are initial

morphemes, according to our definition in Sec. 44. These inter-

rogative elements cannot be used as free morphemes. Thus, one
cannot say in Quileute simply "What? Who?" but a complete

sentence must always be used: "What did you say ? Who did it ?"

The independent possessive pronouns may also take suffixes,

(Sec. 84) and thus they can function as initial morphemes, but the

fact that they can be used without affixes places them in a different

morphologic class from these interrogative elements. The inter-

rogative initial morphemes are

:

ak'is- (or a-) Used only when the designation of a nominal concept

is desired; corresponding in meaning to some of the uses of

"what".

asaq- Indicates that the characterization of an action is desired,

as, "What is he doing?" It generally asks for an explanation

when it refers to an object. It may be rendered by "what,

how, why",
taqa- Who ?

qo- Where ?

aVs When ? This may be a compoimd of the interrogative a- and
the postpositive -fs commonly found in the word he'fsit,

introducing a subordinate temporal clause.

qots- How much ? How many ?

aso'- Has the same notional reference as asaq-, but reflects besides

a state of emotion on the part of the speaker. It is used in

situations in which the speaker uses the interrogative sentence

as a manifestation of perplexity or other emotional condition

rather than to soHcit information, as "What am I to do ? Is

it possible ?" (expressing surprise).

It is probable that the initial vowel in ak'is-, asaq-, aVs-, and aso'-

was formerly an independent morpheme. Although a- is used

occasionally for ak'is- (which the natives regard as an abbreviation),

and -Vs, as suggested above, appears in other contexts, it is

advisable to consider these elements as functionally indivisible

luiits, since the forms -k'is-, -saq-, and -so'- have no independent

value.

71. The postpositive -fa is not used when the second person is the

subject of the interrogative sentence. We shaU illustrate the struc-

ture of this type of question by using the postpositive -k, which
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means to go (to a definite place). The suffix -i is an applicative

classifier (Sec. 85).

qo-k-i-fa'-la, where am I going ?

qo-k-i-tca', where are you going ?

qo-k-i-fa-'-a, where is he going ?

q6-k-i-t''a-lu'h-a''a, where are we going ?

qo-k-i-ka', where are you (pi.) going ?

qo-k-i-t'a-'-a'a, where are they going ?

72. The "yes and no" type of question is distinguished from the

above by the absence of the interrogative initial elements, and by

the use of the suffix -xa instead of -fa. The suffix -xa is omitted

when the second person is the subject, as in the preceding case.

In the following examples say- means "to hke" ; -a- is the apphcative

classifier.

say-d--xa-la, do I like it ?

say-d- -tea, do you like it ?

say-d--xa-''-a, does he like it ?

say-d--xa-lu'b-a'a, do we like it ?

say-d--ka, do you (pi.) like it ?

say-d--xa-'-a'a, do they like it ?

Examples of both types will be found in QT. p. 18:7; 10:17;

21:41; 21:45; 22:28; 23:47; 24:12; 28:14; 28:30; 32:36; 33:3;

33:14; 33:48; 33:52; 35:6; 36:24; 36:70.

The subjunctive mode.

73. Morphologically, this mode is distinguished from the others

by a special series of pronouns. The subordinating suffixes -a, -i

(Sec. 136) are invariably appended at the end of the verb when the

subjunctive is used, but since they can also be found in the con-

ditional mode and in other subordinate clauses, they cannot be

regarded as supplementary signs of the subjunctive. The sub-

junctive pronouns are placed immediately before the verb. Notwith-

standing the fact that some of the pronominal forms consist of a

single consonant, they cannot be considered either as prefixes or

prochtics. There is always a dieresis (Sec. 24) between the conson-

ants of these pronouns and the initial sound of the verb, whether the

latter be a consonant or a vowel. Their independent character is

more evident when aq^ and as are used, for the vowels of these two

pronouns are stressed and have a higher pitch than that of the

initial syllable of the verb.

74. In regard to function, we observe that this mode is used

exclusively in subordinate clauses. In the majority of cases, the

action expressed by the Quileute subjunctive is not asserted as an

actual occurrence, but it is merely thought of or contemplated as a

design or possibiHty. The subjunctive is not employed in subordin-

14
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ate clauses of indirect discourse with verbs of saying. These uses

characterize it as a more typical subjunctive, according to prevalent

definitions, than the modes which have been so called in some
European languages, but contrary to this general impression, we
find that it occurs after verbs of knowing, and others whose sub-

ordinate clauses express an occurrence which is viewed as an actual-

hty. We may thus conclude that its grammatical function as a

device for subordination is more constant than its referential

function, which in fact, is also the case in the majority of languages

that have a subjunctive. The distinction between the subordinate

clauses that require the subjunctive and those in which the con-

ditional pronouns are employed depends on syntactic as weU as

on semantic relations. The subjunctive occurs in clauses which are

treated as objects of transitive verbs, whereas the conditional

pronouns appear mainly in subjective, adverbial, and other syntac-

tic relations. The distinctions in meaning are difficult to define. On
the whole we find that the subjunctive follows verbs of vohtion or

imphed command or request, and verbs of knowing. In such cases

the subordinate clause expresses the action desired or the facts

known. Whereas in the sentences in which the conditional pronouns

appear in object clauses there is an implication of manner, cause,

reason, or instrumentahty.

75. The subjunctive is not used when the subject of the main
clause and that of the subordinate refer to the same individual^, but

the subordinate clause still retains the subordinating suffixes -a

or -»', with the functions described in Sees. 136, 143.

The following examples illustrate the use and omission of the

subjunctive pronouns. Other illustrations are found in QT. p. 18:15;

19:21; 23:72; 26:56; 26:65; 32:16; 36:13; 36:30; 36:41; 36:52.

Va-'tca-li ki.tax-a, I know I am going

fa-'tca-xas al ki.tax-a, he knows I am going

fa-'tca-xas tc ki.tax-a, he knows you are going

fa-'tca-xas ki.tax-a, he knows he (himself) is going

fa-'tca-xas s ki.tax-a, he knows he (some one else) is going

fa-'tca-xas axf' ki.tax-a, he knows we are going

fa-'tca-lo ki ki.tax-a, we know you (pi.) are going

wa-sta' al d-lac-i, do not permit that I eat

hd^k'H-as al 6-qale-'k-i, he asked whether I had arrived

tcd'wa'^ac-li fa-'tc-i tc d'fcit tsi'la, that is how I found out that you are

really a chief.

In the last example, the subject pronoun (-li) is affixed to the verb

tccVwa"ac, which means "therefore, that is the reason". The verb

fa-'tc-, to know is subordinated to the preceding by the suffix -i.

^ It is of interest to note that in such situations the Quileute subjunctive

follows the rules observed in various European languages, as for example,

in French, "je veux qu'il parte," but "je veux partir."
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This suffix is -i instead of -a because the aspect is momentaneous,
the verb meaning here "to become aware of a fact", rather than to

have knowledge of it. The word d-'fcit, chief, and tsila, really,

form a subjunctive clause preceded by the subjunctive pronoun tc,

and is subordinated to the preceding subordinate verb; that is,

d-'fcit functions here as a verb, "to be a chief", for if tsila were the

verb of this clause, it would precede d-'fcit (Sec. 149).

Uses of the conditional pronouns.

76. Only one of the uses of the conditional pronouns can be

characterized as a mode. In the other contexts in which these

pronouns occur no modal meaning can be discovered, if we are

consistent in our use of the term mode. Furthermore, the analogical

connections between the various uses are too vague to justify the

formulation of one general concept applicable to all of them. Such

a general concept could be found, but, of course, in the most
heterogeneous group of notions expressed in any language by one

morpheme it is generally possible to discover a common factor by a

convenient selection of their logical connotations, or else to find a

common multiple, so to speak. In such cases the investigator is

generally successful to the extent that his own vocabulary may
possess the proper abstract term. In the writer's opinion, the

vahdity of such a procedure is to be judged in the hght of all the

facts present in each particular situation. In the present case its

apphcation would be indefensible. By way of illustration, let us

consider three of the divergent uses of one of these pronouns. We
find the pronoun til performing a modal function in ti'l hdkuta' xatc,

if I should come (I shall bring it); but as a special possessive for

certain kinds of genitival relations in he.qa-li ti'l, my canoe-mate;

and again, as the subject of a verb expressing habitual action in

he.k'i'ta ti'l, I generally use it. We could say that the common
factor in these three examples is a notion of potentiaUty. Such a

concept is clear in the conditional clause, and it could be abstracted

from the last example, though with less plausibihty, if we consider

that the statement "I generally use it" does not connote exclusively

the use of the object in the past, but also future repetitions of the

use; that is, a potential condition which determines behavior, or a

contemplated possibihty comparable to that of the clause "If I

come". Allowing for a rather divergent extension of this meaning,

one could allege that "my canoe mate" is analogous to the statement

of a habitual action. My canoe mate is the person who habitually

goes with me in the canoe ; the relation between him and me impHes

future possibilities of going together, hence, a relation of potentiaHty.

Several objections may be made to this explanation: first, the

concept of potentiality and its opposite, actuality, are comprehen-

14*
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sive enough to embrace all human experience. It is not significant,

therefore, that one of these universal concepts can include three

uses of a morpheme by chosing the connotations that may seem
pertinent. Secondly, the fact that we can connect these three uses

with a single concept, does not warrant the conclusion that there is

such a connection in the mind of the native. It is a well-known fact

that a given form, by gradual extensions of its meaning, may eventu-

ally perform the most divergent functions, which in the end may
appear totally unrelated to aU but the etymologist^. Further, the

concept of potentiality does not define the use of these pronouns,

for the same concept may be abstracted in most of the uses of the

subjunctive pronouns.

In view of these considerations, we may assume that at least

three of the uses of the pronouns in question are functionally

unrelated, although they are doubtless historically connected. For

convenience of reference, this pronominal series has been named
conditional. The choice of the term was suggested by its use in

conditional sentences, and in those expressing customary action,

which from a different point of view may also be said to be ex-

pressions of conditions. It would have been equally proper to take

another usage as a point of departure, and to characterize them as a

special series of possessive pronouns for certain genitival relations,

and regard their office as subjects in subordinate clauses as an

extension of their possessive meaning. A similar situation is found

in the use of the Enghsh possessives as logical subjects of nominal-

ized clauses, as in "He left without my seeing him; I insist on your

paying the debt".

77. The conditional pronouns generally follow the verb^, but in

conditional sentences they precede it. In such sentences they are

most commonly found only in the protasis, but they can be used

coincidently in the protasis and in the apodosis. The suffixes -a

and -i are present, as in most subordinate clauses (Sec. 136), and in

addition, the postpositive -tc is used if the condition is hypothetical

or contrary to fact. Examples

:

ti'l (1) xudeqo-stis (2) xe" (3) tcik^ (4) ha"ha (5) ti'l (1) ha'be-l (6), if I scratch

this big tree, I shall fell it. 1, conditional pronoun. 2, to scratch with

one's finger naUs. 3, oblique case of the article. 4, big. 5, tree. 6, to fell

a tree.

^ As, for example, in such uses of the preposition "at" as in "to throw

something at some one, to be at home, at his request, not at all," etc.

2 In such cases they are enclitics, pronounced as though they were unaccented

final syllables of the preceding nouns. They were erroneously written as

suffixes in some instances in the Quileute Texts. Certain morphologic

facts indicate that they are independent words both before and after the

noun.
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te-xwal (1) ax^ (2) titc (3) texwale'fcoli'tc (4), go thou home, if thou wantest

to go home. 1, to go home. 2, imperative pronoun. 3, conditional

pronoun. 4, te-xwal, to go home; -e, connecting vowel (Sec. 37); for the

glottal stop see Sec. 40; -fcol, to wish; -i, subordination suffix; -tc,

indicates a hypothetical condition (Sec. 77).

titc (1) hd't'catc (2) fciqali (3), if you are slow (move slowly) you will die.

1, conditional pronoun. 2, to be slow; the suffix -tc as in the preceding

example. 4, to die; no future tense suffix is used; the verb is just sub-

ordinated by the suffix -i, and the tense is implied by the meaning of the

protasis and the context.

78. Possibly related to the above, is the use of the conditional

pronouns in temporal and other subordinate clauses which do not

admit the use of the subjunctive (Sec. 74). In these cases the pro-

nouns generally follow the verb, although, presumably for purposes

of emphasis, they may occasionally precede it. Examples are:

fsilo'wasta (1) ax" (2) ti'l (3) hiyo"sitc (4) k'ia'tsitc (5), pull me up when I

finish tying it. 1, pull me up. 2, imperative pronoun. 3, conditional

pronoun. 4, to finish; with the causative -s, the subordinating sxiffix

-i, and -tc for hypothetical notions, as above. 5, to tie; -i, and -tc as in

the preceding word.

he'fsi (1) ti'l (2) 6-qale-'ki (3), when I arrived. 1, when; this is a verb whose
meaning is difficult to render by our words ; the subordinating suffix -*

is used because the whole clause is subordinated to the rest of the sen-

tence omitted in the example. 2, conditional pronoun, subject of the

preceding verb. 3, to arrive, with the subordinating suffix -i; the verb is

subordinate to the preceding verb.

ti'l (1) hiyo-'do'otc (2) k'atse-'Utc (3), after I may finish hitting him. 1, con-

ditional pronoun. 2, to finish; with the resultative -do; -'o is the sub-

ordinating siiffix -i assimilated to the -o of the preceding morpheme by
the glottal stop (Sec. 39) which must be inserted between the two
vowels (Sec. 37); -tc for hypothetical occurrence. 3, to hit; -i-tc, as in

preceding examples.

79. Habitual action is expressed only by the use of the conditional

pronouns. Thus, M.laxa'li, I ate it (at one particular occasion) with

the addition of the pronoun til means I generally eat it or ate it,

M.laxa'li til. It should be noted that the pronominal suffixes of

the indicative can be used together with the conditional pronouns,

the latter following immediately after the former. Their omissions

are about as frequent as their occurrences, and the choice of either

construction seems to imply no distinction in meaning. Examples

:

Va-'tcali ti'l xe' xaba"fso\ I generally know everything

tsatsaWli tii, I usually get up early ("early" expressed by reduplication)

xa"lil itca'qla xc" itca'lala t'og^, knives like the ones we use.

80. It is difficult to define the genitival use of the conditional pro-

nouns. In fact, the only justification for regarding this use as geni-

tival is the rather irrelevant fact that it can be rendered by our

possessive pronouns. But who can enumerate all the notional
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relations expressed by our possessives and the equivalent use of the

preposition "of?" Certainly in each of the expressions, my head,

my knife, my father, my country, my illness, a different notional

relation is imphed between the "possessor" and the entity "posses-

sed." The data collected upon this use of the Quileute pronoun are

not sufficient to define it. Most of the examples available were

obtained out of context, in order to supplement their rare occurrence

in the texts. In one instance it was possible to find the following

distinction. "My foot" is generally rendered by the common posses-

sive, oH'celi't-s, but in a sentence literally translated as "these

tracks were made by my foot", the conditional pronoun was used

(o'Vcelit til). The translation given by one informant, being pre-

vailed upon to find a distinction, was "These tracks were made by
the foot I use."i A similar notional relation may be derived from

"my canoe mate, my clothes," and perhaps, "my wife," but it is

not so readily inferred from "my children," and other contexts in

which these pronouns have occurred,^ e. g.

:

tcUk'wa"a Wl, my children

he'Vsa'''e ti'l, my former clothes

he.qa-'li titc, your canoe mate
yalo-la'^e til, my former wife

tsitskwa'''asido'o'l ti'l, my future son
qala"a'e ti'l, my former failure

The following are a few examples illustrating some uses of the

conditional pronouns which differ from the above. Other illustra-

tions of similar uses and of those discussed above will be found in

QT. 5:2; p. 10:15; p. 13:1; p. 14:9; p. 14:7; p. 14:13; p. 14:17;

p. 15:3; p. 15:9; p. 19:1; p. 19:9; 7:7; 9:34; 10:8; 14:9; 18:5;

21:15; 23:10; 23:46; p. 20:16; p. 20:13; 24:22; 31:50.

he.ali ti% what I (propose) to catch

yix he.kulasi'''e ti'l, what I had thought

tciswa'li'e Wl, what I had given him
yix he.lilo ti'l, what I travel in

6-fala' Wl, the place I come from
d-f'i"e titc, where you used to live

xwa'a'uli xe' itcala' ti'l, I arrived at my destination

tca'qlti'si titc, the way you do it

bd^k'H xwa' itca'qts'ala-lqa'''a ti'l, ask him how I ought to dress

xwa'a'uli so' poo-q add-sa'a'''e ti'l, I found the man I had been looking for

yix kade-do kddatse"e t'oq^', the dog we had hanged
t'a-'tcali xe' itse-'kil titc, I know how you do it

1 This may possibly mean "by using my foot," (as I generally do),

^ It is possible that with some noiins it makes little difference whether the

conditional pronoun or the common possessive is used. See the last para-

graphs of Section 83.
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The imperative mode.

81. The second person pronouns ax" (singular) and axu'l or

axo'l (plural) are used exclusively in imperative sentences. The
pronoun -sto, of the hortatory imperative is probably identical

with the form used for an indirect object (Sec. 96). The verb itself

shows no imperative characteristic apart from the intonation of the

imperative utterance. The presence of the low-tone accent on the

apphcative -a in verbs which require the verbal classifier -I seems
to be optional or may, perhaps, indicate a milder request. When this

tonal modulation is used, the pronoun is generally omitted, and the

informants have frequently rendered its force by the word "please".

Thus, Claxa'l, please, get ready; Claxa'l ax^, get ready. In addition

to the following, examples may be found in QT. 5:2; p. 14:8;

p. 18:3; p. 19:8; 8:19; 26:66; 28:20; 31:53; 31:67; 33:24.

dlaci'sto, let tis begin to eat

ki.taxa'sto, let us go (be going)

dlac ace", eat, (begin to eat)

ki.tax, go
fle'kasta', tatoo me
wa axu ki.taxa, do not go
wa axu'l dlaci, do not begin to eat (plural)

The vocative pronouns.

82. The vocative pronouns are used in poUte imperative sentences,

as well as in any other form of address either to attract the attention

of the person spoken to or to manifest esteem or respect in a manner
similar to our uses of the word "Sir", fd'li, tcd-li, tea are employed
when addressing a man, the first one being the most respectful and
the last one the least formal. Corresponding to these masculine

pronouns in the order given, dd'li, da, hed are used when addressing

a woman. Husband and \\afe frequently employ tcd-li and dd'li when
addressing each other. Examples may be found in QT. p. 18:7;

p. 19:1; p. 20:4; p. 20:13; 7:2; 7:6; 7:10; 11:2, 3; 14:34; 18:2:

20:19; 24:17.

Possessive pronouns.

83. There is one series of postpositive and one of free morphemes
for the expression of genitival relations, e. g. (see next page)

:

The form -ya'ak is used for both genders and numbers. Its use is

somewhat irregular. It must be employed when the possessor and
the subject of the sentence is not the identical person, but it may
also be used in a noncommittal manner when the subject is the

possessor. The affixed possessives estabhsh a genitival relation

between the nouns to which they are appended and the possessor;
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with nouns denoting family relations, most of which cannot be used

without a possessive element; as, he.xas yix-o he-dat'of, he is a

father, someone's father.

A different type of genitival relation has already been discussed

as one of the uses of the conditional pronouns (Sec. 80). There are

still other methods of denoting possession. By affixing the sub-

jective pronouns to a noun, a predication of possession can be

expressed, thus:

heM^wa'a, child (formal base he-, postpositive -Wwa'a)
he.lk^wa'^a-li, I have a child

he.lk''wa"a-.ras, he has a child

tawi-lk'wa"a-li, I have two children

kade-do, dog
kddedoli, I have a dog
kdskade'do-ka, you (pi.) have dogs (reduplication for distributive plural).

These constructions may be used in a subordinate clause ex-

pressing a relation of possession which, so far as we can determine,

is identical to that denoted by the possessive suffixes, viz,

yix he.lk^wa"ali, the child I have (my child)

yix kddedoli, the dog I have (my dog)

In all cases in which such constructions have occurred it has been

possible to substitute the possessive suffixes: yix he.lk'wa"as, my
child; yix kadtdos, my dog. In one instance it was possible to

express possession in three different waj's, and the informant was

not conscious of any difference. It is probable, however, that in

special contexts the choice of one of these methods would be pre-

ferable to the others. The word we refer to is taxe-'lit, guardian

spirit. "My guardian spirit" may be rendered thus:

taxe-'lits, (possessive suffix)

ta"ad taxe-'lit (independent possessive)

taxe-'lit ti'l (conditional pronoun)

Similarly, the assertion of possession, as expressed by our verb

to have, may be denoted by the affixation of the subjective pronoun,

as indicated above, by the affixation of the postpositive -ti to the

formal base for location (6-), by the postpositives -ha or -lo affixed

to the noun. The general meaning of -lo is "to belong, to be to-

gether"; -ha indicates an intimate relation of possession (not

necessarily inseparable); -ti, can be rendered by "to have" or "to

be". Examples:

taxe-'lit.ha-'ali, I have a guardian spirit

6-tili tdxi'lo\ I have a bow
kddedolos, he has a dog
to-pa-'tilha, he has a belt (or to-pa-'til-a)

xa-ba'''t''so''ol-as, he has everything

o-tili xu qali-'it, I have an enemy
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qali''it.ha'''aU, I have an enemy
d'Xuyo"li, I have a box
6-tili xwa' d-xuyo'\ I have a box
he.xas 6-til xwd' a-xuyo'\ he has a box

In the last example he- is the formal base; -xas, subjective pronoun;

o'-ti-l, the first two elements referred to above and the verbal

classifier -I (Sec. 93); xwa' is a demonstrative (Sec. 113).

OBJECTIVE RELATIONS.

The expression of objective relations in Quileute presents a

greater complexity than any other aspect of the language. We have

grouped under this heading the functions which are equivalent to

our direct and indirect objects, as well as those which partake of

the nature of voices, and still others which have been designated by
various terms in the analysis of other languages. As we shall see,

all these functions present some points of contact in Quileute. In

the analyses of languages in which the term voice has been con-

sistently appUed on the basis of some uniform principle, the voices

deal with some aspect of the relation of the object to the subject,

or with a more complex relation of the object to the verb and the

subject, as in the apphcative voice. This connection between voice

and grammatical object cannot be regarded as a mere logical de-

duction, if we take into account the numerous instances in which it is

manifested either in the etymology or in the use of object pronouns

in various unrelated languages. The reflexive pronoun, for example,

seems to afford an easy analogical transition, particularly if we
consider its common occurrence in reciprocal action. The reflexive

is an object pronoun, but it specifies a particular objective relation

in which the subject is affected. The transition from this to a kind of

passive voice expressed by reflexive pronouns is quite famihar to

us. In this construction the subject is affected logically, as in the

purely reflexive, and still it is a subject, although only grammati-

cally. We refer to such uses of the reflexive pronoun as in German,
"Salz lost sich auf"; French, "Ce journal se public a Paris"; and
particularly, in the extensive use of the reflexive passive in Spanish

and Itahan. Since semantic development, so far as we know, does

not follow any predictable course, it seems reasonable to assume
that when two given functions are performed in various languages

by the same class of morphemes, whatever logical connection may
be discovered between such functions is to be regarded as having

some hnguistic significance. These considerations may, perhaps,

lend some support to our extension of the term objective relation.

In so far as Quileute is concerned, such an extension is amply
warranted by the morphologic facts. In this language, we are con-

fronted with the occurrence of identical morphologic elements in
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what we may provisionally call accusative and dative relations, in

reflexive and reciprocal constructions, in the passive voice, and in

causative relations. Moreover, the nature of the action expressed by
the verb, as well as its locative and purposive appHcation seem to be

inextricably interwoven with the other relations of a more definitely

objective character. The question of whether the morphologic

coincidences represent only etymologic connections, with present

divergent functions, or whether they reveal present functional

connections, will be treated together with the different morphemes
concerned. The forms involved in the expression of objective rela-

tions may be more readily isolated if we treat first of three important

elements whose functions partake of the same nature.
«

Applicative classifiers.

85. The formatives -a, -i, -o are the first postpositive elements

that must be affixed to an initial morpheme before a word can be

formed. Occasionally, they are the only affixes, as in fciq-a, he died;

qal-i, he failed; tok-o, he descended. But regardless of how many
more elements may be affixed, they are always present^, and in the

same position. We find -o when the action is apphed to a definite

location, to a particular part or portion of an object, or when it

takes place inside of an object, other than a house. The uses of -o

are by far more regular than those of -i or -a. The functions of the

latter are difficult to define. In most situations in which -i occurs,

the action is momentaneous or connotes that is is directed toward a

particular person or object, that is, specific appUcation of action to

an entity, rather than to a point in space. The most practical way
to characterize the use of -a is to say that it occurs when neither -o

nor -i are definitely applicable. It is most frequently found with all

verbs which are decidedly durative, as are those expressing state or

condition, with those which denote motion through space, parti-

cularly locomotion, and with others whose action, whether moment-
aneous or durative, is not directed to any particular location or

object.

If we look for a basic concept in these distinctions, we may infer

one of delimitation. We may, then, say that -a does not deHmit the

action either in time, space or purpose ; -i delimits it in its applica-

tion and also in its duration, since it connotes a momentaneous
aspect; while -o dehmits it only in space. We may also assume a

concept of application involved in this dehmitation. In its favor we
could allege that -o occurs with considerable regularity in situations

in which an action is applied to a deUmited location, and that -i

^ They are omitted when the formal bases are used for initial morphemes, but
cf. Sec. 86.
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is found in many cases of application to a specified person or thing,

whereas -a is neutral in regard to application. This characterization

of -a receives a slight support from the fact that it occurs in about

seventy five per cent of the verbs which do not require an object,

and accordingly, may be considered intransitive. Whether these

are merely logical abstractions or actual functional principles in

this language, we have no means of determining. The appKcation

of these general concepts, or even of the more limited rules given

above, meets with numerous exceptions. Thus, the situations in

which -i would be indicated according to these principles often

coincide with those which likewise would require -a. For example:

the verb which means "to follow some one", to walk behind him in

order to see where he is going, would be expected to take -a, con-

sidering that it is durative or that it connotes motion through space

;

but if we take into account the fact that the action is aimed at a

definite goal, the use of -i would be expected. How actual usage

will decide, cannot be predicted. For this meaning of "to follow"

we find ab-i-l, but for the verb which means "to be going toward
(a particular place), to be headed for," we have itc-a-x.

In view of these difficulties, we have decided to characterize these

elements as classifiers. Classifier is a convenient term in such

situations. It could be applied to the gender suffixes in Indo-

European languages, to the class prefixes in Bantu, and to the

arbitrary use of "instrumentals" in some American Indian langua-

ges, in all of which experience (as expressed by nouns or verbs, or

both) is arbitrarily classified under a limited number of groups,

from some arbitrary point of view. In such a manner the elements

-a, -i, -o classify all verbal action into three classes. Their appKca-

tion seems logical in some cases, as it appears also in many of the

distinctions of gender in European languages, but it is quite in-

consistent in many others. These elements will be referred to as

applicative classifiers, to distinguish them from the verbal classifiers

discussed below. The quahfication of applicative is not to be constru-

ed as a conclusive characterization of their function. It is intended

chiefly to facihtate reference, although there is some probability

that such is their nature. Other tripartite classifications of all the

verbs in this language occur in the use of the objective pronominal

forms (Sec. 96), in the expression of causation (Sec. 104) and in the

passive voice (Sec. 106). Another threefold classification has

already been presented in Section 48 in the use of the formal bases.

86. It is of interest to note the morphologic points of contact

between the formal bases, a'-, he-, 6-, and the apphcative classifiers,

-a, -i, -o, as well as the further coincidence that o- and -o are asso-

ciated with location; he- occasionally specifies reference (Sees. 52,

56), which is a characteristic of -i; and d'- and -a seem to be neutral
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in regard to such connotations. These are doubtless significant facts,

but any attempt to trace functional connections leads into confusion.

In the first place, no more than a dozen verbs are formed with the

initial morpheme a'-, and only four occur with 6-, these two mor-
phemes being used mainly with nouns. Moreover, considering the

diversity of verbs that can be constructed with he-, it is hopeless to

trace its connections with -i. Worthy of note in this connection is the

fact that the apphcative classifiers are not affixed to the formal

bases, but only to the meaningful morphemes.
87. When a verbal classifier (Sec. 93) is affixed to a monosyllabic

morpheme, it frequently happens that the accent falls on the classi-

fier. In such cases the latter takes the low-tone accent, and -i

becomes -e- (cf. Sec. 29). A few words have been found with the

high-pitch accent on the classifier -o. In pollysyllables, these ele-

ments may appear with the main accent of the word. No principles

governing the accentuation of the verbal classifiers have been
discovered. Due to phonetic contact (Sec. 35), -i often changes to -e,

even when unaccented.

The following are examples of verbs with their normal classifiers.

The formative -I is a verbal classifier, discussed in subsequent
sections. The glottal stop after some of the applicative classifiers

has been explained in Section 42.

\

lila-'q-o-l, to be across

kH^i'fs-o-l, to anchor
le-'xw-o-l, to turn inside of something
fla"y-o-l, to be behind
to'w-o-l, to cover with soil

ko'l-o-l, to embark in a canoe
lo'-6--l, to disembark (from up stream)
ko-t-o-l, to look into a hole

ha"fs-o-l, to go to bed
la-'k-o-l, to wipe
tok-o, to descend
lat-o-s, to take across

he.l-o, to travel in a canoe, car, or horseback
liiw-o-, to bring something to a definite place
ce-q-o-l, to pull

xwa'a-o, to find

flix-d--l, to examine
bo-x-o, to warm food in a pot
tsa'da-o, to approach
laku't's-o-l, the spirit of the shaman retxims with the soul of the

sick person

yik-i, to resume action

lob-i, to die

tca-tl-i, to go into a fit

tsa-l-i, to get up
MHtl-i, to continue in the same direction
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kik-i, to land on the beach
let-i, to step out of a canoe
kix-i, to tell a myth
kwat-i, to try

ba^k'-i-l, to ask
k'd-y-i-l, to blow an ember into flame
ab-i-l, to follow

tsi-l-i-l, to push
was-i-l, to prevent
tak'et-i-l, to jump
tsi-x-i-l, to mention, speak of

xal-i-l, to cut

Vsi'ld'k'-i-l, to dive

fa-tc-i-l, to pay a debt
kiye-x-i-l, to tear down
xa-b-i-l, to fix, repair

hawa-y-i-l, to hunt deer

ha'b-e--l, to fell a tree

il-e--l, to untie

fatc-a, to know
kits-a, to dance
ho-kw-a, to drift

say-a, to like, covet

fciq-a, to die

bai-a, to laugh
laq'-a, to run away
sey-a, to see

ka'de-y-a, to hide

k'aiy-a, to hold for ransom
we-qw-a-l, to assemble (intrans.)

le-ew-a-l, to cough
ha'a-b-a-l, to deceive

Id-q'-a-l, to drive away
xaVl-a-l, to stumble
xwa'q'w-a-l, to loosen

88. Although a verb appears generally with the same apphcative

classifier, this constant association is not of such a mechanical

nature, as for example, that of the endings of the four conjugations

in Latin. However arbitrary the choice of the classifier for a partic-

ular verb may seem, its use is constant with the normal sense of the

verb or with the application of its action. If the verb appears with a

different sense or in a different context, a different classifier may be

required^. In such cases the choice seems rather consistent with the

rules given above in regard to aspect and apphcation of action to a

definite location. For example:

t'la'H'c-i-l, he stuck it (made it adhere)
fla'^fc-a-'-d-, it is stuck
fla't'c-o-stista al-ci-b, stick it on me

^ The use of the applicative classifiers for the expression of aspect is discussed

in Section 133.
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letc-e--l, he wrapped it

letc-a-''d-li, I am wrapping it

letc-o-sti's-ta"as, he wrapped it around me

lex-w-a-l, it is going around (outside of something)

lex-w-o-l, it is going around (inside of something)

kwat-i-'Hli, I shall try it

kwdt-o-sti's, try it on him
kwdt-i-las, he is trying it (he is going to try it ; the durative aspect

cannot be used with this verb).

Verbal classifiers.

89. We shall again resort to the employment of the term classifier

as a convenient device to designate the elements -I, -t. -ts, -s, -x, the

uses of which, like those of the apphcative classifiers, conform only

in part to a barely discernible system. For reasons which may become

apparent in the course of their discussion, they have been given the

noncomittal name of verbal classifiers. These elements seem to be

more directly involved in the expression of objective relations than

the applicative classifiers, as evidenced by the fact that they

cannot be used in normal conditions when the object is incorporated

in the verb, and by the further observation that they are more

frequently found with transitive than with intransitive verbs, or,

more accurately, they occur oftener with verbs which can take an

object. Nevertheless, an exclusive concern with the relation of the

object to the verb cannot be asserted. Here, as well as in the apphca-

tive classifiers and the pronominal objective forms treated below,

we discern a possible convergence of two or more principles.

One of these principles which becomes apparent in many cases is

the distinction between transitive and intransitive verbs, just

mentioned. As we all know, this distinction seldom, if ever, coincides

point for point in any two languages, although on the whole we find

considerable agreement even between the most distant and un-

related. Granting that disagreement on various points is to be

expected, the problem that confronts us in Quileute is to decide to

what extent we are to make allowance for such divergences and

still regard the distinction as based on transitive and intransitive

action. Let us take as an example the uses of one of these elements.

If we characterize -I as the sign of the transitive verb, we find

evidence of this function in such instances as fciq-a, to die; and

Vciq-a-l, to kill; kul-e-, to be named; kul-t-l, to name, give a name
to ; and likewise in th^ following cases

:

hiye-x-i-l, to destroy

t'o-'f's-i-l, to lift

tsa'b-e'-l, to stab

qwas-e--l, to dig up
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liw-e--l, to carry, take along
kH'-e-'l, to trap animals
xa-l-i-l, to cut with a knife

hd'k'-i-l, to ask
ha'q'-o-l, to carry with the pack strap

k'ok'o-t-a-l, to steal

like-'t-i-l, to wrap

rel-a, to be angry
hai-a, to laugh
a-q-a, to be on top of

xa-h-a, to be dressed

k'a-k^-i, to groan
tcatc-a, to be flying

xwas-a, to return, come from a trip

tok-o, to descend
qal-i, to fail

tca-Vl-i, to faint

Zo6-e, to die (respectful term)
q'we-l-a, to be late, delay
texw-a, to go home
lakl-i, to be puzzled, hesitate

In contrast with the above examples, we find that liw-e--l, to take

an object along, to pick it up and carry it away, is transitive,

assuming that such is the meaning of -I ; but liXw-b' (liw-o) to bring

or take an object to a definite place and lay it down, is intransitive.

Under no circumstances can the -I be used with this verb when the

appHcative classifier is changed from e* to o* to convey this meaning.

Nor can we aptly account for the presence or absence of the -I as a

sign of transitive action in the following verbs, considering that

those which have this sign cannot take an object, while those which

omit it are generally followed by the obUque case of the article and

the noun object.

le-exw-a-l, to cough
kwat-a-l, to come out, appear

haH's-o-l, to go to bed, retire

kok-o-l, to be alone, be deserted

las-a-l, to snap, break (intransitive)

pux-w-a-l, to drift

tek'et-i-l, to jump, leap

Vsi'la'k^-i-l, to dive

ha'b-e--l, to fall

rafl-a-l, to stvunble

lex-w-a-l, to move in a circle

tca'-a-l, to rtin away

say-a, to like, long for

t'a-bil-a, to hate

it--a, to drink

kade-y-a, to conceal
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qay-i, to hold in the hand
t'atc-a, to know
sey-a, to see

k'aiy-a, to hold for ransom

In perhaps two thirds of the cases in which the verbal classifiers

are omitted, the verb is intransitive from our point of view, and
from the fact that such verbs never take an object in Quileute.

Among the other third there are verbs like fatc-a, to know ; sey-a,

to see; it-a, to drink; and t'abil-a, to hate, which appear to be

transitive from our point of view, and because they are generally

followed by an object. But since in Quileute the oblique case of the

article makes no distinction between dative and accusative, the

presence of the object cannot be taken as a proof that the verbs are

transitive. If we assume that with such verbs the obhque case of the

article is equivalent to our dative case, the verbs can possibly be

intransitive. Similar situations could be cited from languages that

are better known to us. For example, we use in Enghsh a transitive

verb when we say "I helped him," but the same idea is conveyed by
an intransitive verb with the dative case in Spanish: "Le ayude."

As we may all concede, it is futile to attempt to define transitive

-

ness and intransitiveness on the basis of meaning. This distinction

can be drawn only on the basis of grammatical phenomena, which

is tantamount to saying that whatever meanings a given language

may regard as transitive or as intransitive, their distribution is

neither more nor less arbitrary than any other we may be familiar

with. Nevertheless, these considerations do not remove all our

obstacles. We may find an explanation for the morphologically in-

transitive verbs in Quileute which are found with an object (the

apparent object may stand in some obhque relation other than

accusative), but it is difficult to understand how a verb which can

never take an object may be morphologically transitive. If -I marks

the transitive verb, how can we account for its use with such verbs

as U-exw-al, to cough; piix'w-a-l, to drift? No object ever follows

these verbs, nor do the natives admit any sentence in which one may
be supphed, as, for example, "to cough blood."

A conjecture which readily suggests itself is that the -I in such

verbs is a survival of their former transitive nature, when they had
perhaps a more extensive meaning. By a process of semantic

specialization, the expression of an object became superfluous, and
was finally ehminated. This hypothesis, of course, may account for

the irregularities, but does not enable us to understand the present

function of -I with such verbs. Furthermore, we observe that some
of the Z-verbs that are used intransitively do not retain the -I in

transitive usage. Thus, las-a-l, which signifies that a string or a rope

accidentally breaks while puUing it, becomes las-a-ts, to cause to

15
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break, when used transitively. The use of the causative here clearly

indicates that this and other similar verbs are at present intransitive

from every point of view. Is it conceivable that -I may connote

transitiveness when Vciq-a, to die, becomes t'ciq-a-l, to kill, while in

las-a-l it is so closely associated with an intransitive idea that it

cannot be retained if the verb is used transitively ? Still, in about

seventy five per cent of the cases in which -I is present the verb may
be regarded as transitive without resorting to much conjecturing.

Two conclusions seem possible. The fact that -I coincides with

transitive action in so many cases may indicate that this was its

original function, but that at present its adherence to these verbs

and to others which later became intransitive has no more functional

significance than the four conjugations or the five declensions in

Latin. The other possibility is that -I performs an entirely different

function which incidentally happens to group together more
transitive than intransitive verbs. For example, if we should in

some conventional manner separate in any language all the verbs

which express a state of mind, a relation or a condition from those

which denote action, we would find more intransitive verbs in the

former and more transitive verbs in the latter, while a probable

concomittant result would be a similar distribution of durative

and momentaneous aspects. If such a separation were effected in any

language by a given morpheme, the probability is that we would

find about the same proportion of irregularities and doubtful cases

whether we attributed to such a morpheme the function of distin-

guishing between momentaneous and durative aspects, transitive

and intransitive verbs, or static and dynamic predication. An
attempt to discover a dynamic connotation in the uses of -/, and a

static imphcation in its omission, meets with considerable success,

but the number of exceptions is about equal to that of the transi-

tive-intransitive distinction. It is interesting to note, however, that

in many cases the two classifications do not overlap. Thus, when
we find an exceptional use of a transitive verb, it is frequently

observed that it expresses an action, rather than a condition. The
last two groups of examples were selected because of their incompati-

bility with a transitive-intransitive distribution, but we notice

that the majority of those which would be expected to be intransi-

tive, express an action, event or occurrence, while those which,

contrary to expectations, are used apparently as transitive verbs

without the -I, are expressions of a state or condition. Nevertheless,

the exceptions and doubtful cases should not be overlooked. In the

Z-group, kok-o-l, to be alone, to be deserted, denotes a condition,

so far as we may judge by the translation. What the native "feeling"

is we do not know, pux'wa-l, which is applicable to a situation in

which a canoe is being driven by the wind, the tide or the current
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of a stream, may be regarded as a condition if we view the situation

as a whole; but if we fix our attention on one of its aspects, namely,

the fact that the canoe is moving, it may be regarded linguistically

as an expression of action or occurrence, analogous to that of

lex'w-a-l, to move in a circle, go around. Passing now to the last

group of examples, the most striking exception is kade-y-a, to

conceal or hide an object. That this verb is actually transitive, and

expresses an action may be inferred from the fact that the Enghsh
intransitive use of to hide is rendered by kade-y-a-sqal, to hide

oneself. Since the postpositive -sqal is a typical reflexive in all its

uses, we cannot imagine from what point of view this reflexive

expression can be intransitive or express a condition. The same
conclusion can be reached for it-a, to drink, in ita'c xe' lab, he began

to drink the whiskey. If we should alledge that this sentence is to be

understood in such a sense as "he entered upon a whiskey-drinking-

condition," then, by one device or another we should be at liberty

to regard most utterances either as conditions or as actions. Refer-

ring now to sey-a, to see
;
qay-i, to hold in the hand ; k'aiy-a, to hold

for ransom, may we not reckon them as static or dynamic depending

upon which we choose to fix our attention ? It is impossible there-

fore, to decide with any degree of confidence to what extent the

element -I connotes action, and its omission indicates a state or

condition.

90. In a few instances, the substitution of the classifier -ts f-ats)

instead of the normal -I indicates a more rapid or energetic action.

For example: ceq-o-l, to pull, and ceq-w-ats, to jerk; k'i'x-a-l, to

lift gradually and k'i'x-a-ts, to hft suddenly; wa-x-i-l, to stop, and

wa'x-a-ts, to stop suddenly; k'wada'q-a-l, to tear (cloth or any fabric

or textile), k'wada'q-a-ts, to tear with a jerk; tux-a-l, to spit, tux-

a-ts, to sputter.

Evidently, the imphcations of the element -/ in the preceding

examples are rather divergent from those which we have thus far

considered, but any attempt to follow any suggestions derived from

such cases meets with obstacles in the majority of the contexts in

which this element occurs.

91

.

Were we able to decide with any degree of certainty that -I is a

sign of transitive action and that its omission indicates intransitive

predication, the use of the other classifiers of this group could be

characterized as special subdivisions of these two classes, although

their office is not always clear. Three of them, -ts, -s, and -x are

identical in form with morphemes whose meanings are rather

evident. The first one is employed in some contexts with the mean-

ing of "to do" or "make", and in others (Sees. 103, 104) as a

sign of causation. The second, -s, is also a causative, but disregarding

for the moment a considerable number of exceptions, it seems to

15*
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specify the production of continued activity, in contrast with -ts,

which generally denotes a causation of momentaneous action.

Moreover, there is a morpheme -s which means "to give". It is also

curious to notice that it is identical with one of the components of

the pronominal forms which express an indirect object relation or a

direct object connection with continued activity, as discussed

below. The formative -x is a sign of the durative or continuative

aspect, used most frequently with verbs signifying locomotion.

In regard to the other classifier, -t, no single concept can be for-

mulated for all the verbs with which it appears, but about half of

them express a complex activity with a concomitant durative

aspect, Uke "to fight, to bathe, to work, to ride on horseback," etc.

In form it is identical with the sign of nominahzation discussed in

Sees. 122, 148. Intermediate between the presumably formal use of

-t under consideration and the employment of a -t to nominahze a

verbal morpheme, we find some instances in which a formative -t

can be characterized as a participial suffix. The analogical transition

between these three offices is rather obvious, but considering that

numerous unanalyzable nouns end in -t (Sec. 138), and that no
single concept underlying all its presumably formal uses can be

found without venturing into psychological or logical abstractions,

it seems advisable to consider these points of contact as having only

a possible historical significance. We shall, therefore, regard the

nominalizing -t as a separate morpheme from the -t used formally

in many cases, but with a clear impHcation of continued activity in

others. There seems to be no ground for speaking of a special

morpheme -t changing a verb into a kind of participle, since the

syntactical relation of such verbs to the main verb of the sentence is

either equivalent to that of a noun or to that of a subordinate verb.

In the former case it would be arbitrary to separate it from the

general nominalizing function of -t, and in the latter we have

simply one of the instances in which the meaning of -t is that of an

activity, the nature of which is inherently durative, as stated above

;

this being the only meaning that can be attributed to the use of -t

with words which function as verbs.

It is important to state that, excepting an occasional combination

of -t and X, these classifiers are mutually exclusive, and, as stated

above, they must be omitted when the object or complementary
noun is incorporated in the verb. Furthermore, their use is limited to

certain verbs, and one is not at liberty to use -s, for example, to

denote the causation of any durative action. Thus, in talawe-ts-i-li,

I made him run, we must use -ts instead of -s, although the use of

the latter would be expected, to judge by its most frequent usage.

Nor is it clear why qe't'la-x, to go up stream, should take -x instead

of -t. If we say that the latter is due to the fact that it is a verb of
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locomotion, we cannot account for the presence of -x in e-lati'tc-x,

to need, and in tsdqotca'ql-x, to be impossible. These facts may be

taken as conclusive evidence that, whatever meaning these elements

may have in other contexts or may have had formerly in their

constant presence with certain verbs, they are now employed
formally rather than semantically.

92. It is possible that in the use of two other formatives which we
have somewhat arbitrarily excluded from this group, there is an
indication of how these classifiers came into existence. A few verbs

are generally found with the elements -c and -do, which mean "to

begin", and "to result", respectively, when affixed to verbs, and
"to become" when used with nouns. They are also employed
formally as signs of an inceptive and resultative aspect. The cons-

tant, conventional use of these formatives resembles that of the

verbal classifiers. The verb sey-a, to see, for example, must be used

with -c in all situations in which a momentaneous aspect is ex-

pressed by our verb. That is, in Quileute one fixes his attention

on the threshold of a visual perception, and, accordingly, one

would say "I began to see him" where we would say "I saw him."

Similarly, the postpositive -do, to become as a result of previous

action (generaly purposive) is constantly used with certain verbs

presumably to denote a resultative aspect of action. For example,

kiy-o-do, to finish, unless it is employed in a causative sense (to

cause to end), can never be used without -do. In spite of these points

of contact with the verbal classifiers, it may be justifiable to reckon

-c and -do as essentially different from them. In the first place, they

are not omitted when the object is present in the verb, which is the

most regular characteristic of the verbal classifiers. Secondly, their

meaning seems clear in all situations, and they are replaced by the

continuative -x when the inceptive imphcation is altered. However,
even here we have to contend with formal usage, for ala-c, to eat,

becomes ala-x, to be eating; but se'ya-c, to see, forms the con-

tinuative by lengthening (sc' ya) and cannot, under any circum-

stances take -X. Even the use of -c is restricted to certain verbs

:

saya'li, I hke, would be expected to require the sign of the in-

ceptive -c in "I begin to hke," but we find a change of the

applicative classifier with an implication of momentaneous aspect,

instead of the normal durative, thus, say-i"-li. An analogous change
takes place if the objective pronouns are used: sayd-qala'wo-li.

Hike you; sayi-tila'wo-li, I begin to hke you. On the whole, verbs

which do not express an objective activity but signify a mental
action or condition express inceptive action by changing to a

momentaneous aspect.

Examples of the uses of -c and -x for inceptive, durative and
continuative action are

:
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dl-a-c-i'-sto, let iis eat (begin to eat)

dl-a-x-a'-sto, let us keep on eating

e- dl-a-c-i", he did not eat (did not begin to eat)

e- dl-a-x-a'\ he did not continue to eat

dl-a-x-a t'oq^, we used to eat

hiy-d--do dl-a-.r-a'\ he finished eating

hiy-o-fs-i-do, he finished eating (referring to the mechanical act of

taking the food into his body, rather than to the whole social

situation of eating a meal.)

Similar to the conventional selection of the inceptive aspect in

such experiences as seeing, eating, hearing, recognizing, etc. in-

stead of viewing the experience as a whole, it is observed that the

continuative aspect is always chosen for many verbs of locomotion.

Thus, ki't-a-x, means "to be going", rather than "to go", and
cannot be used in any other aspect. It cannot be made inceptive to

express the idea of starting out. In such situations the Quileute

manner of expression would be "he was leaving and was going," or

"he intended to be going (ki't-a-x-al) and was on the way (itc-

a-x)." Such an occurrence as would be conveyed by our sentence

"he went to so-and-so's house" is generally analyzed by a Quileute

speaker into several acts: "He was going, being headed for so-and-

so's house; he arrived, entered." If the person did not intend to

enter, they would say, "He arrived at the walls (of the house)."

It is conceivable that these ways of viewing experience, which are so

different from ours, may have involved at one time all the classi-

fiers in a manner analogous to the uses of the inceptives -c, -do and
the continuative -a:;. At present, their use may have become entirely

or partially formal.

93. In view of all these difficulties, it seems advisable to content

ourselves with a description of the morphologic facts, and to suspend

judgment in regard to conceptual functions. We may, therefore,

say that there are five formatives in Quileute which divide all the

verbs into six classes. Accordingly, these formatives may be called

verbal classifiers. They are -I, -ts, -t, -s, -x. Five of the classes are

designated by the constant presence of one of the classifiers, when
no object is expressed by a morpheme within the verb. The sixth

class is defined by the absence of a classifier in all situations. This

has been labeled neutral class. The other five will be mentioned by
their respective classifiers, as the Z-class, the ^s-class, etc.

Special material was collected to determine what classifiers are

required by various verbs. To secure uniformity in the answers, and
preclude as much as possible a choice of aspect by the informant,

each sentence that he was asked to translate had a noun for its

subject, so that the Quileute verb might be given without any
pronominal suffixes, and the English verb was in the past tense.

Verbs which could be used transitively were placed in complete
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sentences with a nominal object which could not be incorporated,

as, this man saw the horse, or with a nominahzed clause, as, that

woman knew what you did. The examples which follow were
selected from such answers with the special design of presenting a

variety of meaning. This information was given for 439 verbs,

which were used with the various classifiers or without them in the

following proportion. The verbs which are generally found with the

inceptive and resultative suffixes -c, -do have been included to

illustrate their formal use as discussed in Sec. 92.

-I
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kadd-qwats, rolled the discs

kdhats, mixed
qwa"flats, piled up (trans.)

fsd-hats poked
flax^-a'ts, (he) shot (with gun)
q'wa'tats, stretched (trans.)

tso'otsats, jerked (intrans.)

k'ada"t'sats, cut a piece from
yaxo'ts, placed in front

q"6'flats, poured (trans.)

wd-tc-ats, split (trans.)

k'iya'ts, he tied

Vcd.qe'xat, fought with
xosida't, bathed (intrans.)

fsilo-wa't, went up
pa-'qet, worked
d-tcoxa't, lay together with
ha'pHs-pat, roasted (trans.)

i-class

h'o-'xwat, divided profits with
k'ise.dat, tied canoe to kelp

kwo-Wot, rode on horseback
k'opa't, loved, coveted

qd-lexa't, waged war with
Viktada't, smelled (trans.)

tcitcostis, put into, introduced

ada's, searched for

uxwa"atsis, paid (for service)

k'apa-'lis, doubled in two (trans.)

hd''t''ca-'fsis, cured (trans.)

laqd-tsis, made smaller, reduced

s-class

xwasdqltis, revived from faint (tr.)

wakalaxe's, listened to

heciks, happened to find

itca'qltis, described

wa'H'sis, stopped (trans.)

6-qalis, brought nearer

ilaxa'sx, set free

itca'x, was headed for

suku'sx, came empty handed
Id^owa'tx, withdrew (intrans.)

a:-class

ki'tax^ was going

qe't'lax, was going up stream
e-lati'tcx, needed
tsdqotca'qlx, was impossible

Inceptive verbs

siyac, he saw koli'c, he hurried (intrans.)

hefic, he married (her) tipile'c, was tired, worried

kukwa-'lec, heard, understood fsixale'c, recognized

Resultative verbs

hiyd-do, he finished (trans, or intr.)

atlaxe'd-o, received news
faqlo-do, missed the guess

i'sido, urinated (said of a woman)

xile-kWd-o, forgot

pike-'d-o, gave news
ha-'d-o, defecated

t'lica-'d-o, departed for a trip

94, The verbal classifiers are associated with the meaning ex-

pressed by the verb in a given context rather than with its form.

Thus, when a form is used in a different sense, the verb may pass

from one class to another. A few examples have already been given

(Sec. 90); others are:

fciq-a, to die Vciq-a-l, to kill

las--a-l, to break las--a-ts, to cause to break
kol-o-l, to embark kol-o-s, to place in the canoe
ha'kut-a-x, to be coming hd'kut-a-s, to send
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95. As already mentioned, when the object of the verb is ex-

pressed by a postpositive, whether nominal or pronominal (Sec. 96),

the classifier is omitted. Rare exceptions to this rule have occurred

in verbs composed of two or more meaningful postpositives which
seem to have become stereotyped compounds.

ce'q-o-l-as, he pulled

ce'q-o-l-as ope' te-'kwa\ he pulled the rope
ceq-^-ti'p-as, he pulled the door {-tip, door)

ceq-^-tci'l-i-sta-xas, he pulled my leg (pvdled-leg-to-me-he)

ceq-'^-a-tila-xas, he pulled me

xek^-a-ts-is, he closed it

xek"^-a-ts-is xe' d-xuyo", he closed the box
xek^-tip-as, he closed the door

Objective relations expressed by pronominal forms.

96. Certain forms occur in all cases in which a relation similar to

our direct or indirect object is expressed by pronominal suffixes.

Their uses can be more accurately defined by reference to the verbal

classifiers. Connotations of momentaneous, durative, and conti-

nuative aspects may be disclosed, as well as a distinction which
corresponds to some extent with that estabhshed by our direct and
indirect objects. However, the difficulties encountered in an attempt
to account for the exceptions are analogous to those pointed out in

the use of the verbal classifiers. If we take the verbal classes

(Sec. 93) as a basis, it is generally possible to predict which objective

forms will be used. No verb of the neutral class, for example, has

been found with any other than the ga-objective forms given below,

unless a kind of ethical dative is expressed, in which case the s-forms

would be employed. The I- and te-classes may take the ^i-forms or the

s-forms according to the rules given below. These correspondences

may be presented as follows

:

Person
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on the verbal class and the aspect of the action. Verbs of the I- and
te-classes which would normally take the ti-ioTjns, require the s-

forms in any aspect but the momentaneous. For example, xwats-

t-l, to hit (or he hit him); xwdts-e-tila' -lite, you hit me; xwdts-e-

sta' -lite, you kept on hitting me; xwdxwats-e-sta' -lite, you hit me
repeatedly, you hit me now and then. This is not to be construed as

signifying that the ^i-forms cannot be used in durative action. The
principle seems to be rather that a verb of the Z-class requires the

ti-iovros, regardless of the normal aspect connoted by the verb. For
example, tci"-a-l, to take care of, look after, takes the ^i-forms so

long as the verb is used in its normal aspect. If we should use it in a

continuative or iterative aspect, the s-forms would be employed,

V. g.: tci-a-tila-xas, he takes care of me; tcV-a-sta'-xas, he continues

to take care of me. Hence, in order to determine whether the s-forms

denote aspect or a relation which can be rendered by our indirect

object, as in Vsi'x-i-sta' ax^, show it to me, it is necessary to know
to what class the verb belongs in its normal usage. Of course, this

is necessary only when the verb is found out of context, for in actual

discourse the presence of an object, either expressed by an in-

dependent word or understood, reveals at once the function of the

pronominal forms.

97. The composition of these forms presents an interesting

problem in linguistic analysis. From an inspection of the above

table, we can readily isolate two sets of pronominal morphemes:
-la, -lo, -lawo, and -ta, -to, -wo, -wa. On technical considerations no
objection can be raised in regard to the first set. The forms -la, -lo,

-lawo may be considered separable from the accompanying ele-

ments, since they are in one case preceded by qa- and in the other

by ti-. Furthermore, the element -ti may possibly be identical with

one morphologic factor in the obviative -sti (Sec. 100), while qa- is

identical, at least in form, with one of the signs of the passive voice

(Sec. 106), and may with less probability be one of the components
of the reflexive -sqal. Whether these coincidences argue for func-

tional identity in the present language, or are to be reckoned only

as indications of cognate origin is a question we cannot answer with

any degree of confidence in the light of the data at our disposal. The
isolation of the second series of pronominal forms contemplated

above raises more serious doubts. We may state at the outset that

the forms -ta, -to, -wo, -wa are functionally inseparable from the s-

that precedes them. They cannot be appended to any other forms,

and it is problematic whether the consonant which invariably pre-

cedes them is functionally identifiable with the verbal classifier -$

(Sec. 91), with the postpositive -s which means "to give" or with the

causative -s (Sec. 104). If we disregard these doubtful connections,

we must conclude that the forms -sta, -sto, -swo, -swa are morpholog-
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ically indivisible. The fact that they have one consonant in com-

mon and the observation that the analogous forms -tila, -qala, etc.

may perhaps be composite, is not sufficient ground to regard -s as a

separate morpheme. An analogous situation is present in the Enghsh
words "what, which, who, when, where, whence, whither". Were
we to adopt the methods which are frequently appHed in the analy-

sis of iUiterate languages, we could isolate an initial element hw-, to

which we might assign an interrogative function. Then, the remain-

ing elements -at, -ich, -en, etc. would be characterized as adverbs or

pronouns denoting place, time, thing, etc. Some support for this

analysis would apparently be found in such points of contact as,

"what", and "that"; "where, there, whither, here". Such a method

of procedure, besides faiHng to discover the actual facts in the"

history of these words, misrepresents the functional facts in modern
EngHsh or even in Anglo-Saxon. To us, "what, that, where, there"

are indivisible morphemes, as are also "that, those, this, these,

there, they, them, the, thus," in spite of the evident morpho-

logic element th- which these words have in common, and

which incidentally represents an actual historic connection. Like-

wise, when one Quileute informant was asked what part of the

word t'si- xista' , show it to me, means me, his reply was -sta, not -ta,

as we would expect from the logical analysis contemplated above.

In the same manner -qalawo, and -tilawo were given for you. Con-

sidering the doubtful functional connection of ti- and qa- with the

other elements mentioned above, these reactions of the native

suggest caution.

It seems advisable, therefore, to regard all the forms of the above

table as functionally indivisible. The recurrence of the elements ti-,

qa-, s- we may consider only of historical significance. Of the same

nature may be such mutual points of contact as -a in -tila, -qala, -sta,

for the first person singular ; -o in -tilo, -qalo, -sto for the first person

plural; -wo in -tilawo, -qalawo, -swo of the second person; and the

presence of -I in all the forms of the direct object, contrasted with

its absence in those which can be used as indirect objects. Further

identities of form and similarities of function will be pointed out

below. In the light of the preceding discussions, these points of

contact will be presented, without further comment, as possible

etymologic connections, unless it is otherwise stated.

98. Certain hmitations are observed in the use of the above ob-

jective pronouns. We notice, first, that there is no form for the

direct object of the third person. The use of a transitive verb without

an object is sufficient to indicate that a third person is affected.

However, when emphasis, contrast, or precision of reference is

desired, the free objective pronouns given below are used after the

verb. These free morphemes perform no other function.
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When the action of the verb is regarded as a benefit or as a

detriment to the indirect object, -b is used instead of -swa. This rule,

however, does not apply in cases in which a person serves as a

substitute for another in the performance of an act, unless it is

desired to bring into rehef the benefit derived therefrom. In many
cases in which -b occurs it appears from our point of view that it

stands for a direct object rather than an indirect. This is due, of

course, to the fact that the same meaning is expressed by a transi-

tive verb in one language and by an intransitive in the other. For

example, to curse some one, is dealt with as an intransitive in

Quileute, the person cursed being an indirect object.

Another important hmitation in the use of the objective forms is

found when the subject is a third person and the object a second

person. In this situation the passive voice is used for the direct or the

indirect object. Thus, "he hit you" is rendered by "you were hit."

"They gave you many dogs," becomes "you were given many dogs."

The omission of the objective pronoun in relation to the persons

which are subjects or objects and the substitution of the passive

voice may be represented as foUows

:

I, WE THOU, YE HE, THEY
ME, US pronoun pronoun
THEE, YOU pronoun passive

HIM, THEM (direct) omitted omitted omitted

(indirect) pronoun pronoun pronoun

The following examples illustrate the uses of the objective

pronouns. Other illustrations will be found in QT. 16:15; 18:3;

18:8; 18:11; 19:49; 20:7; 20:17; 20:20; 21:13; 22:26; 26:77.

^^-forms

xwa"t'sdtilas, he hit me
xwa'H'sdtilawo'li, I hit you
xwa'H'sdtilolitc, you hit us

ceqwatilawo'^oli, I will pull you
ceqwatila'litc, you pulled me
he^otilaci'las, he is going to accompany me
ke-xatila's, he lifted me
qdqatila'woli, I carried you away

s-forms

xwa"t''sds-ta'xas, he was hitting me
xwa'H'sdswo'li, I was hitting you
xwa'^Vsdsto'litc, you were hitting us
ceqwaswa'litc, you were pulling him
ceqwaswo'li, I was pulling you
hes-ta'xas, he gave it to me
xe'la'dswoli, I am angry at you
xe'la'dstoxas, he is angry at us
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liiwo'os-ta'xas d-lita'\ he is bringing me salmon
kegdtswo"oli, I shall push it away from you {-t, from)
kd.de' yaswo'li, I hid it from you
tilatswd-li, I bought it for him
kVta'swa ax^, send it to him
ha'yoq^s-ta'xas, he invited me

ga-forms

se-'yaqalas, he sees me
se-'yaqalawo'li, I see you
se-'yaqalo'litc, you see us

fa'tca'a-'qalawo'li, I know you
Va'tca'a-'qalas, he knows me
haye'qold-qalas, he was making fun of me
add-sa-qalas, he is looking for me
hdlaqalawo'li, I am speaking to you
he-t'iqalawoci"ili, I will marry you
haqa-'wata libe-'tiqalawo'lo, we are stronger than you

Uses of -6

Ids-taxo-pa-b-li, I broke his bow string (broke-string-bow-him-I)

ki-yabli, I coaxed him
Welabli, I ciirsed him
ceq^qabli, I pulled the canoe for him {-qa, canoe)

99. The foUowing free morpliemes are used as objective pronouns
for the direct and the indirect object

:

me al-d-b

thee he

him, it .ro"o (near the speaker)

so'^o (near the second person)

sa'^a (removed from both)

tca"a (visible at a long distance)

tci"tci' (invisible, known)
xu'xwa' (invisible, unknown)

her ki'ksa (visible)

ki'kci (invisible, known)
ku'kwa (invisible, unknown)

us qHoba"a
you kika'a

them (non-fem.) so'd-'o (near)

sa'd-''a (at a distance)

them (fem.) ki'ksa'a (visible)

ki'kci'i (invisible, known)
ku'kwa'a (invisible, unknown)

This promonimal series includes various elements which are

found either in the subjective pronouns (Sec. 67) or in the locative

demonstratives (Sec. 116). All the forms of the third person singular,

non-feminine gender, are identical with the locative demonstratives.

The feminine ku'kwa' is found also in one of the subjective series.
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Whether the subjective hu'kwd' is to be considered as a different

morpheme from the objective ku'kwa\ and a hke distinction is to be

drawn between the locative demonstratives and the objective

pronouns of the third person, depends on how we define a mor-
pheme. Their inclusion in the above list may be justified on the ground
that our purpose is to present a system rather than a hst of unique

forms. In the other members of this series we find only points of

contact, e. g. : objective al'a'b, subjective indicative lab, subjunctive

at; objective he, indicative tche, subjunctive tc; objective qHoba"a,

subjective indicative lub-a'a-, subjunctive aq^, conditional foq^.

The process by which the singular forms of the third person are

plurahzed is evident also in the subjective pronouns. The uses of

the pronominal free morphemes were indicated above (Sec. 98).

Examples in connected discourse will be found in Q. T. p. 13:3;

4:3; 36:42.

100. It was shown in Sec. 96 that the pronominal forms -sta,

-sto, -swo, -swa may express two objective relations which are

entirely different from the point of view of the languages that are

more familiar to us. In some situations they are equivalent to our

indirect objects, while in others they are direct objects of verbs

expressing continuous action, and which of these two relations is

meant can be determined by the context or by the presence of an
object expressed by an independent word or clause. It would seem
that although these pronominal forms are used for both relations,

the Quileute speaker is conscious of their difference. That is, these

morphemes perform two distinct functions; not one, as we might
infer from the morphologic facts. This inference is supported by the

fact that in situations in which the s- pronominal forms can be

ambiguous, the elements -sti, -li, -la are used to indicate that they

stand for an indirect object. These elements cannot be regarded as

pronouns, for they can refer to any direct object regardless of the

person. They seem to be special symbols of a direct object relation

when the indirect object is expressed by a pronominal form, or they

merely indicate that another entity is concerned. We may call them
obviatives, considering that their office is somewhat similar to the

obviative in Kutenai. In flico-sti-swo-'oli, I shall separate it from

you, were we to omit the element -sti, the pronoun -swo of the

second person, could stand for a direct object in durative action,

and hence, flico-swo-'oli would mean "I shaU be separating you,

drawing you apart". Likewise, kwati-sta, means "try me, put me
to a test" ; but kwati-sti-sta indicates that something or some one else

is the direct object, and may, accordingly, mean "try it for me
(in my stead)".

As in most languages, when a direct and an indirect object are

present, in the majority of cases the direct object is a thing and the
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indirect is a person. Very few verbs have been found in this language

whose meaning would require a person as a direct object coincidently

with an indirect object, but where such a situation is possible the

same obviatives are used regardless of what person is the direct

object. Thus, fUco-sti-swo-'oli, means "I will separate him from

you," while Vlico-sti-swa-'ali, means "I will separate you from him;"

similarly "you will separate me from him" necessitates only a

change in the subject pronoun: Vlico-sti-swa-'alitc.

It should be noted that the obviatives are used occasionally

when the object to which they refer is expressed by a noun, viz.

le'tco-sti-sta-'as s ho'kH'sat, he is going to wrap a blanket around me.

The choice of each of the three obviatives depends on the same

.

tripartite division observed in the use of the objective pronominal

forms, as explained in Sec. 96, and is governed, accordingly, by the

verbal classes (Sec. 93).

In the cases in which a single object pronoun would be expressed

by the h*-forms, -sti represents the direct object; and a similar

relation is observed between the s-forms and -li or -la. The verbs

requiring the g'a-forms, being of the neutral class, which are in-

transitive in their majority, can seldom be used with two objects.

In a few cases in which it has been possible to form double object

constructions with the neutral verbs, -la was employed to refer to

the direct object. With other verbs, -li is used for the normal aspect

of the verb (Sec. 132) and -la for an accidental durative or con-

tinuative. Examples of the uses of these elements are:

flabaxo-sti-sta-litc, you broke it on me
levo-sti-swo-'' oli, I shall put it aroiind you
kwato-sti-swo-'oli, I shall try it on you
flatco-sti-sta, stick it on me
tciyo-sti-swo-'oli, I shall put it under you
sa-ko-sti-s, sew it on it

keqats-li-swo-lli, I am going to pixsh it away from you
k''ok'ot-li-swo-lli, I am going to steal it from you
tilat-li-sta-litc, you bought it from me
k'ok^ot-li-litc tcV tsiyapo's-tc, he stole your hat
k'ok'ot-li-sta-litc tc kade-do\ you stole that dog from me
kwato-la-swo-li, I am trying it on you
kwato-la-sta-litc, you are trying it on me
kwato-la-sta-litc kH'tat, you try on me every day
tilat-la-sta-xas kH'tat, he buys it from me every day
tciyo-la-swo-li, I am putting it vuider you
lexo-la-swo-li, I am putting it around you

Although it is possible to use the obviatives in any case in which

the reference to the direct object is ambiguous, with certain verbs

the native prefers a periphrastic construction, and it is observed

further that their use is avoided where they seem superfluous. The
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following are instances in which the periphrastic construction is

preferred

:

ki'ta-swo-lli tci"tci\ I am sending it to you (tci"tci' represents the direct

object; see Sec. 99)

xa-'hili he'fe-tsis, I fixed it with it (Uterally, "I fixed by using it")

k'alap'o-q^-swo-li, I slammed it on you (-q'^, place, location ; the introduction

of this concept -5" indicates that some object affected a part of something
or somebody, hence, the pronoun -swo is readily interpreted as an indirect

object.)

xela-swo-li heq-tsoo't tci"tci\ I am angry at you for it (literally, "I-am-angry-
at-you, the-reason-is that-thing)

e-xo'ts-li he-kis, I exchanged it for it (literally, "I-changed-it substituting-it")

101. Reciprocal objective relations are expressed by three format-

ives: -xat, -tid, -sid. Their uses are governed by the tripartite

division effected by the pronominal forms of the objective case

(Sec. 96). Thus, the reciprocal -xat is used in situations in which a

pronominal object would be represented by the g-a-forms, and
similarly -tid corresponds to the ^i-forms, and -sid to the 5-forms.

The possible etymologic significance of the recurrent elements ti-

and -s, and the difficulties of attributing any functional value to

them has been pointed out in Sees. 96, 97. Examples:

t'cdq-e-xa't-fcol, they wished to fight (one another)

se-'ya-xa't-is, they (can) see each other

hdl-a-xa't-lo, we speak (to each other)

ha'yoq^-sid-a's, they invite one another

xe'la-'a-sid-lo, we are angry at each other

la'el-a-sid-a's, they cursed each other

xwa'^t's-d-tid-a's, they hit each other (once)

ceqw-a-tid-a's, they pulled each other

ceqw-a-sid-a's, they kept on pulling each other

See also QT. p. 9:12; 13:5, 7, 9, 12; p. 13:15, 16; p. 21:5;

p. 19:41; 21:2; 23:34.

102. Reflexive action is denoted by the formative -sqal, which
serves for all persons. It is of interest to note that this is the only

objective element which can be used with all the verbal classes, and
with the three divisions observed in the uses of all other morphemes
involved in the expression of objective relations. Coincident with

this observation we notice that it has considerable semantic in-

dependence, for it may be affixed to nouns or verbs to express a

concept of disguise, pretence, ^ or simulation, viz. : wesdfsopat-sqal-

e' -I, he was going to pretend to be a woman (make some one beheve

he was one); heVe.ci' -sqal-aks, she pretended she was married;

he.tk-a-sqal-as, he pretended to be sick. It is possible that these are

^ In Spanish a concept of pretence is commonly expressed by the reflexive

of the verb hacer, to make, viz. : se hizo el enfermo, he pretended to be sick.
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idiomatic uses of a reflexive morpheme, or that the reflexive

function is a special development of such meanings, or else that a

concept unfamiHar to us underhes all these uses.

Examples of the reflexive usage

:

tcild-sqal-a's, he warmed himself

se-'y-a-sqal-a's, he sees himself

xe'la-'a-sqal-aks, she is angry at herself

xwa'^fs-d-sqal-i"ili, I shall hit myself.

See also QT. 15:28; 19:39; 20:7; 21:32; 23:13, 30; 24:8.

Causation.

103. One of the most prevalent notions connoted in all languages

in the relation between the subject and the verb is one of causation.

The subject causes or produces an effect with the majority of the

transitive and with many intransitive verbs. Logically, the produc-

tion of an effect is as clear in "I stopped him," as in "I made him
stop." Within a given language the expression of causation by a

special morpheme or by implication in the subject-predicate

relation, generally involves a distinction of meaning, either in its

reference to experience or in the subjective attitude of the speaker.

But this holds true mainly for the use of a given verb in one or the

other manner, as in the above example with "stop." In other cases

the language may resort to the use of a special morpheme to denote

causation merely as an expedient to employ an intransitive verb

transitively. Moreover, it frequently happens that a more direct

causation is expressed by the subject-predicate relation than by a

special morpheme, as in "I set him down" and "I made him sit

down." Evidently we are deahng with a question of form which

each language determines for itself and bears mainly on the use of

particular verbs. This is quite evident in the Quileute morphemes
which express causation.

There are no definite lines of demarcation between the expression

of causation and the use of the verbal classifiers -ts, and -s. In fact,

these two morphemes occur in both situations. We have regarded

them as classifiers when they are semantically inseparable from a

given verb, as in kaha-ts, to mix ; fokwa-ts, to cut in two ; t'laxwa-ts,

to shoot with a gun; t'sa'ba-ts, to poke. Obviously, if we knew the

meaning which kaba-, fokwa-, etc. had originally or, perhaps, have

at present, the use of the causative might seem quite logical, but

it has not been possible to find a context in which they can be used

without it. These morphemes are reckoned as signs of causation

when a verb which generally appears with another classifier, as

talawe-l, to run, changes the normal classifier to introduce a notion

of causation, as talawe-ts, to cause to run.

16
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This functional distinction is supported also by the fact that

there is a special sign of causation, -tees, which does not occur as a

classifier. Whether the -s in this formative is to be identified func-

tionally with the classifier -s or the concurrence represents a historical

connection, or is a mere accident, we have no means of determining.

104. There are, therefore, three signs of causation, -tees, -ts, -s.

The choice of one of them in a given situation can be more definitely

predicted on a formal basis than on an analysis of meaning. Verbs

of the neutral class (Sec. 93) take -tees, those of the ?-class and most
of the ^-class use -ts when the nature of the causal act is momen-
taneous, but when the causal agency is continuous or repetitive,

as in "I kept on making him run," -s is used. This use of -s is ana-

logous to one of the functions of the pronominal forms -sta, -sto,

-swo, -swa (Sec. 96). A further point of contact with these pronominal

functions is the occasional use of -s to denote that a person was
compelled or persuaded to perform an act for his own benefit.

Most of the verbs of the y-class cannot be employed in causative

predication, but a change of verb or idiom is generally resorted to.

One of these verbs, Vsilowatx, to climb, ascend, takes -s. One verb

of the neutral class, ita, to drink, occurs with the causative -ts,

instead of -tees, in ita'tsilo, we made (them) drink (start drinking),

and with -s in ita' silo, we kept on making them drink. Other irre-

gularities have occurred, but in no case can a verb appear either

with -tees or with one of the other causatives, regardless of the

change in context.

The tripartite division of the causatives is analogous to the use

of the three series of pronominal forms for objective relations

(Sec. 96). In both cases there is an interchange between two classes

(the ti- and s- series in the pronominal forms and the causatives

-ts, -s), and one which remains isolated (the qa- pronominal forms
and the causative tees-). The further correspondence of the two
functions of the s-pronouns and the -s causative has already been
mentioned. The verbal classes (as determined by the verbal classi-

fiers) which faU within the province of each causative correspond in

general with those which take each of the three series of pronominal

forms, although there are many exceptions. The most regular cor-

respondence is exhibited by the neutral class, which requires the

causative -tees and the g'a-series of pronominal forms. A further

correspondence to this threefold division wiU be shown in the

passive voice.

Illustrations of the uses of the causative formatives are

:

lehafe-tces-ili, I caused him to fall asleep

tciHyaxo-tces-as, he makes it stand up
fseqa-tces-as, he causes it to hail

d-lati-tces-sta-xas, he made me cry
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talawe-ts-ili, I made him riin

waxi-ts-ili, I made him stop

kaxa-ts-as, he caused it to open
he'exa-ts-as, he made it thunder

ada'^ada-ts-ili, I made him talk

kitsi-ts-ilitc, you made him kick

ita-ts-ilo, we made them drink

qwase"li-s-li, I let him dig roots

ha"fso-s-litc, you made him go to bed
kitsa-tilawo-s-li, I made him kick you
talawe-s-ili, I kept on forcing him to run
ada"ada-s-ilitc, you kept on forcing him to speak

See also QT. 15:17; 19:13; 23:23; 23:24; 23:33; 24:2; 24:4;

26:13, 18, 19, 29, 51; 27:4; 38:39, 53; 39:25; 42:25, 28, 37; 43:25;

45:9.

PASSIVE VOICE.

105. The Quileute passive voice is a construction in which the

normal subject-predicate relation is inverted. The normal relation

is not to be reckoned by logical implications or by our standards,

but by Quileute usage. Thus, if in se-ya-litc, you see (him), the

pronoun -lite refers to the person who sees, while in se-ya-qa-litc, the

same subject pronoun refers to the person who is seen, we are to

regard the latter as a passive voice construction notwithstanding

the fact that in most cases it corresponds to our sentence, "he sees

you". However, many uses of the Quileute passive correspond to

ours. The passive voice is resorted to much more frequently than in

Enghsh.

106. Besides the inversion of the relation normally connoted by
the subjective pronouns, four formatives are employed. One of

these, -t, has been found only with four verbs, the other three,

-qa, -tsil (-tsel), -sil (set), divide all the verbs into three classes

which correspond in every respect to those of the causative forma-

tives. Thus, if one knows what causative is used with a given verb,

it is possible to predict almost invariably what passive voice suffix

it will require. The correspondence is as follows:

Causative Passive

-tees -qa

-ts -tsil

-s -sil

We are at once impressed by the morphologic points of contact

between the causative -ts, -s, and the passive -tsil, -sil. The -I element

of the passive morphemes might be identified with the verbal

classifier -I (Sec. 93). Only, the vahdity of a morphologic identifica-

tion based on a single phonetic element is questionable, partic-

le*
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ularly in cases like the present, where the meaning of the morpheme
cannot be determined. As shown in Sec. 89, the uses of the verbal

classifier -I are predominantly formal. On the other hand, the

morphologic correspondences of the causatives -ts, -s and the

passive -tsil, -sil is doubtless significant, for they are used in the

two presumably different functions with the same verbal classes.

It may be argued further, that the connotations of the passive voice

are not very divergent from those of causative action, considering

that the meaning of most of the verbs with which these morphemes
are used (Sees. 104, 106) is such that the subject of the causative

and the agent ("logical subject") of the passive actually cause an
effect upon the entity represented by the object of the causative or

by the grammatical subject of the passive. Nevertheless, the fact

that the person affected is represented in one construction by an
object and by a grammatical subject in the other, leads us to

conclude that these two constructions are fundamentally different

in form and function. The points of contact we have observed may
represent a historic connection, rather than a functional fact in the

present language.

It is of interest to note in this connection that the causative signs

have been used in a few instances with a passive meaning. Generally,

a causative passive, hke lebafe-tces-i-sil, (he) was put to sleep

(hteraUy, he was caused to fall asleep) is constructed by employing

the proper causative sign (-tees in this case) together with the sign

of the passive (sil). It is possible, however, to say Ubat'e'-tces xe'

u'xwalo''la\ (he) was put to sleep by the shaman. Here, the agent

of the action is preceded by the obhque case of the article, as in the

normal use of the passive voice (Sec. 112). It would seem that,

apart from the help of the context, this construction is ambiguous
unless the agent is expressed, thus,

xile", he became angry
spile's, he made (him) angry
xile's xe' tcoo'tsk\ he was made angry by the boy
xile's yix tcoo'tsk\ the boy made him angry
xiW yix tcoo'tsk\ the boy became angry.

Obviously, we have no means of determining whether this use of the

causative suffixes is a survival or a later development.

107. One of the most common services rendered by the passive

voice is to express an objective relation in which a third person

is the subject and a second person is the object. As stated in Sec. 98

in such situations the second person objective forms -tilawo,

-qalawo, -swo cannot be used ; e. g.

:

sayd'a-qa-litc, he hkes you (you are liked)

xali-tsil-i"ilitc, he will skin you
ada'adal-sel-elitc, he spoke to you
fatca"a-qa-litc, he knows yovi, they know you
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108. Some uses of the Quileute passive voice are strange to us,

and occasionally cannot be translated by our passive voice without

considerable periphrasis. For example:

fciqa-sel-e'litc, it was killed for you (you were benefited by the killing of it)

faxfce-li-tsel-ilitc, they warmed your feet (you were feet-warmed)
fld^q^a-sfa'daxa'-tsel-ilitc, he slapped you with his tail

The following sentences illustrate the uses of the passive voice

formatives. Other examples will be found in QT. 13:28; 13:22;

17:30; 19:5; 20:4; 21:34; 22:2; 23:24; 24:20; 24:23; 26:61;

38:34.

fatca'a-qa-li, I am known
tso'o-sfale-qa-li, I was ordered to do so

e siya-qa-''a ax", do not be seen

fciqa-tila-st'ale-qa-xas, he was ordered to kill me
wakalaxesla-qa-li, I am listened to

ha'yoq^-qa-li, I am invited

K'op-qa-litc, you are loved

te-'lo-qa-xas, he will be met at the beach
yalo'-qa-lo, we were approached

luwe-fe-tsil, his head was carried away
tsoxo'-tsil, they were shot

fciqa-tsil, he was killed

ciqo-tsil-li, I was pulled

q^isi-tsil-litc, you were hurt
letce-tsil, they were wrapped up
kd^ada-tsil, they were hung
fla-k''i-tsil-i'''ilitc, you will be pricked

tsixi-sel-as, he was shown it (it was shown to him)
kule-sel-i"ilitc, you will be named
weqwala-sel, they were summoned
ada'adal-sel-li, I was spoken to

he-yi-(s)-8el-li, I was given a little (he-yis-el-i)

kixtce-sel, they told him a story (a myth)
tciye-'fcoq^-sel-litc sa' k'd't'la, they dropped a rock on you
Mqa-wo'lxats-sel-illitc xwa" ha'tc, you are going to be told something good.

The following are the only verbs which have been found with the

element -t as a sign of the passive voice

:

ba'k' -e-t-a-' yi-litc, you had been asked
tip-e-t-a-c-e-litc, you are gotten tired of (he got tired of you)
ha'q'olx-a-t-a-li, I am being waited for (they are waiting for me)
Vikasq-a-t-a-litc, you are obeyed

FREE MORPHEMES.
As stated in Section 45, the majority of the free morphemes are

nouns of two or three syllables which cannot be analyzed into

simpler elements. Consequently, most of them may be regarded as
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lexicographical subject-matter. We shall mention here only the

free morphemes whose functions may be properly discussed in a

grammatical study.

DEMONSTRATIVES

.

109. There are two groups of demonstratives : those which refer to

an entity (a being, an object, or an idea) and those which designate

a location. The latter are conventionally classified as adverbs in

most grammars. Those which refer to an entity are:

FEMININE
ARTICLES NON-FEMININE Singular Plural

Subjective yix yik ya'^ak

ObUque, definite xe' ki" ka'ki'

Oblique, indefinite s ks as

INVISIBLE
Unknown, unrelated x^ k^

Unknown, related xwa" kwd'

Known tci" kci'

VISIBLE
Near speaker yii'x-o yu'k-o

Near second person yi'tca

Near both sa"a ksa"

Removed from both ha

These demonstratives perform some of the most important syntactic

functions in the Quileute sentence. As we shall see below (Sec. 112)

the cohesion of the sentence depends very largely upon these free

morphemes. In regard to the melodic aspect of the phrase in which

they occur, it should be noted that some of them are pronounced as

proclitic particles before the nouns or nominahzed clauses to which

they refer, but most frequently they are stressed as though these

substantival units were subordinated to them. It may seem strange

that such demonstratives as s and ks are here regarded as free

morphemes. In the natural flow of connected discourse they sound

as long initial consonants belonging to the following word, but the

native readily isolates them when asked, for example, whether

s t'ei'k'al, a house, is a single word or two words. The distinctions

denoted by the different demonstratives may be classified under the

iollowing heads

:

1. Visibility and invisibihty

2. Relative position

(a) near the speaker

(b) near the person addressed

(c) near both

(d) removed from both
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3. Relation to previous experience

(a) unknown
(b) known by hearsay

(c) known by immediate experience

(d) mentioned in the present conversation or known to all

persons.

4. Gender
(a) feminine

(b) non-feminine

5. Number
(a) singular

(b) plural

6. Syntactic relations

(a) subjective case

(b) oblique case

The fundamental principle which seems to govern the employment

of the various forms of the demonstratives is the degree to which the

object or person is felt as a perceptive reahty. Each form responds

to more or less definite differentials in a scale that ranges from

actual perception to the feehng of unreality that may accompany

the thought of an object that has never been seen by the speaker

or has been presented to him as a reahty by some one else. From this

point of view of degree of perceptive reality we can arrange the

demonstratives in the following ascending order: (1) x^, k^; (2)

xwa\ kwa'
; (3) tci\ kci'; (4) sa"a, and the others which refer to

visible objects. The articles do not fit properly into this scheme.

110. The demonstrative function of the articles does not differmuch
from that of the articles in Enghsh and other European languages,

except that they cannot be used before distributed terms (distribut-

ed in the logical sense), as "the dog is man's oldest friend." We may
contrast them with the other Quileute demonstratives from the

viewpoint that the article is a word of anaphoric reference to an

entity in the speaker's discourse, or one which is generally known by

all persons ; whereas the other demonstratives connect directly with

the thought of objective reaHty, or refer to an entity that is known
or unknown to either the speaker or the person addressed. For

example, the article yix may be rendered by the words the or this,

but this is to be interpreted as "the one I mentioned," or "the thing

everybody knows;" while xwa\ which may be equivalent to this

or that is to be paraphrased as "the one which I heard of," or "the

one which you know of." A closer step toward objective reaHty may
be taken by using sa"a, which may mean this or that but must be

accompanied by a gesture in its normal use.
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The feminine articles are used before nouns which refer to female

beings, as" woman, girl, sister, wife, female shaman, mare, or the

female of any large animal. The non-feminine forms are used before

any noun that does not signify a female being. This includes men,
inanimate objects, abstract ideas, and clauses which are sjmtactic-

aUy dealt with as though they were nouns.

111. The fundamental distinction between the definite and the

indefinite articles corresponds in several respects to that of our

articles the, a. In its most common use, the Quileute definite article

refers to an object that has been mentioned in the discourse, whereas

the indefinite article introduces a new reference into the discourse.

The new object may be known to both the speaker and the listener,

but the speaker withholds that fact from the listener, at least for

the moment, or the fact that the object is known may be irrelevant,

and the speaker introduces it by merely referring to the general

class, as a hat, a canoe, that is, one of those things we all know which

are called hats, canoes, etc. Most frequently, the object is known to

the speaker and not to the listener, as in "I bought a hat." In such

cases, if the speaker intends to give more details about the hat, he

will use the demonstrative xwa" , which can be interpreted as "not

known to you." But if his intention is merely to introduce the new
fact without considering its relation to the second person's ex-

perience, it is probable that he wiU use the indefinite article. How-
ever, personal habits of speech seem to inchne to the use of one or

to the other. In the language of the myths the articles are used in

practically all situations in preference to the demonstrative xwa',

but the latter occurs more frequently in conversation.

It is not clear why the indefinite articles are always used before

proper nouns of persons or locahties, regardless of how famihar they

may be to the speaker as well as to the listener. When a clause is

treated as a noun, as it is often the case, the definite non-feminine

articles are used if the fact expressed in the clause is related to

previous experience, while the indefinite article is generally employ-

ed if such a relation does not exist.

112. The obhque forms of the articles perform a variety of

syntactic functions, which are quite diverse from our point of view.

They denote every possible relation between a noun and a verb,

excepting that of the subject to the predicate. The most important
functions assigned to them are: to designate (1) the object of

the verb, which, from our point of view, may be direct or in-

direct; (2) to subordinate a clause to a noun; a construction

equivalent to our relative clause; (4) various other relations of

space, time, instrumentaUty, and purpose, the determination of

which depends on the context; (5) to introduce the agent of the

passive voice.
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The foUowing sentences illustrate the most common uses of the

articles discussed in the preceding sections

:

e'-c (1) yix (2) kule-'yuf (3) tcaVce-'yot (4), many of the Quileutes were chat-

ting. 1, to be much or many. 2, article, non-feminine gender, sub-
jective case, referring to 3, which is the subject of 1 and 4, the latter is a
coordinate verb. 5, Quileute. 6, to chat, talk idly; the suffix -t

(Sec. 91) expressing a state of activity turns this verb into a kind of

participle : many were the Quileutes who were chatting, or the chatting
Qmleutes.

xaha'c (1) yix (2) kule-'yuf (3) fatci (4) xe' (5) kule-'s (6) yix (7) ho'kwaf (8),

practically all the Quileutes knew the name of this white man. 1, to

be all, to be complete; the inceptive -c gives the whole sentence an
inceptive aspect ; that is, the name was beginning to be known to all, or
more literally, it was beginning to be all of them who knew the name';
this idea is reflected also by the ending of 4. 2, article, as in the
preceding sentence. 4, fate-, to know; this verb takes the applicative

classifier -a (Sec. 88) in its durative sense of being in possession of

knowledge, the use of -i in this case indicates the fact of coming into

possession of knowledge, learning; verbs of the neutral class, like this,

do not admit the inceptive -c. 5, article, non-feminine, oblique case,

referring to the following clause which is the object of 4. 6, kule-,

name; -s, to cause a condition (Sec. 91), that is, a person causes others

to apply a certain name to him; to assign a name to (for the first time)
requires the classifier -I; to have a name requires no verbal classifier,

neutral class (Sec. 93). 7, article, like 2, as modifier of subject of 6.

8 — white man.
q'waeti' (1) yi-'kal (2) xe' (3) itca-'lat (4), Q'waeti' went on his way. 1, the

name of the Quileute culture hero. 2, to keep on going. 3, article,

oblique case. 4, itc-, to move through space toward a definite point;
-a, applicative classifier; -I, to intend or sign of purposive action (Sec.

131); -t, sign of nominalization (Sec. 122).

e-ca-si'l (1) s (2) potsxwil (3) xe' (4) ka'ptid (5), they were given much canvas
by the captain. 1, e-c-, to be much or many; see 1 in the first example;
-sil (or -sel), passive voice (Sec. 106); the postpositive meaning "to give"
is -s, which collides with the -s of the next element; the word can
be pronounced also e-cas-i'l; the meaning being "(they) were given
much". 2, indefinite article, oblique case. 3, canvas. 4, definite article,

oblique case for the logical subject of the passive voice. 5, Quileute
adaptation of the English word "captain".

hawa'yicka (1) toqo'l (2) s (3) hd-yaq (4) Deer answered Raven. 1, Deer,
personification of the animal. 2, to answer. 3, indefinite article

required before all proper novins in the oblique case. 4, Raven.
etat (1) siya (2) xe' (3) potsod-q (4) xe' (5) liiwd- (6) xe' (7) si'yat (8) d-lita" (9),

she could never see the people who brought the salmon that she saw.
1, never. 2, see, without any verbal classifier denotes the possibility

of seeing. 3, article, oblique case. 4, pod-q, man, with infix for

distributed plural (Sec. 59). 5, article performing a function equivalent
to our relative pronoun, it governs the clause which completes the
sentence. 6, to bring to a definite place {liw-, and the applicative
classifier for definite location). 7, article governing the object of 6.

8, the suffix -t converts the verb into a kind of participle; see 4 in the
first example ; for the convergence of this with the nominalizing function
see Sec. 91. 9, salmon or food; this noun is either the object of the
participle, or 8 is substantival and qualifies 9.
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siyac (1) xe" (2) le'tcti (3) 6- (4) ope' (5) 6-foslahs (6), he saw the blood on her
thighs. 1, saw; -c, inceptive. 2, article governing object of 1.

3, blood. 4, to be at a place, independent use of the formal base for

location (Sec. 56). 5, article, oblique case after 4. 6, her thigh; d--, formal
base for location; -ks, subject pronoun used as a possessive (Sec. 83).

xabi'k'ilq'os (1) xe' (2) tiyalo" (3), (she) prepared a pillow for her husband.
1, prepared a pillow; xahi- to make ready, mend, fix; k'ilq'o-, pillow;
-s, causative. 2, oblique case of the article expressing a relation
equivalent to that of the dative in other languages.

q'waeti' (1) tci-'tcal (2) yix (3) atlaxe"e-qa (4) Uhe-'ti (5) u'xv)alo-'la' (6),

Q'waeti' made use of magic, for he was reported to be a powerful shaman.
1, Name of the culture hero. 2, to apply magic, to discover or cure by
means of magic. 3, subjective case of the article, which, to use a
conventional terminology, is in apposition with q'waeti' and hence serves
as a pronoun, subject of the following clause. 4, was reported, was said
commonly; -qa, sign of the passive voice of neutral verbs (Sec. 106).

7, strength, power; used as a qualifier. 8, shaman (see Sec. 53 re-

garding iixwa- as a formal base).

113. In direct discourse, when the object is not known to the
speaker, x^ (non-feminine), k^ (feminine) or xwa' (non-feminine),

kwa' (feminine) precede the noun. The distinction between these

two pairs is parallel to that of xe' and s. That is, x" introduces an
unknown unrelated object, while xwa' refers to an object that is

known to only one of the interlocutors or not known to either, but
has been mentioned in the discourse, or is otherwise related

indirectly to previous experience, as when the speaker has been told

about the object by his interlocutor or some one else in previous

conversations. Thus, the meaning of xwa' merges into that of the

definite article, as pointed out in Sec. 111. This distinction between
x* and xwa' is shown very clearly in the following sentence

:

wels-wo (1) a;" (2) qwa-'Vla' (3) xwa" (4) helitse'H'a (5) titc (6) xwa' (7) yooq (8)

titc (9) e-wa-litc (10), a whale will be given to you which you may feed

to the people when you arrive. 1, wel-, one; -s, to give; -swo, pronominal

object, to you; a kind of impersonal construction equivalent to the

passive voice ; literally, "some one give you." 2, demonstrative for an

unknown, unrelated object; the speaker intended to fish a whale for

this purpose, hence the whale is entirely unrelated to experience and is

introduced in the discoiirse for the first time. 3, whale. 4, demon-
strative for an unknown object, previously mentioned; since the whale

has just been mentioned, all the demonstratives referring to it will no
longer be x^, they may be xwa' or yioc (^'^'), the articles; xwa' is pre-

ferred here because the whale is the important topic ; this demonstrative

refers back to 3 and is the object of 5, equivalent to ovir relative pro-

novms; similar to the last example under Sec. 112. 5, to feed, to serve

as food; the suffix -a is the sign of subordination required by all verbs

whose subjects are represented by a conditional pronoun (Sees. 76—78).

6, conditional pronoun subject of a subordinate clause expressing

contingent future action. 7, demonstrative for persons unknown to

the speaker, but mentioned by his interlocutor in previous conversations

;

it refers to the tribe from which the interlocutor had come. 9, con-

ditional pronoun for contingent occurrence, subject of 10. 10, e-wa-l,

to arrive from an ocean trip; -itc, suffix expressing eventuality (Sec. 76).
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114. When the object is known to the speaker, but not present

in the circumstantial context of the communication, the proper

demonstrative is tci' (non-feminine), kci' (feminine). The same forms

are used for all syntactic relations. As already stated (Sec. 54), these

demonstratives take the place of the formal bases he- and 6- to express

a distributed plural. An interesting contrast in the use of tci' and x'^

(Sec. 113) is seen in the expressions for yesterday and to-morrow.

The word tawi'l may be rendered as contiguous day, which is equally

appKcable to the day following and to the day preceding the

present. By using the demonstrative for an invisible, experienced

fact, we obtain the expression for "yesterday," tci' tawi'l; while

"to-morrow" requires the demonstrative for invisible, unexperienced

facts, x^ tawi'l. Examples of the normal uses of tci' and kci' are:

tci' (I) hel-osi (2) f'05" (3) loto'li (4), the canoe in which we used to go across.

1, demonstrative, referring to a canoe known to both interlocutors

but not present. 2, he-, formal base; -1-, to travel in a canoe; at

present also to ride in an automobile; -o, applicative classifier for

location; -s, caiisative for continued action (Sec. 104); -i, subor-

dinating suffix; the clause of the above example is taken from a

sentence in which it was subordinated to the main verb; literally, "that

in which we travelled"; there are many words for various types of

canoes, but in Quileute one frequently refers to an object by mentioning

its use; the word for "canoe" could be used in this context, but it seems
superfluous, since both interlocutors know the canoe in question.

3, conditional pronoun, first person plural, used for customary action

(Sec. 79). 4, lot-, to cross a stream or body of water; -o, applicative

classifier for space; -I, verbal classifier; -i, subordinating suffix, as

in 2.

liweli-'ilo (!) sa"a (2) d-saya't (3) itca'si (4) kci' (5) tsi'tskwa"as (6), we shall

take that meat to my daughter. 1, we shall take. 2, demonstrative

for an object present; the meat was in the canoe between the speaker

and his interlocutor. 3, meat. 4, itc-, to be going in a definite direc-

tion; -a, applicative for motion; -s, causative for continued action;

that is, they will cause the meat to go in a definite direction, namely, to

his daughter's house; -i, sign of subordination, this verb being subor-

dinate to the first verb. 5, demonstrative, feminine gender, for a

person known to both interlocutors but not present. 6, daughter
with the possessive -s.

115. When the person or object is visible or present, different

demonstratives are used according to the position, the gender and
syntactic relation, as shown in the table above (Sec. 109). The
forms yi'tca and ha are used with any gender. Referring to a state-

ment or an object which has just been mentioned sa"a or sa' may
be used instead of the demonstratives for invisible objects, exten-

ding, thus, the concept of presence in space to include presence

in mind. Illustrations in connected discourse wiU be found in

QT. p. 14:18; p. 15:15; 6:1; 6:2; p. 18:10; p. 18:16; p. 20:16;

p. 21:5; p. 21:10; 7:3; 7:10; 18:5; 19:5; 19:35; 24:12.
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Locative demonstratives.

116. The locative demonstratives direct the attention of the

person addressed toward a location, just as the preceding demon-
stratives direct it towards an object, a person or any other entity.

They are:

Visible location

xo"o, near the speaker
so"o, near the second person
sa"a, at a comparatively short distance from both
d-tca'a (tca"a) at a long distance

Invisible location

xa'x-e, near, indefinite in extension

tci'^tci', known place

xu'xwa\ unknown place

The concept "here" is expressed by xa'x-e when the location is near

or when the speaker is in it, and hence, visible only in part. It

corresponds to such English expressions as "over here, in this

region, on this side." It is used also for such ideas as, "now, now-a-

days," and functions as an initial morpheme with the postpositive

-qtiya, day, to mean "to-day" (xaxe'qtiya).

The other two locative demonstratives, tci'Hci' and xu' xwa\ may
be used for an immediate location as well as for a remote one. Their

use depends on whether the place is known to the speaker from
previous direct experience, having been there, or whether he

imagines the place or has heard of it. For illustrations see QT.

p. 14: 7; p. 15: 11; p. 15: 17; p. 8: 7; p. 18:9; 7; 7; 7:8; 8:47; 14:13;

16:2; 16:12.

OTHER FREE MORPHEMES^.

117. There are very few elements besides nouns, demonstratives

and some of the pronouns, which we may confidently classify as

unanalyzable free morphemes. The predilection for verbal forms is so

manifest in Quileute, that even such words as he'xat, he-qati, abe'\

whose meaning is apparently identical to our conjunctions "and,

also, because," respectively, are perhaps verbal compounds. The
first one, he'xat may possibly consist of the formal base he-, and
other elements we cannot definitely identify. If the final element -at

is the element which converts a verb into a noun or a participle

(Sec. 122), the -x may be the continuative for motion (Sec. 66). We
cannot be certain of the composition of he-qati, but it is quite possible

that it consists, like the latter, of the combination of two elements

^ Pronominal morphemes belonging to this morphologic class of free mor-
phemes have been discussed in Sections 69, 73, 76, 81, 82, 84, 99.
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appended to the formal base, bringing those elements into promin-

ence as illustrated with other affixes of the same nature in Section

55. We notice, further, that there are two other words of conjunctive

meaning, which are similarly formed: heqal, to, for, against; and

heqale-'k, due to. We may be sure that abe' ' is a verb, as evidenced by

its occurrence with pronominal affixes, e.g.:

abe"li e fa'tca'a, becaxise I do not know

Here, abe" is the main verb, to which the pronoun -li, I, is affixed.

e, negative; fa'tc-, to know, with the appHcative classifier -a, and

the subordinating suffix separated by a glottal stop (Sec. 37); this

verb is subordinated to abe"U.

In other cases no data are available upon the elements which

integrate the words, but we have some reason to suspect that they

are composite. Compare, for example:

tca'^wa'ac (or tca"wac), then, after

tca"we-la, nevertheless

la, still, yet, even so, etc.

hoi, only, just

hoyali'l, always, not only . . . but also

The following free morphemes have not been found with affixes

:

a-, oh, (surprise)

ay^, oh, ah, (pain, reproach)

e-, yes

e-, no
dd-kil, and, but, then, therefore, etc.

de-za'\ so that, in order that

tWseka, confoiind you
xec, for, for the benefit of

ia, still, yet, even so, indeed (Greek Se), and other meanings

ho'ho, well, now, (French "done")

118, A few remarks about the numerals may be pertinent in this

grammatical study. There are two forms for each of the first ten

numerals. One series which we may name absolute, is used when
counting objects or when employed independently, as in answer to

the question "How many?" The other series precedes the noun

which denotes the objects enumerated. The first six numbers of

this series may be used as initial morphemes to which postpositives

may be affixed. Individual usage varies for number seven. Some
persons affix postpositive elements to this numeral, while others

claim that it is not proper to do so. Thus, IdwaqVsi'silh'wa, seven

children, may also be expressed by two free morphemes, Idwaqfsi'si

tcoo'tsk'. But all informants concur in using eight and the other

numerals above eight without affixes. The forms for the first ten

numerals are

:
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PARTS OF SPEECH.

Linguists are at variance as to the number, definition, and
nomenclature of the "parts of speech." In the present classification

it is not our purpose to propose a solution of this debatable question

for all languages, but merely to treat such grammatical functions

in the hght of the morphologic and semantic phenomena exhibited in

this particular language. It may not be superfluous to state at the

outset that in the present analysis, the terms noun, verb, etc.

denote functions; not ideas or forms. Thus, the word flaxd'l is a

verb in flaxd-l o.ki s d'qala't, get ready to go to James Island.

That is, its fmictional share in the formation of this sentence is of a

verbal nature. On the other hand when this word stands alone as in

flaxd'l, get ready! it is not a part of speech, but a complete act of

speech, an utterance. If we should regard it as a verb in this case,

our term would merely designate a form that can be used as a verb,

but would not characterize its function in the particular act of

speech under consideration. Accordingly, we may say that Quileute

words serve as utterances, verbs, nouns, pronouns, demonstratives,

quaUfiers, and conjunctions.

120. All main verbs, as defined below, may function as utterances.

Apart from these, very few Quileute words can perform this function.

The forms that are used as nouns can never^ be utterances. In

English and other languages, in answer to the question "Who is

there?" we may use a noun in the so-called ehptical sentence

"John." In Quileute one must say "It is John." (he.xas John).

Aside from the verbal forms and interjections, the only words which

are used as utterances are the absolute numerals (Sec. 118), most
of the demonstratives, and the free morphemes e-, yes; la, indeed,

dd'kil, very well, so, (French "done"). A negative reply cannot be

expressed by a single morpheme as in Enghsh, "No." It is always

necessary to affix a pronominal, temporal or aspect formative

to the negative verb, wa, or in the case of a verb of the neutral class,

(Sec. 93) the use of both negatives e- wa-, with the proper suffixes

appended to the latter. These expressions are equivalent to saying

"Not I," "You wiU not," etc.

121. We may dispense with a discussion of the nature of verbal

function, and assume that it is identical to that of our verbs, there

being no evidence to the contrary. What words function as verbs in

a given QuUeute sentence can be determined by certain morphologic

characteristics, the most reliable of which is the use of pronouns.

A word functions as a main verb when a pronominal postpositive

^ Unless we include the unique situation of asking a Quileute for the eqmval-

ent of an English word, and even in this case the word is often preceded by
M (Sec. 56) it is.
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is or can be affixed thereto. The function of a word as a subordinate
verb can be disclosed by the presence of a pronominal free morpheme
before or after it or, in its absence, by the final subordinating suffix

-* or -a (Sec. 136). A consistent apphcation of these rules will lead

us to classify as verbs certain words the meanings of which might
not seem adaptable to verbal function, e. g.: abe'\ because; wa, no;

ec, much, many; xaya' , other; the syntactic forms of the numerals
(Sec. 118), the free forms of the possessive pronouns (Sec. 84), and
many others. These apparent oddities are doubtless due to our
conventional translation. Should we render the predicative reference

of abe' by a clause, such as, "the reason is" or "this is due to the
fact that," its use as a verb would seem more natural. However, this

translation fails to convey the meaning of abe" in such a clause as

abe"li e- fdtcd'a' , because I do not know. The affixation of the

subject of the sentence (-li) to abe", which apparently estabhshes a

relation of cause and effect between two statements, clearly indi-

cates that it is well-nigh impossible for us to realize the full import
of this Quileute verb. Whether the affixation of the subject pronoun
to abe", is merely a matter of form which does not impede the

connection of the pronoun with the main thought expressed by
t'dtcd'a' , or whether it forms a thought unit with abe", it would be
difficult, if not impossible, to decide. We must content ourselves

with the morphologic fact that this word abe"li is treated as any
other main verb ; while fdtca'a' is morphologically and syntactically

a subordinate verb.

122. The noun, as in all languages, denominates an entity. A word
functions as a noun in a given sentence if it is preceded by a demon-
strative. This definition excludes the use of proper nouns when they
appear as subjects, but these also must be preceded by demon-
stratives when used in any other syntactic relation.

Any word may be used as a noun, however typically verbal its

morphologic composition may be, and regardless of its meaning.
All that is required for this alteration of normal usage is the

precession of a demonstrative and the affixation of the nominaUzer
-t, e. g. : yix he-fe'tsi'llit, the material with which they are going to

do it; yix hefoa'sici'llit, those who are going to help him.

123. The pronouns and the demonstratives refer to an entity

present or included in a context. In the social context of an act of

communication, the pronoun refers to the speaker, or to the person

or persons addressed, or to the latter and the speaker. The third

person of the pronoun refers to some one or something that may
be present in the circumstantial context or has been mentioned in

the discourse. Reference to the third person converges with the

function of the demonstrative. Accordingly, some Quileute mor-

phemes are used as pronouns for the third person (Sees. 67, 69, 99) or
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as demonstratives before nouns, or referring to a local point in the

circumstantial context. These two related parts of speech possess no
general morphological characteristics. They are to be identified by
their individual forms. When the possessive pronouns treated in

Sec. 84 are used as verbs, they perform two functions coincidently

:

they retain their usual characteristic of referring to a person, and
predicate a genitival relation.

124. The quahficative function may be characterized as a sub-

ordinated predication of a quahty or attribute. The only Quileute

words which adopt a special form to perform this function are the

numerals above ten (Sec. 118), and the verbs which appear without

the classifiers in this syntactic relation. But in aU cases the melody of

the sentence symboHzes this function by assigning a higher pitch to

the qualifier and by connecting it in the phonetic word-grouping

(phrasing) with the word it quahfies. Most of the qualifiers are nor-

mally used as verbs in other syntactic constructions. Examples
are:

s (1) tcoo'tsk' (2) ha'fc (3) tsi"da (4) poo-q (5), ahandsome young man, 1, in-

definite article. 2, youth. 3, handsome, good, pretty; it may be used
as a verb, but if it were so used here it would have the applicative

classifier -a. 4, young; the verbal form is tsVcLa'a-. 5, man, human
being; Indian.

tsix (1) hd't'cd-lowa" (2), very good weather, 1, very, a great deal; may be
used as a verb with the applicative -a; it cannot be used here verbally,

because ha'fc, good, is an initial morpheme, and, accordingly, cannot be
affixed. 2, good weather; hd'Vc, good; -a, applicative classifier

lengthened by the accent.

125. The conjunctive function partakes of the nature of the

demonstrative and of the verbal office. It is a reference to the

preceding and the following context, as well as the predication of a
relation between the two. Most of the words whose meanings may be
rendered by our conjunctions are actually used as verbs or exhibit

some verbal morphologic characteristics. A few, however, do not
seem to function as verbs, so far as we may infer from the fact that

they cannot take pronominal affixes. These are the only ones which
we may regard as exclusively conjunctive, although we must assign

both verbal and conjunctive value to such a word as abe'\ discussed

above. There is a very limited number of non-verbal conjunctions:

dd-kil, and, but, then, therefore, so

de-xa'\ so that, in order that
tca"wa'ac, then, after

tca"we-la, nevertheless

la, still, yet, even so

he'xat (he.xat) and
he.qati', and also, as well as

17
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THE STRUCTURE OF THE VERB.

126. The words which are most commonly composed of more than

one morpheme are those which perform nominal and verbal func-

tions. We may now consider the structure of such composite words.

A certain order is observed in the affixation of postpositive

elements, an order which is rigidly observed with some formatives,

but is subject to alterations with others. These alterations seem to be

required by logical connections. Thus, the inceptive -c generally

follows all the morphemes whose meanings appear to us as more
decidedly nominal, verbal or adverbial, but this normal sequence is

altered in sey-a-c-i"-t'col-aks, she wishes to see it. We may account

for the position of -c after sey-a, to see, and not after -fcol-, to wish,

on the ground that the logical connection of the inceptive aspect is

with the former. Making due allowance for such changes, the format-

ives of a verb in the indicative mode appear in the following order

:

1. Initial morpheme (Sees. 44, 48).

2. Applicative classifier (Sec. 85). If the element is one of the

formal bases M-, 6-, d'- (Sec. 44) the classifier is omitted.

3. One or two postpositives of notional import (Sees. 64, 65).

4. Objective pronoun (Sec. 96).

5. Formative with quaUficative or modal value (Sec. 66).

6. Formative denoting tense, aspect (Sees. 129—135) or voice

(Sec. 106).

7. (a) Subjective pronoun, or

(b) Sign of subordination (Sec. 136).

The following examples illustrate the order of these classes of

elements.

ce-'q-o-l, (he) pulled

ce-'q-o-l-ka, you (pi.) pulled

ceq-o-l-i'l-ka, you are going to pull

ceq-o-tilawo'-l-li, I am going to pull you
ceq-o-tci'l-i-swo'-l-li, I am going to pull your leg (pull leg to you)
ceq-o-tci'l-i-swo-qwa'-l-li, I am going to pull yovir leg very hard
ceq-o-tci'l-i-swo'-sfal-qa'-li, I was ordered to pull your leg.

The last example exhibits an alteration of the normal order due

to the meaning of the morphemes involved. The postpositive

-sfal, to order, command, would be expected to precede the ob-

jective pronoun -swo, according to the order indicated above. Such

a sequence would be proper in other contexts if -swo were the object

of -sfal, but the meaning of the present word connects the concepts

pull-leg-affecting-you. Incidentally, we observe that the concept

expressed by the main verb of our sentence seems to occupy a

subordinate position in the Quileute utterance. This may indicate

that -sVal functions as a modal element, (a jussive mode) or that
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position is not correlative with the subordination of ideas within the

word. We shall turn presently to such considerations.

127. A few remarks anent the meaning of some of the verbal

components may be pertinent. We shall attend to the postpositives

which occupy the third position in the verb, and to those which
denote tense and aspect, having treated the other classes in previous

sections. It would be arbitrary to conclude that because the meaning
of a given formative is rendered by a noun in English it must
perform a nominal function within the Quileute word. Let us take as

an example the utterance Jm'fcidisVc, it is a good hat, or: that hat

is good. We know that ha't'c expresses a concept equivalent to the

general sense of our word good, and Kkewise, -disVc refers to a hat,

but we have no means of determining whether the grammatical

relations connoted by ha't'c are verbal, adjectival or nominal, or

whether any of these relations can be attributed to -disfc. To
people with the Quileute habit of thought formulation, this word
may be equivalent to saying "it is hat-ly good", or "it is a hat-ish

goodness" or possibly no such relations are connoted and the word
stands as a unified predication, as a sequence of concepts whose
relations are supphed by experience and conventional modes of

expression. We shall borrow a few examples from English to

elucidate this point. In the sequence of the concepts "stone" and
"wall" in "stone-wall," experience supphes a relation of object and
material of which it is made, but in "stone-mason, stone-blind,

stone-cold, stone-hearted. Stone Age," entirely different relations

are supplied by experience and convention. To say that in "stone-

bhnd, stone-cold and stone-hearted" the first element functions as

an adverb, while in the other cases it serves as an adjective, is a

grammatical expedient to be consistent in the apphcation of the

rule that a word which modifies an adjective is an adverb. As
regards the function of modification, we may say that "blind, cold,

and hearted" modify the meaning of "stone" perhaps to the same
extent that the latter modifies the former. This holds true in various

degrees for the other examples, as evidenced by the fact that in

each combination different attributes or connotations of "stone"

are brought into prominence while others are excluded. The order

of the components in these combinations corresponds with a

subordination in thought of the concept "stone," but the context

may invert this relation, as in "Is it a stone wall or a brick

wall?"

These English examples, however, are not parallel to the Quileute

composite words under consideration, for the Enghsh elements

retain to a great extent their word character in these constructions,

while the Quileute postpositives are as a rule meaningless when
detached from a word. A closer parallel would be obtained if we

17*
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attempted to determine whether in the comparative degree of an
English adjective, as "higher," the element "-er" functions as an
adverb modifying "high," or whether "high" is subordinated in

thought to the concept denoted by "-er", as it obviously is in "This

building is high, but the other is higher," or whether we are to

conclude that the characterization of the functions performed by
the words within a sentence as verbal, nominal, adverbial, etc., is

not applicable to the interrelations of the morphemes which consti-

tute a word. Such is our conclusion for the apparently nominal or

verbal formatives in a Quileute word. We may be certain that

-disVc in the above example refers to the class of objects designated

by our word "hat", but we do not know whether its grammatical
relation to haH'c, good, should be regarded as one of subject and
verb, or verb and object, or as one of a verb meaning "to be good"
and an adverb referring to the attributes of "hat," in a manner
analogous to our abstraction of the attributes of "stone" in "stone-

bhnd, stone-cold."

The order of the elements does not aid us in determining sub-

ordination of concepts in a Quileute word, nor can we conclude that

an affixed element conveys its meaning less obtrusively than an
initial morpheme. This last statement can be substantiated by
contrasting the above word, hd't'cidisfc with d-lita"a-xa-li, I eat

salmon. Here the initial morpheme means salmon, while the concept

"eat" is expressed by the affix -xa. In this case, if the initial mor-
pheme conveys the main force of the predication, the word is

presumably understood as "I salmon eating-ly" (using salmon as a

verb), whereas if we insist on regarding the concept "eat" as the

principal thought-factor, we must conclude that an affixed element

can be the nucleous of the predication. Both assumptions are

equally tenable. The first one may seem less convincing due to the

strange formulation of thought entailed. However, upon reflecting

on analogous uses in Enghsh and other languages it seems quite

possible. We commonly employ the name of an object verbally

to denote some activity which involves the use of the object, as

"to paddle" for the customary use of a paddle, while it is just as

common to employ a verb adverbially as "lovingly, amusingly."

It is thus quite conceivable that in Quileute "to salmon" may
signify an undetermined activity involving the use of salmon, this

general activity being defined by an adverbial element which

refers to the characteristics of the act of eating. But, after all,

these considerations are influenced by our linguistic habits. Being

unable to penetrate into the native's mind, we may content our-

selves with the observation of the objective facts. From such facts

we are inchned to infer that the order of the elements in question is

chiefly a matter of form.
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Which concepts are expressed by an initial morpheme and which

by an affixed element seems to depend on whether the language

possesses a postpositive or an initial or free morpheme for the

meaning required. Their order is determined by the rigid mor-

phologic principle that an initial morpheme and a free morpheme
cannot be affixed, while postpositive morphemes must be affixed.

Referring to the above example, d-lita"axali, I eat salmon, we
observe that the language has no postpositive morpheme meaning

"salmon". But the two morphemes which may be rendered by our

verb "to eat", -la, and -xa, are postpositive. Hence the only way to

embody in one word the concepts "salmon" and "eat" is to affix

the formative which means "eat" to the one that means "salmon".

This order does not necessarily imply subordination of the affixed

element, as is generally the case with suffixes in other languages.

However, it is possible that the word thus formed blends these two

concepts in a manner unknown to us, as may be inferred from the

following observations. A more exact rendering of the word

d-lita"axali is "my diet is salmon", or in a situation in which a

choice is given between eating salmon or some other kind of food,

we may say "I shall have salmon". In order to say in Quileute

"I am eating salmon", i. e. I am in the act of eating this salmon,

the two concepts are expressed by independent words, and -la

must be used instead of -xa. Thus: d'la'xaW xe' d'lita". It is further

observed that it is not permissible to use -xa with a formal base and

construct a separate verb, as it was done with -la in the preceding

sentence. This and other observations give us the impression that

the concepts expressed by the initial morpheme and the affixed

elements constituting a single word blend into a more unified

thought than when conveyed by separate words, and that the

expression of a concept Uke "hat", for example, by the postpositive

-disfc is not identical to that of the free morpheme tsiyd-pus,

referring to the same object (cf. Sec. 50). Nevertheless, whatever

distinctions may be thus established are confined to the cases in

which the language has a free morpheme as well as a postpositive

referring to the same object or activity. In a great many cases it is

impossible to embody two given concepts into a single word because

there is no postpositive element to express one of them.

The following sentences illustrate various combinations of mor-

phemes whose meanings would be normally expressed in European
languages by independent verbs, nouns, or adjectives:

^The syllable -xa should not be confused with the postpositive -xa, to eat.

The analysis of this verb is d--la-x-a-li; -x, continuative ; -a, connecting

vowel (Sec. 37). This syllable is replaced by the inceptive and a different

connecting vowel in d--la'-c-i-li, I began to eat.
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siya{l)-takil{2)-lic (3), he began to see the footprints. 1 — to see {siy- and
the appHcative classifier -a ; in these examples the apphcative classifiers,

connecting vowels and verbal classifiers will not be mentioned). 2 — foot-

print. 3 — to become, begin, or sign of inceptive aspect (-c).

xwa''a{l)-wi-yi'{2)-l (3), he approached the wall. 1 — approach. 2 — wall.

3 — verbal classifier. In this and in other examples the subject third

person pronoun is omitted.

lao\l)-flo-(2)l-li (3) I walked in the dirt. 1 — walk. 2 — dirt. 3 — subject

pronoun, I.

t'ca'fci{l)-spe-{2)-s{3)-li (4), I placed it by the fire. 1 — to set, place, locate.

2 — fire. 3 — sign of causation of a state or condition. 4 — pronoim, /.

taxa'{l)-fcol{2)-as (3), he went toward the bank of the river. 1 — to go toward
a region, an extended location, rather than a definite point. 2 — bank
of the river. 3 — pronoun, he.

kits(l)-fida{2)-qu (3) xe' (4) ta'xulo' (5), he kicked the end of the bow.
1 — to kick. 2 — an indefinite portion of the end of a long object.

3 — spot, place, point. 4 — article, oblique case. 5 — bow.
Via'q'a{\)-s%da'{2)-s{Z)-t''a'dax (4), it slaps the water with its tail. 1 — to slap.

2 — water. 3 — causative, serving here as a sign of instrumentality.

4 — tail.

ha's{\)-sida" (2) (ba's-ida" ) , it was bad water. 1 —• to be bad. 2 — water.

tcikd-(l)-yit (2), big flounder, 1 — big, large. 2 — flounder.

xaba'l 1 )-qli (2), there were all kinds. 1 — to be all, be complete. 2 — kind, sort.

lawe'''(l)-fci-yil (2), there were two leaves. 1 — two, syntactic form of the

numeral (Sec. 118). 2 — leaf.

la'k^(l)-sida (2), it came out of the water. 1 — to come out into the open,

appear. 2 — water.

flic{l)-spa{2)-t (3), it is far from the fire. 1 — to be far. 2 — fire (rather, -sp,

fire; -a, connecting vowel). 3 — verbal classifier (Sec. 91).

litca( 1 )-fo-s(2)-at (3), it was between his thighs. 1 — to be between. 2 — thigh.

3 — as 3 in the preceding example.
kddedo'o'{l)-xa{2)-li (3), I eat dog (meat). 1 — dog; used generally as a free

morpheme, -xa, to eat. 3 — pronoun, /.

dkili(l)-tcay{2)-il (3), he walks like a bear. 1 — bear; used generally as a free

morpheme. 2 — to walk like some one ; imitate some one ; for any other

imitation, a morpheme expressing the characteristic imitated must be
used. 3 — connecting vowel -i, and verbal classifier.

di'ya{\)-k (2), he went to Neah Bay. 1 — Quileute adaptation of Neah.
2 — to go to a definite place.

aqa-'la{l)-t''{2)-i{Z)-li (4), I live on James Island. 1 — the Quileute name of

the little island off the mouth of the Quileute River; literally, the high

place. 2 — to live. 3 — connecting vowel. 4 — pronoun, /.

te-kwa'''{\)-Vs{2)-i{Z)-s (4), he made a rope. 1 — rope. 2 — to make (for the

glottalization of -ts, see Sec. 41). 3 — connecting vowel. 4 — pronoun, he.

p'et'it{l)-t'co'(2)-f{3)-as (4), it will contain light. 1 — light. 2 — to have
inside. 3 — sign of the future (Sec. 129). 4 — pronoun, third person,

non-feminine gender.

ha''t''c(l)-i{2)-kits (3), he dances well. 1 — good. 2 — connecting vowel.

3 — to dance or kick.

hiyo'{l)-t's(2)-i(3)-li (4), I stopped eating. 1 — to discontinue action, to

finish or stop. 2 — to be in the act of eating. 3 — connecting vowel.

4 — pronovm, /.

he(l)-qo(2)-sqa(3)-l{4:)-aks (5), she uses it for carrying (loads). 1 — formal base

(Sec. 48). 2 — to make use of. 3 — to carry. 4 — verbal classifier.

5 — pronoun, she.
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hal{l)-a(2)-xals(3)-i{'i)-li (5), I said in my song (I said singing). 1 — to say.

2 — applicative classifier. 3 — to sing. 4 — connecting vowel. 5 —
pronovin, /.

TENSE AND ASPECT.

128. The position of the elements which express tense and aspect

is invariably next to the subject pronoun or final if the latter is

omitted, as it often happens when the subject is a third person,

or when it is expressed by an independent word. The Quileute verb

makes no distinctions corresponding to our present and past tenses.

In other words, no reference is made to the temporal context of the

actual communication. Thus, ceqwas-ta' xas means from the point

of view of our language "he is pulling me" or "he was puUing me",

depending on the context of the discourse or upon the external

context of the communication. When momentaneous action is

expressed, as in ceqwati'las, we must render it by our past tense,

"he pulled me", but the time of the action may be just one second

after the act or any other occasion in recent or remote time.

It would not be proper to characterize this as a tense. It appears

to us as a past tense because of the intrinsic nature of a rapid

action when it is not expressed as a future event. Namely, due to

its short duration, by the time the speaker refers to it, it is generally

a recent past event. In the durative, repetitive, usitative and in-

ceptive aspects, the same verbal form is used for past and present.

However, one should not infer from the lack of morphologic

distinctions, that a Quileute speaker at any time ignores or is

unaware of the fact that he is referring to a present or past occur-

rence. So far as we may judge by the reactions of the informants

and by certain incidents in the course of a conversation, both the

speaker and the listener are ever aware of the relation implied

between the time of the event predicated and the time of the pre-

dication. The external context, that is, the whole setting of the

communication, the attitude of the speaker as expressed in his

countenance or by his gestures or posture, his emotional attitude as

manifested by the emphasis, melody or speed of his speech, the

circumstances which preceded the communication, or the context of

the discourse, all these things combined are in most cases sufficient

to supply all the temporal reference conveyed by our tense suffixes

or auxiharies. When they are not sufficient, the interlocutor asks

for a definition of the temporal relation, viz. : he'yi, Has it ceased to

be thus ? or Idtcal, immediately, or la ti, still, yet, just the same.

The last two expressions are employed idiomatically in such situa-

tions to refer to the present time. They are not interrogative in

form. The speaker utters them as statements, expecting to be

corroborated or corrected.
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129. The future is the only temporal concept whose expression

may be properly regarded as a tense in Quileute. Apart from the

morphologic features mentioned below, it is signified by the affix

-f when the subject of the verb is a third person, and by a glottal

stop (') with the first and second persons. So far as we may judge

by its uses, it predicts a future event, without any other connota-

tions. The vowel preceding the sign of the future bears the middle-

tone accent, and its stress seems to be of greater intensity than that

of any other accented vowel in the verb. If the verb does not belong

to the Z-class (Sec. 93), this vowel is lengthened. Such vowels are

connecting vowels (Sec. 37) when the preceding elements ends in a

consonant. In the case of the first and second persons, which require

the glottal stop as a sign of the future tense, the vowel is duplicated

after this articulation (Sec. 9). If owing to the influence of the

preceding consonant (Sec. 35) the vowel is e, the sound i, instead of

e is heard after the glottal stop, but in all other cases the preceding

sound is reproduced. If the verb belongs to the Z-class, and the

word contains no objective pronoun (cf. Sec. 95) the classifier -I,

with the connecting vowel i comes before the sign of the future

tense. The following paradigms illustrate the apphcation of these

rules

:

its-e-'-'-i-li, I shall do
itse-'Hlitc, thou wilt do
itse-'fas, he will do
itse-'faks, she will do
itse-'Hlo, we shall do
itse-t'ka, ye will do
itse-'fasala's, they will do

hd-x-i-l-i'-'-i-li, I shall boil (it)

hd-xiW'ilitc, thou wilt boil

hd-xili'fas, he will boil

hd-xiW'ilo, we shall boil

hd-xili't'ka, ye will boil

hd- xili'fasala's, they will boil

See also QT. p. 21:4; 17:35; 18:4; 20:7; 22:21; 33:4; 34; 39;

35:4; 37:6; 38:44; 38:46.

130. There is one formative {-'e or 'yi) which denotes that a

certain relation or condition existed previous to the time of the

communication, and is now nonexistent, or that it existed previous

to a time designated in the discourse and ceased to exist at the time

thus designated. If we define tense as a relation of time between the

actual temporal context of the act of communication and a point

in the past, present or future, there is no tense connotation in the

meaning of this formative, since the relation of priority is not

confined to the time of the communication. This reference should

be characterized rather as a cessative aspect. However, some of the
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uses of this morpheme indicate that it cannot be considered always

as a mere sign of aspect. It may be affixed to nouns or verbs, and

may even form a meaningful independent word when affixed to the

formal base he (he'yi), signifying "it used to be so," "it had already

been done." It is affixed to the name of a person to express a

thought equivalent to "the late Mr. So-and-so," and to a noun in-

dicating any relation that has ceased to exist. In No. 49 of the

Quileute Texts, a father uses it to refer to his daughter, whom he

has disowned because of her immoral act. Examples are:

hd-xiWyilitc, you had boiled

ited-'e'a;", as they used to do
p6tsoqo"yi, the people of other times

he-Wwa'd'e ti'l, my deceased child

See also QT. p. 21:1; 7:1; 7:7; 9:5; 9:40; 21:33; 21:42; 23:9;

p. 24:1; 11:10. Cf. sec. 66.

131. The formative -I designates an occurrence which is or was
planned or predicted as a consequence of previous conditions. If

the condition or the design exists at the time of the communication

it is equivalent to a future or perhaps more closely related to some
uses of the verb "to go" as in, "I am going to buy it," "It is going

to rain," "I was going to stop," "It was going to fall" or "It was
about to fall." This cannot be characterized as a tense, since it does

not establish a connection with the temporal context of the com-
munication, but may be used indiscriminately for a past or a future

sequence of action. If we are justified in speaking of a resultative

aspect of action, as some linguists do, we may regard -I as the sign

of an aspect of eventuahty. In both cases we are deaUng with a

condition or an occurrence which is viewed as a result. In the resul-

tative aspect the result is an actuahty; in the use of -I it is an
eventuahty. This apphes to predications in which no vohtion is

implied, as in hdb-ali'l, it is going to fall (speaking of a tree that is

being felled). But in hes-wo'lli, I am going to give it to you, the

volitional element is distinctly felt by the native, and accordingly,

if we are consistent in our definition of mode, we must conclude

that -I performs a modal function. The analogical transition from
one of these uses to the other is rather clear, but it would be un-

warranted to assume that in cases in which no vohtion is implied

we have a figurative expression, or that the fundamental function

of -I in both uses is to predict a result, considering the voHtional

element whenever it exists as an accidental concomitant. It seems
more advisable to conclude that we have one morpheme with two
functions, which is a rather common situation in language. The
formative -I may or may not imply vohtion depending on the

circumstances. When it does, it may be regarded as a modal element

;

when it does not, it may be caUed a sign of aspect, for the same
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reasons, whatever they may be, that the term is appHed to resulta-

tive action.

Like the sign of the cessative aspect (Sec. 130) this formative

can be affixed to nouns. Its function, then, is to denote intended

or expected use of an object, or contemplated relation to a person.

This function may be related to the frequent occurrence of the

final consonant -I in the names of materials, implements and utensils

(Sec. 139).

The rules given above (Sec. 129) for the affixation of the future

formative -f apply also to -I, in regard to accent, the insertion of a

connecting vowel, and the use of the classifier -I, excepting that the

vowel preceding -I is not lengthened. A few examples will illustrate

the uses of -I with verbs and nouns. Other instances will be found in

QT. 13:26; 14:13; 15:7; 15:15; 15:16; 15:27; 15:28; 16:14;

17:36; 19:29; 20:8; 21:37; 23:3.

Ids-atsi'las, he is going to break it

kiyis-wo'llo, I am going to persuade you
he-ci'l-s, my future food
yalo-la'l ti'l, my future wife

132. The designation of momentaneous and durative action

merges into the use of the appUcative classifiers (Sec. 85), the verbal

classifiers (Sec. 93), and the expression of the objective relations

by pronominal forms (Sec. 96). Having dealt at length with these

aspects in previous sections, we may hmit the present discussion

to the cases where a change occurs in the normal aspect of the

verb.

It was seen in the sections referred to that although the moment-
aneous and durative aspects blend with other notions, it seems that

a verb is viewed as having a normal aspect. This normal aspect

cannot always be inferred from morphologic features, although the

majority of verbs in a given class, the neutral class for example,

are durative while others are predominantly momentaneous. How-
ever, the normal aspect comes to light when it does not fit in a

particular situation. In such cases the morphologic changes in the

appHcative classifier, in the verbal classifier, or in whatever format-

ive expressing an objective relation may be used, indicate how the

normal aspect has been altered. The normal aspect of some verbs

is so fixed that the language does not permit a change to other

aspects without altering the meaning. For example: fldk'wal, it

broke, and t'ld'k'wa'tsis, he broke it, are normally momentaneous,
and cannot be used duratively to signify "it is breaking" or "he is

breaking it." In such situations the language resorts to what we
have called the aspect of eventuahty (Sec. 131), viz.: fld'k'wali'l,

it is going to break; Vld'k'watsi'las, he is going to break it. With
other verbs a change of aspect entails a change in meaning, at least
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from our point of view. Thus, t'a-'tca, he knows, (durative), but

fatci", he found out, he has just learned.

133. Verbs which are adaptable to durative or momentaneous

action appear as a rule with the appKcative classifier -a in the

durative and with -i in the momentaneous aspect. Verbs which

require the apphcative classifier -o retain this vowel in all aspects.

Verbs of the neutral class with monosyllabic initial morphemes, and

the monosyllabic verbs with the classfier -o lengthen the vowel of

the initial morpheme to express past or present durative action in

the main clause. In the future tense and in any other construction

this vowel remains with its normal length. With all other verbs a

present or past durative aspect requires the addition of -a' to th^

apphcative classifier -a, the two vowels being separated by a glottal

stop (Sec. 37). If the phonetic structure of the word permits it

(Sec. 28), the special durative sign -a. takes the low-tone accent.

In the momentaneous aspect, -i takes the middle-tone accent,

adding a glottal stop (Sec. 42). The same accent appears on the

vowel which has been lengthened according to the preceding rules.

Examples

:

tcatc-i" it flew away
tca-'tc-a it is (was) flying

q'-wdH's-i-li I stretched it

q'wa't''s-a-''a--li I am (was) stretching it

ce'q-o-l he pulled

ce-'q-o-l he is (was) pulling

hd-x-i-li I boiled it

hd'X-a-'d--li I am (was) boiling it.

See QT. 14:43; 19:25; 21:9, 11; 22:3, 7, 31; 26:65; 26:15, 16,

20, 32, 40; 47:20; 48:17; 44:101.

134. The inceptive aspect is denoted by the formative -c, and the

resultative by -do, both of which are affixed also to nouns. With
nouns, -do means "to become" as the result of an endeavor as,

d'fci't-do, he became a chief; -c, signifies "to become" without any
vohtional implication, as awi-c, it became night. When affixed to

verbs, these elements may be considered signs of aspect, rather than

morphemes meaning "to begin, to result" due to the position they

occupy. Were they meaningful forms they would be placed before

the objective pronouns, but they are affixed to the latter, which is

the normal position for tense and aspect elements. Various uses of

-c and -do are treated in Sections 66 and 92. See also QT. p. 18:6;

8:1; 8:11; 19:30; 23:2; 23:12; 23:21.

135. Repetition of an action takes two forms of expression in

Quileute. If the repetition is successful, it is expressed by means of

reduplication, as illustrated in Sections 60 and 61. If the repetitions

are only attempts, the verb takes the element -'al, preceded by the

suffixes -i or -a (Sec. 136), e. g.:
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taxo'Wal, he was trying to string the bow
d-laxa"al, he was trying to eat

tsaWWal, I tried repeatedly to get up
ki'taxa"al-i, I was trying to go

See QT. 14:44; 20:11; 23:10; 23:64; 24:7; 24:14; 31:62.

A single trial or attempt is expressed by using the verb kwat-i,

to try, as the main verb, while the action contemplated is expressed

in the subordinate clause e. g.

:

kwati" ki'taxa, he tried to go
kwati'Hlo tsaWli, we shall try to get up

See also QT. 22:19; 26:54; 26:72; 49:61, 94.

THE SIGNS OF SUBORDINATION.

136. The modal elements which occupy the fifth position in the

verb have been treated in Section 66. We may now attend to the

two formatives which occupy the last position in subordinate verbs.

Subordination is indicated by the suffixes -i and -a. The choice of

these formatives is determined by the verbal classes (Sec. 93).

Subordinate verbs of the neutral class, and those which take the

-X and -t classifiers require -a, while the others go with -i. After the

inceptive -c, and the formative -I (Sec. 131), we always find -i,

regardless of the class to which the verb belongs. It is not possible to

determine which of these two formatives is used with the resultative

-do, for whichever is used becomes assimilated to the -o, owing to

the effect of the glottal stop inserted between the two vowels

(Sees. 37, 39). The same phenomenon occurs with many other

elements ending in a vowel. With verbs of the I- and 5-classes this

assimilation of the vowels is avoided by using the verbal classifiers

-/, -s before the subordination suffixes. This is one of the exceptional

cases in which the verbal classifiers are not affixed to the apphcative

classifiers^.

One of the most common uses of these signs of subordination is

seen in negative sentences. In this construction the negative mor-
phemes wa or €,' or the two in succession (e' wa) function as the

main verb, and the action negated is expressed by a subordinate

verb, which must, therefore, end in -a or -i. The principal distinction

between the negative morphemes e* and wa is of a morphologic

nature. No affixes may be appended to e% whUe wa may be used as

an initial morpheme with pronominal, temporal, and aspect suffixes,

as well as with the causative or verbal classifier -s. In regard to the

use of these negatives, we observe that e* followed by wa can be

^ These elements are used for the same purpose with the inceptive -cj the
sign of eventuaUty ; I, and the nominalizer -t (-at, -it)

.
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used with all verbs and modes for an emphatic negation. When no

particular emphasis is laid on the negation, t can be used alone in

all constructions, excepting in the interrogative and in the impera-

tive modes. The use of wa without the precedence of t occurs in the

imperative and interrogative modes, and also when the action

negated is expressed by a verb of the Z-, s-, and fe-classes. It is

understood, however, that even in these cases e* may precede wa,

but it cannot be used without wa, as imphed above, in the im-

perative and interrogative modes. In many instances the use of wa
after e* seems to be a morphologic expedient, rather than an ex-

pression of emphasis. Since no suffixes may be attached to e',

when the structure of the sentence requires the use of the suffixes

with the negative (Sec. 149) wa seems to be introduced solely for

this purpose. The following sentences illustrate the use of these two

negatives, and that of the sign of subordination, which must be

affixed to their subordinate verbs. Illustrations and further details

about the use of the subordination suffixes will be given in Sec. 143.

e- Vdtca-'' -a' xe" 6-t, (she) did not know where they were
e- ki.taxa'-a', he did not go
6- dsqa"l-i, he did not succeed

wa axo'l q'welats-qa'l-a, do not hesitate (you, pi.)

wa-sto e'l-a, let us not do (that)

wa tea si'ya tci' qd-tsa'la'e ? Have you seen, sir, the one has been in

search of shell-fish ?

e- was la tea, not yet, sir.

e- was Idk-liW-o, do not worry
e- wa-l-Utc siya"-a, you do not intend to see it

e* wa ax^ ce'qol-i, do not pull

THE STRUCTURE OF COMPOSITE NOUNS.

137. The order of the morphemes in a composite noun is parallel

to that of the verb in various respects. Let us take, for example, the

noun had&s-tco-'yi-tc, your deceased brother, and the verb te-kwa"-

fsi-'yi-litc, you had made a rope. We observe that in both cases the

composite word consists of a free morpheme (hado'S, brother, and
te'kwa", rope), followed by a postpositive with concrete notional

value (-tco, dead, and -ts, to make), to which the formative element

-'yi denoting cessation (Sec. 130) is affixed; both words terminating

with a pronoun (-tc, your, and -lite, you).

A further agreement between the noun and the verb is that both

may be constructed with postpositive elements using the formal

bases for their initial morphemes (Sec. 48). The use of any composite

verb as a noun has been treated in Sec. 122.

Examples of composite nouns are

:

he{l)-Wwa(2)sqal{S)-i{4:)-tc (5), yoiir supposed child. 1 — formal base.

2 — child. 3 — a morpheme which may be used as a reflexive or to
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denote falsity or pretence (Sec. 102). 4 — connecting vowel (Sec. 37).

5 — possessive pronoun.

he{l)-lislo''{2)-o'(S)-l(4:)-ya"as (5), his future wife. 1 — formal base. 2 —
consort, can be used for husband or wife. 3 — connecting vowel assimilat-

ed to the preceding by the glottal stop (Sec. 39); the accent is required
by the following morpheme. 4 — expression of purpose or eventuality
(Sec. 131). 5 — possessive pronoun.

6{l)-fco-l(2)-fe{3)-t (4) crown of the head. 1 — formal stem for location.

2 — point, top (of a mountain). 3 — head. 4 — sign of nominalization
(Sec. 138).

138. The nouns which end in -t present an interesting phenomenon.
Many of them are built with a formal base, which indicates that

they consist of this element as an initial morpheme, followed by a

postpositive, and terminating with the nominahzer -t (Sec. 66).

The postpositive elements thus used have been found in other

compositions, as, o'-li-t, mouth; hd'fc-a-li-ks, she has a pretty

mouth; M-ya"-a-t, arrow feather; tci'-ya"-a-t, arrow feathers

(Sec. 54). But there are many nouns ending in -t which are not

formed in this manner, and still the element -t is dropped when they

are used verbally, showing that the -t is a separate morpheme,
presumably identical with the nominalizer. Thus

:

wa-'xulit, moustache
wa-'xulits, my moustache
wa-'xul-a-U, I have a moustache

qa'xolit, grandson
qa'xolits, my grandson
qa^Xot-a-U, I have a gra»dson:

139. Many nouns are composed of one or more elements whose
primary meaning we cannot determine and a terminal suffix whose
meaning is evident. In regard to others we may conclude that they

are compounded, though the meaning of their elements is unknown.
In the first class we have (1) those nouns which end in -qol, which

may perhaps contain the elements -g", place, and -I, (Sec. 131)

presumably denoting purpose; a frequent ending for nouns
denoting tools and utensils; (2) those ending in -I, which are also

words for the majority of utensils and tools, as well as material

destined for special purposes; (3) those ending in -t\ which are

names of tribes, (4) others ending in -tal, which denote the place

where something is done habitually; (5) a few ending in -q^, which

are geographical names. In a number of possibly composite nouns

whose formation is obscure to us, we notice that certain endings are

common to a number of them, a fact which should not, perhaps,

be considered as a mere coincidence. Examples of nouns with the

above derivative suffixes are:
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xwa'i'si'yaqol, ax (hit-tree-tool)

xwa'Vsb-qol, war club

la^apedi'sqal, needle

latso-qul, war spear

k^o^ho-qul, spit for smoking salmon
lotsowo-fsoqol, shaman's poles (representing a guardian spirit)

to'tisil, drill (old type)

td-yidi'l, fish club

hd'q'wa'qstil, pack strap

fWexel, pole (fWex, stick, twig)

kd-axu'l, bailer

kole-'yut\ Quileute

tcidd-kut\ Chinook
tcibeqi'bif, Chemakum
tcitca'dsto't\ Ozette (tcitca'a, near; -sto, us)

140. A few groups of nouns seem to be compounded, as evidenced

by the fact that they have one morphologic element in common,
and by the further observation that they are more or less connected

in meaning. Nevertheless, their possible components have no

semantic independence at present. The following groups have been

selected among those which exhibit these features more clearly:

ka-ya'd, shark
pa'''delad, sturgeon

fco'x^sid, sucker (fish)

tsa'tsad, trout

ya-fco-'had, summer whale
kdkawa'd, killer whale
pa-'kwad, a species of stvu-geon

d-dad, sea-gull

supl-ya'\ board
si'k'd-ya'\ cedar bark
saq'd-ya, entrails (used as material)

ka^de-ya", hide

6-doqwat, forehead

o-t'ceyu'^qwat, side of a canoe
d-tco-'doqwat, bottom of a canoe
6-la-qwat, hill

THE SENTENCE.
141. It is not always easy to dehmit the Quileute sentence. Not

infrequently, the intonation and the reaction of the native are the

only basis for regarding as a single sentence a sequence of two or

more verbs which, so far as their grammatical features are concern-

ed, could be considered as independent utterances. Let us take,

for example, the sentence e* wa dd'kil d-la-ci' bd-yaqfsa task, a free
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rendition of which is "So, not being able to eat, little Raven went
out." Literally, "So, httle Raven did not eat he went out." The
context of the narrative clearly indicates that Raven's going out

was a consequence of his not being able to eat. The intonation of

the whole utterance is characteristic of most Quileute sentences.

The first word has the highest pitch, and the melody descends

gradually, except for one or more incidental vowels whose pitch

rises above the level of the descending curve, without altering,

however, its general downward trend. In long sentences, however,

the melody does not always descend continuously. After a marked
descent from the pitch of the first words, several components may
be pronounced on practically the same pitch, there being a final

descent at the last word. In the example under consideration, task,

went out, is pronounced with a slightly lower pitch than the normal

trend of the individual's voice. Were this word a separate utterance,

its pitch would be considerably higher than that of the preceding

word, and there would be a perceptibly longer pause. This fact was
clearly demonstrated by one informant, when in a different context,

"not eating" and "going out" were presented as antithetical

thoughts to disprove a previous assertion that Raven had eaten.

Thus, we may see that unless we regard intonation as a morphologic

factor performing syntactic functions, it can be asserted that

in many cases the morphology of this language does not indicate

whether certain words are parts of a sentence or constitute syntac-

tically independent units.

COORDINATION.

We shall call coordination^ the juxtaposition of words which are

capable of standing alone as independent utterances. The term is not

to be construed, however, as precluding the probabihty that in

many such situations there may be subordination or connection in

thought. It is intended mainly to contrast this construction with

that described below, in which subordination is indicated by various

morphologic devices. In fact, thought subordination, meaning the

presentation of certain concepts as parts of an experience complex

summed up by one of the words in the utterance, is evident in many
instances. In Sec. 92 we mentioned the usual manner of expressing

in Quileute such an occurrence as "He went to so-and-so's house."

The verbs hi.tax, he was going, and itca' x, he was headed for, ever

present in such expressions, are invariably used to express two

aspects of the same occurrence, without any morphologic indication

of their connection. Nevertheless, it seems reasonable to infer that

^ Perhaps a more proper term is asyndeton, but it may be objected that the

melody of the sentence serves as a connecting device.
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the native does not regard these concepts as two separate acts.

One of the informants, Jack Ward, who had a good command of

EngHsh, generally rendered the second verb by a participle, "he

was going, being headed for so-and-so."

Relations of cause, reason, manner and many others may be

expressed by coordination of two or more verbs. In the following

sentences each of their verbal components could constitute an

independent utterance, and they could be so regarded were it not

for the melody of the sentence, and the information supphed by the

informant^.

betse.t'saci'l ceqwa'd- te-la's, he was getting so tired of pulling — it was heavy.

alitsVili'c he't'si'slil s d-lita'\ they were served food, some fish having been
cooked for them.

ki.tax qd-qal xe' d-'a^t'se-xat, he was going, carrying the haUbut hnes.

hiyo-do texwal, having finished, he went home
yalo'watx dd-kil hd-yaqt'sa itca'x xe' 6-s yir fo-'pa' tcit''dH''si'c yile-kil, then

little Raven was approaching, coming in the direction in which the

trap was located, prepared the basket and immersed it.

Occasionally, the fact that the coordinate verbs precede a noun
which can be a complement to either or both verbs, clearly indicates

that they do not constitute independent utterances, viz.:

ke-xil (1) flaxotce-s re' (2) tsitswd'a" (3), he awoke his son by shaking him.

1 — he shook; 2 — he awoke; 3 — son.

hal (1) dd-kil (2) bd-yaq (3) ada'^adal (4) H' (5) yalo-lat (6), then Raven spoke

to his wife and said ... 1 — said ; 2 — then ; 3 — Raven ; 4 — he intended

to speak; 5 — to the; 6 — wife.

A looser type of coordination is prevalent in the enumeration of

acts in a temporal or logical sequence necessary for the accomphsh-

ment of one single purpose, or which the speaker regards as parts

of a single occurrence. For example:

xaya'sx (1) its (2) xwa" (3) ae-o (4) its (5) xwa' (6) itsi'l-a (7) tciya'xHcis (8)

he-qati' (9) hiyo's (10), on another occasion (1), he make^ the platform

(2—4), makes the network (5—7), sets it up (8), and so (9), he completes

it (10). Here, although clauses 1—4, 5—7, and 8 could be complete

sentences, the voice does not fall to its rest key-note until the final word
is reached. This last word and the first one are the summation of the

occurrence presented by the speaker as a unit of expression.

Other examples will be found in QT. p. 4:18; p. 10:8; p. 3:6;

p. 3:7; p. 7:3; 2:2; p. 3:3, 4; p. 3:1.

142. Two other types of syntactic connection denoted by juxta-

position is seen in the use of quaUfiers, and in words which, to use

a conventional term, may be said to stand in apposition. As already

^ As the comparatively short time spent in the field did not permit such de-

tailed observations for each instance in which such constructions occurred,

the division of those sentences in the author's Quileute Texts may be

inaccurate in many cases.

18
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stated (Sec. 124) most of the words which express quahty bear the

morphologic characteristics of the verb. The function of such words
as quahfiers is indicated by the absence of apphcative classifiers

and verbal classifiers, besides the position of the demonstrative.

For example: hd"fca'a yix tcoo'tsk\ the boy is good; yix ha't'c

tcoo'tsk', the good boy. Examples of quahfiers will be found in

Sec. 124; the following illustrate special instances of quahfication

and apposition.

xwa^ (1) fsixi-l (2) d't'cit (3), the chief above (referring to the Christian god).

Literally, the (1) above (2) chief.

e- (1) yu'kil (2) td-we- (3), he does not go near it. Literally, not (1) near (2)

approach (3).

ye' (1) xd-ba'qli(2) d-lita" (3), all kinds of fish. Literally , the ( 1 ) xa-ba-, all {2),

-qli, kind, fish (3).

he.ka"a (1) yix (2) kwe-da- yi'W (3), you, Quinaults. Literally, it is you (pi.)

(1), the (2) Quinault (3).

yix (1) o-fis (2) yir (3) xabd- (4) poo-q (5) 6- (6) xo'^o (7) xaxe'qtiya (8), the

place where all the Indians who are here to-day live. 1 — the. 2 — 6--,

formal base ; -t\ live ; -s, third person pronoiin ; for the use of this verb
as a noun see Sec. 147. 3 — the. 4 — all. 5 — man or Indian. 6 —
independent use of the formal base (Sec. 56), to be at a place. 7 — here.

8 — to-day; xax'-e, this, present; -qtiya, day.

yix (1) itcd.qayi'la (2) foq^ (3) lub-d-' (4) kole-yut' (5), the way we, Quileute

do. 1 — the. 2 — manner of acting. 3 — our (Sec. 80) 4 — we. 5 — Qui-

leute.

See QT. 2:2; 2:6; p. 3:9; 3:11; 4:8; 4:10, 16; 7:22; 15:15;

21:33; 23:49; 39:11, 12; 43:5, 6; 49:32.

SUBORDINATION.

143. Contrasted with the above constructions in which the

relation of the various verbal components is impHed by juxtaposi-

tion, and the cohesion of the sentence depends upon intonation as

the only morphologic feature, we find many others in which sub-

ordination is denoted by the suffixes -i, -a (Sec. 136). The use of

these suffixes is subject to various semantic restrictions. Their

affixation to the subordinate verbs of negative sentences has been

discussed in Sec. 136, and their use in subordinate clauses whose
subjects are represented by subjunctive or conditional pronouns

has been treated in Sections 73 and 76. Another common employ-

ment of these suffixes is seen in subordinate clauses which specify

the inner contents of the main verb. Thus, any verb subordinate to

fate-, to know, appears always with these signs of subordination,

V. g. : fa-'tcaxas ki.tax-a, he knows he is going. For the same reason

they are required after the verbs which mean to think, communicate

(excepting hal, he said, which introduces direct discourse), remember,

ascertain, wish, refuse, to act for a reason (heq-fso'o'tj, to prepare to

do something, and others with analogous meanings. They are like-
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wise employed in subordinate clauses whose connection with the

preceding clause implies a relation of purpose, or of contemplated

action, as, qe''flax adds-i xwa' haH'c hd'ba- (cf. QT. p. 2:2), they

go up stream (qe-'flax) to search for (addsi) a good tree. Similarly,

they are always used after the word de-xa', in order to.

An analogous office is performed by these suffixes in subordinate

clauses which express a contingent or eventual action, as, tax^

qe-flal-i' xwa' qwd-wiyis, whenever the steal-head salmon may be

going up stream.

However, when purpose is expressed by the formative -I (Sec. 131)

or when eventuaUty is denoted by -tc (Sec. 77), these signs of sub-

ordination are not used, v. g. : tax"^ xaxeyas'xa'-tc, whenever he may
do it again and again (repetition expressed by reduplication);

dekwa'tsqal bd-yaq hoxwd-li-l, Raven made preparations to go to

the ocean; qd-qal xe d''a"Vse-xat pd'fsili'-l, he carried the hahbut

lines in order to soak them.

144. We may thus see that these signs of subordination occur in all

clauses which express an action that is merely contemplated as a

purpose or a possibihty. Adding to these uses their employment with

subordinate verbs in negative sentences, and with subjunctive and
conditional pronouns, we would be led to regard these suffixes as

signs of a mode which we might term modus irrealis. Against such a

conclusion, however, we have the numerous instances in which the

verb to which they are appended expresses an accomphshed fact,

as in fa-'tcaxas al hdkuta's-i, he knows I sent it; and in numerous
temporal clauses with he't's, when, as shown below.

The following are examples of the various uses discussed above
others will be found in the sections referred to, and in QT. 2:2

2:3; p. 7:9; p. 8:2; p. 9:16, 17; p. 10:2; p. 10:13; p. 13:12

p. 15:3; p. 20:2; 23:65.

e.la'tctisi'lkuW (1) xa'x-e (2) ce-qol-i (3), I was told to pull now. Literally,

I was told I must act (1) now (2) in order to pull (3).

wd-H''col (1) suwa-'tcd-l-i (2), do not hope to resurect him. 1 — negative verb
wa- ; -fcol, to wish.

heyds-qal suwa-'tcd-l-i, he refused to resurect him
t'laxd-l (1) yix (2) poo-q (3) hdyo.kul-i(4:) xe' (5) hela'qtciyoli'fot''{%) tewas-i (7)

OJe' (8) o-t'lt (9), (he said that) the people should prepare to invite their

tribesmen and have them come to his house. 1 — prepare; 2 — the;

3 — man ; 4 — to invite ; 5 — the ; 6 — tribe folks belonging to them

;

7 — to enter a house ; 8 — the ; 9 — where he lives.

145. Some verbs whose intimate connection with their subor-

dinates is analogous to that of the verbs mentioned above, do not

require the signs of subordination. The verb hiy-o-do, to finish,

complete, cease, is an outstanding example. Its subordinate verb

appears with whatever sign of a continuative aspect may fit the

nature of its action (Sees. 132, 133), but with no morphologic

19
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indication of its relation to the main verb. If the normal aspect of

the verb is continuative (Sec. 132), no change is made in its form.

hiyd-do d-la-x, he finished eating

hiyo-do hal-a, he finished saying (this), he had just said it.

hiyd-do bo-te-l xe" d-'afse-xat, he finished moistening the haUbut lines.

QT. p. 21:5; p. 3:18; 9:23; 13:30; 26:60, 66, 75, 102; 39:14;
49:101.

146. One of the words most frequently used in temporal clauses

which require in almost every case that the suffixes -i or -a be
appended to the subordinate verb ishe'fs. This word is composed of

the formal base he- and the postpositive -t's, which adds a glottal

stop to the preceding vowel (Sec. 40). The meaning of -fs is difficult

to translate. In some contexts it may be rendered by occasion, as in

he't's xu'x'wa (QT. 19:16), on this occasion; in others it means
to happen, as in he'fs td-la'yi kila (QT. 27 : 1), it happened long ago,

it used to be so long ago. Most commonly it may be rendered by
"when, after, upon," as conjunctive adverbs. We find this word in

the majority of cases with the suffix -t, which denotes a state of

activity (Sees. 66, 91). This expression of a state of activity reflects

the aspect of the action expressed by the subordinate verb, which,

from our point of view is the principal verb in the temporal clause.

When the meaning of this temporal clause is viewed as an occur-

rence, an act, rather than a state, quality or condition, the pronouns

-s, he; -ks, she, are affixed to heH's (he'Vsis or he't'ses, he'fsiks or

he'fseks). The pronouns of the first and second persons are never

affixed, for in such cases the subordinate verb requires either the

conditional or the subjunctive pronouns, since the subject of the

subordinate verb and that of the main verb (he't's) are different

persons (Sec. 75). Before a conditional or a subjunctive pronoun,

he't's appears only with its applicative classifier -* or -e (for the

change from -i to -e see Sees. 35, 87). e. g.

:

tcild-sxe'ksata"e heH^s-e Wl Id-b flayo'sxa flo'q'^qa-li'fsol. Literally, six

years it was when I myself for the last time helped to carry it out

of the woods.

The distinction estabhshed by the use of the suffix -t or the

pronouns is subject to the choice of the speaker in regard to the

manner in which the experience is envisaged. This gives occasion to

apparent exceptions to the rules given above. In identical external

situations the same individual may view the predication expressed

by the temporal clause with he'fs as a background for the action

conveyed by the main clause, or the two clauses may be regarded

as a sequence of two facts. In the former case -t is employed; while

the latter requires the pronouns -s or -ks. Thus, in the context

"When he arrived, he told his wife so-and-so," we often find
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he'fset e.waW , when he arrived. Here, the two occurrences may be

viewed as a sequence, or, considering the fact that in the context

there existed a condition which prevented the communication to his

wife, while after his arrival this condition gave place to one which
made it possible, his communication coexisted with this latter

condition. This, of course, is a mere guess in our attempt to justify

the exceptional use of -t. Contrasted with this, we find M't'seks

e.waW (QT. 26:24), when she arrived, in a very similar context:

"When she arrived, the tribe became very much perturbed." Since

the news which she brought to the tribe produced thei? consterna-

tion, the two facts may be viewed as a sequence, but we could also

take the opposite point of view, as in the preceding example.

When customary action is expressed, he'fs appears with no other

suffix than its appHcative classifier, -i or -e, which in careless

enunciation is elided. For example:

he't'si tat e-ld- ha'be-l .ye' hefe-tsi'llit e- yu'kil td-we-, when they fell the (tree)

of which it is to be made, they do not come near to it.

he'Vse xwd' td.laqwa'se- Mia hoq^qwaWe, a long time ago they used to bum it

147. Aside from the free morphemes which perform conjunctive

functions (Sec. 125), the demonstrative xwa' (Sec. 113), the articles

(Sees. 110, 111) and the formal base or free morpheme 6 (Sec. 56),

are the most common connectives in the Quileute sentence. The
morpheme 6 (o'J is frequently equivalent to our conjunctive

adverb where, or to a relative pronoun with the verb to be (which is,

who is); e. g.:

yix (1) d-lita" (2) 6 (3) xe' (4) Fwd.Fuya" (4), the (1) fish (2) existing in (4)

waters (4).

wd.alic (1) iixwa-'fso (2) 6 (3) fe' (4) qa'hd.luwa't (5), the animals of the forest

are beginning to disappear. 1 — begin to disappear. 2 — animals.

3 — exist. 4 — the, oblique case. 5 — forest, woods.
lakd- (1) xwd' (2) he'qlti (3) 6 (4) xe" (5) kole-'yuf (6), there are few experts

among the Quileutes. 1 — are few. 2 — the, invisible known. 3 —
experts. 4 — exist. 5 — the, oblique case. 6 — Quileute.

floqwa"at'col (1) se-'yac (2) ko-xod (3) ddpfd-yat (4) s (5) tcitcsida't (6) Tid'ha (7)

o (8) kulo-oqwa'l (9), they came out to the bank of a river and saw an
owl screeching, perched upon the branch of a tree which was floating

on the water. 1 — to pass from the woods to the bank of a river. 2 —
began to see, saw. 3 — owl. 4 — dap-, to perch upon; -Va-yat, arm or

branch of a tree. 5 — indefinite article fixnctioning as a relative pronoun.
6 — tcitc-, to float; -sid, water; -t, continued action. 7 — tree. 8 —
existing, being. 9 — to screech.

It may be of interest to note in this connection that verbs which
are built with 6- as a formal base do not require the affixation of

the nominahzer -t, even when an article precedes, as explained

below. Thus, such verbs are converted into nouns by the articles,

without any morphologic change. For example:

19*
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d-tca'a' o-fis, yonder he lives

yix o-fis, the (place where) he lives.

hdkuta'x (1) yix (2) hd'ha (3) yix (2) 6-s (4) yix (2) ko-xod (5), the tree upon
which the owl was (perched) was coming. 1 — was coming. 2 — the
subjective case of article, non-feminine gender; in the first and in the

third instances, the article stands before the subject of the preceding

verb; in the second instance it introduces a clause (4—5) in a manner
similar to our relative pronouns. 3 — tree. 4 — was. 5 — owl.

he-q^ (1) xo'd- (2) yix (3) fsiqd-ti (4) yix (5) o-foq^ (6), here, in the country
where we live. 1 — it is the place. 2 — here. 3 — the. 4 — country,

region. 5 —• the. 6 — we live.

148, The articles and the demonstrative xwa' may connect a

noun or a clause whose syntactic relation to the preceding elements

may be that of a quaHfier, of a direct object, or of any other comple-

mentary nature, as illustrated in Sec. 112. There is an important

morphologic difference between the use of the articles and that of

the demonstrative xwa' in such constructions. Excepting the

instances already pointed out and those mentioned below, the

articles require the affixation of the element -t (Sec. 122), which

converts the subordinate verb into a noun or participle; whereas

xwa' performs the same function without the use of this affix. It

must be understood, however, that the use of the nominahzer -t is

confined to cases in which the subject of the subordinate verb is a

third person, since with any other person the conditional pronouns

are employed (Sees. 76), and the subordinate element functions as a

verb rather than as a noun. Examples of uses of the articles with

nominahzed verbs will be found in Sees. Ill, 112, 122. The following

illustrate the same constructions with xwa' and with the conditional

pronouns.

xd-haVso' (1) xwa" (2) hext'e'eux (3) xwa' (4) fo-'pa^ (5) pooqolo'o't'owasq*^ (6),

all the material used in the fish trap is made by our people. 1 — every-

thing. 2 — demonstrative, invisible, but known. 3 — is being used in it.

4 — demonstrative. 5 — fish trap. 6 — material belonging to our people.

yix (1) hald.qalaw6-t''co-li' (2) t'oq'^ (3), what we wish to tell you. 1 — the.

2 — hal-, to say; -qalawo, you (Sec. 96); -fcol, to wish; -i, sign of

subordination. 3 — conditional pronoun, we, probably functioning as a
possessive (Sec. 80).

yix (1) itcd.qayi'la (2) ti'l (3), the way I do it. 1 — article. 2 — itc-, to be like;

-qayil, to behave, act ; -a, sign of subordination, continuative. 3 — con-

ditional pronoun.

WORD ORDER.

149. The order of the words in the Quileute sentence is quite

regular. In the main clause, the normal order is (1) verb, (2) subject,

(3) object. In the subordinate clause the subject precedes the verb.

As shown in Sec. 109, the distinction between subject and object is

generally indicated by the form of the article. Temporal clauses

(Sec. 146) generally precede the main verb. All other subordinate
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clauses follow the main clause, including its subject and object.

Qualifiers precede the word qualified.

All these rules are to be construed as applying only in the majority

of cases, for in Quileute, as in most languages, emotional factors

may alter the normal word order. The most common alteration due

to such influences is seen in the position of the subject before the

verb.

A most striking characteristic in the order in which concepts are

expressed is seen in the tendency to begin the sentence with the

most abstract concepts. This order is most evident when the

subject and the modal and temporal aspects are expressed by

affixable elements. In the majority of such cases we are given the

general setting of the sentence in its temporal modal and subject

aspects before other concrete ideas are reached. For example:

hoyaso(\)-'o{2)-litc (3) wa{A)-c{5)-i (6) siya{l)-qala (8), you certainly will not

see me. Here, the first element (1) expresses the assurance felt by the

speaker: it is certain; the sign of the futiure (2) and the subject of the

sentence (3) are affixed to this first word; then follows the negation (4)

with the normal aspect of the occurrence of seeing (5), which, as stated

in Section 92, is always inceptive; this verb is subordinated to the

preceding, as evidenced by the sign of subordination (6); then follows

the expression of the act of seeing (7) with the object pronovm (8) ; a verb

subordinated to a subordinate verb does not require the sign of sub-

ordination.

Examples of word order are readily obtained from the interlinear

translations in the Quileute texts. The following illustrate the various

points discussed above.

wd-ali'c (1) xwa' (2) d-lita" (3) 6 (4) ye' (5) qaU- (6), the fish of the sea are

beginning to disappear. 1 — begin to disappear. 2 — demonstrative.

3 — fish. 4 — existing. 6 — the, obhque case. 6 — sea, ocean.

liiwo- (1) yix (2) d't'cit (3) xe" (4) d-xuyo" (5), the chief brought the box.

1 — brought. 2 — article, subjective case. 3 — chief. 4 — article,

oblique case. 5 — box.

he- (1) yix (2) ho'kwa-t' (3) itso- (4) xe' (5) hd.la (6) ti'l (7) qd.xayo"otaqwd- (8),

it is the white people, as I said, who overdo it. 1 — it is (Sec. 56).

2 — the. 3 — White. 4 — it is thus. 5 — the, oblique case. 6 — said.

7 — conditional pronoun, /. 8 — to do something excessively.

SPECIMEN TEXT AND ANALYSIS

fso-i sa"a.^ M'tax^ yiB d'fcit.f^ he.olic^ kaU'"' tsitsi'itskwa"a^

Well, then. Going the chief's wife accompany the daughters

t'iy&qoH'soli'l.^ kitax^^ xabd-^^ M^ Jm'yeq'%a-'yili.^^ tsix^^

to dig fern roots. Going all indeed carry basket. Very

hdrcd-lowa".^^ e.la-^^ sa"a,^'^ xwa'dv^^ xe'^^ itcd-la't^ flayo"wd-^^

good weather. Did this, reach the destination after

td-U'c^^ la"v^ itcd-U^^ xe'^^ oq'otse-cHili't^ qwa'seli.^'^ Id.tcal,^^

long time walk headed for the place chosen dig roots. Immediately,
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dd-kii,^^ hfbo-m o.qale-m t'iyoqo't'sol.^^ dd-kil,^^ tsa-'di^

then, as soon as arrive dig fern roots. But almost

fotcoq-tiya"^^ xe'^ he't'sit^ o.qale-ki.^^ qwasld.qwa"at^^ la'^

was noon the when arrive. Digging for food indeed

dd-kW^^ a;«*2 kopildqtiya'd-o\'^ o'las^^ awi'c^^ tsdqotca'qlx^
therefore that become dusk. Stay become night was impossible

te.xwd-li.^" M-tesi'sal^^ dd-kil.^^ se-'ya^ dd'kiV'^ s^^ tc^^ yix^^

go home. Lie down therefore. Seeing then that were many the

eiotoloo't. dd-kil^ yik^"^ k'ade'efof^^ k'wesec^^ add'dal^ ^•^'6l

star. Then the younger sister finally began to speak the

ha-do'sya'a'k^^ hal^ ku'd-ase-^ tca'd-^^ ha.^ k'udt flotoloo't^^ s«»

her elder sister said, "Would that yonder that little star he

M.kutaxan^ da"qala.'^ toqd-P^ dd'kiP^ yi¥^ hados-fof^^ ki"'^

come fetch me." Replied then the elder sister the

Fade"ya'a'k'^'' he.se'klW^ tca'd'''^ ha'»^ tce-k^^^ flotoloo't^^ tas^^

her younger sister, "I prefer yonder that large star he

M.kutaxa'^ hal^^ ki'^ k'ade'\«^ he-^« add'ada'l^^ ye'^o

come," said the younger sister. It is this talk to the

tlotdloo't^^ pata'qtiya'sqaP- ya'a'k^^ Va't'sd-xei't.^^ xile''^^ dd'kil^

star imtil about midnight the girls. Got angry then

2/iP' kdtc.fot'^^ abe"^^ e-'^^ xe'sitce.svlia'W^^ kaki!' tsitsi'itskwa'a".^^^

the mother because not was allowed to sleep by the daughters.

;««/!«* dd-kii^^^ kub-ile-ci'l^^ lebafelel^^'^ abe"q''^^» fce'e-falxa'l^^^

Said then, "Must be quiet, must go to sleep because we at dawn

x«iio rcee'e-iii tm.le'li.^'^^ xaya' sxd'alo^^^ fiyoqo'fso'li.^^* e-^s

in the morning get up. Again we shall dig fern roots." Not

dd-kil^^^ ku'b'iU'cia'li^^'' ya'a'k^^^ farsd-xei't.^^^ td-li'l^^ la^^^ U^^^
but try to be quiet the girls. Continue still this

talk the star. Said still it is the same indeed likes

ace'isi U.si't^^^ la}^ e'-is? dd-kil^^^ t'dtcaa'^^^ yau'k^^^ fafsd.xei't^^^

the same one indeed. Not then know the girls

.Te'1^2 urset^^ lebafe'li'.^^ flaxo"^^^ dd-kil^'^ yik^^"" kdtc.fot'M^

the when fall asleep. Awoke then the mother.

foi49 ]ce-"das^^^ asi^i ivd.al^^^ ya'a'k^'^^ tsitsVitskwa"a.^^^ e'-iss

Indeed was astonished that disappeared the daughters. Not

fatca'a'^^^ a;?m'i" 6.kita"as.^^^ U.xwa-'li^^^ kula's}^^

know that place where were gone. "Went home, " it occurred to her.

^so-161 sa"a,i62 te.xiva-'n^ k6-Uc.^^^ tsa'^^'^ sa^a^^Wlaxo"^^'^ ya'a'B^^

So, then, went home hurried. Then awoke the

fa'fsd-xei't.^^^ e'-i^o fdtca'a'^''^ xe'^''^ 6-t?-''^ Jw.yaso"^''^

girls. Not know the where they were. Absolutely
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strange lay in bed with the younger sister an old man

ki.lispi'l^^^ ki'^«^ ha-do'sya'a'k.^^ MVce-yo-li't'^^ A;i'i85

other side of fire the her elder sister. Lay in bed with the

ha-do'sya'a'B^ s^s? tcoo'tsk'^^^ ha't'c^^^ tsi"da^^^ poo-q.^^^ fed-i92

elder sister a boy handsome yoxxng man. Well,

sa'%^9^ ke-di"^^'^ dd-kil^^^ yix^^^ fe'k'a'd-^^'' he'fseks^^^

then, became agitated therefore the tribe when

e-«;a' 7*199 yik^ katct'oV^^ o.t'aU'^^ Vliba-'q^^ t'iyoqo't'soo't.^^

arrived home the mother coming from over night digging fern roots.

tsdqli^^ ki'^ o'kuUs-e'i't^ kaki"^» tsitsVitskwa'a".^^

She missed the she had thought there the daughters.

bd'k'iP^^ dd-kil^^^ yik""^^ kdtc.t'of^^^ xe'^i* hHHt^^^ d't'cit^^^ as^^''

Asked then the mother the husband chief if they

oqaU'ki^^^ ya'a'k^^^ tsitsiHtskwa"a^^ xwa'^^^ awtP-'^ wd'olax^,^'^^

arrived the girls the (last) night. "Not present,"

MZ224 dd-kil^^^ yix^^ d'fcit.^^ tso-^'" sa'^a^^"^ e.xwa'o^^^ bd'k'iP^^

said then the chief. Then on his turn asked

yix^^ dH'cif^^^ H'232 yalHat^^^ xild-'P^ haP^^ dd-kiP^^ yik^^
the chief the wife being angry. Said then the

likd-fso'^^» e.239 fatca'a'.^ uxwa'qawo-txa'ts^^^ dd-kil^^^ xe'^
married woman not know. Communicated then the

he.fit^^^ yik^^'^ likd-t'so'^^ as^^'^ U^^^ add'ada'l^^^ xe'^^

husband the married woman that they this talk the

Vlofoloo't^^^ pat'a'qtiya'sqaP^^ hal^^^ as^^ dd'aqa-t'co-las^^^

star until about midnight said that they wished to be fetched

a;e'256 flot'oloo't^^^ de-xa'^'^^ he.fid' .^'^^ liyd-^ la^^ dd-kil^^

by the star in order to marry. Immediately indeed then

yix^^ d't'cit^ fatcVi^^ as^^ qaqa"^'^ xe'^» tlofoloo't.^^

the chief knew that they were taken by the star.

teo-270 sa"a27i Hc^i"272 JmyoqHiF^^ xe'^^ t'e.k'a'd-^^ qwdriats^^
Then got busy to summon the tribe assemble

Ae277 odd'adali'^'^^ ki'^''^ tsiitskwa'a".^^ qwd't'lats^^^ dd-kil^^^

this to talk (about) the daughters. Assembled so

0.^5283 a;e'284 fce-A:«285 eek'a-lo"^^U^^ add'ada'l?^^ bd'k'iP^^ ^290

coming to the large his house this talk. Asked the

kald-to'b^^^ hexat^^^ s^^^ tatd-q''yaP^'^ xwa'^^^ itca'qHise-lqa'afi^

Kala-tol) and the Tata-q^yal the manner ought to plan

taxdowi'^^^ xe'298 flofoloo't^^^ tsoo't^ qdl-e't.sil.^^ liyd-'^^ la^^

reach the star because took away. Immediately indeed

dd-kil^'^ kaU-to'b^'^ axo-c^ hal^' fcaqe.do'oci'lqa'lo^^ hal^^

then Kala-to'b spoke said, "We ought to fight," said
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kald-to'b^^^ heqalitixa'P^^ xe'^ia dH'cit^^^ U.xat^^* la^^^ ace'^ie

Kala-toT) addressing the chief and indeed the

fe'k'a'd-^^'^ bd'h^iP^^ dd'kiP^^ hd'yaq^^ xwa'^^^ itcdq-qwa'sido'o'-

tribe. Asked then Raven the what manner will

fdt^^^ Vsilo.wa't-xa^^^ Mqalit'xaP^^ s^^^ kald-to'b.^^^ tso-^^'^ sa"a^^^

it be to go up, addressing the Klala-to'b. Then

he,'^^^ tatd-q^ya'P^ axox^^^ e-^^^ was^^^ ldkMlo"o^^^ xwa'^^^ itcdq-qwa'-

it was Tata-q'^ya'l spoke, "Not worry the what

sido'o't^^ foq""^^^ fsilo.wa'Pxa.^^^ fsil6.watxa"alo.^^^ wa^^^ axo'l^^^

manner we to go up. We shall go up. Not you

Idklila'.^^^

despair."

ANALYSIS

^~^ Now then. The chief's wife was going with her daughters to dig fern

roots. ^ — contraction of itso ; its-, to do ; -o, applicative classifier for

space (Sec. 85). This word together with the following constitute a
conventional introduction to a narrative, which may be rendered by
"now then, well, so." ^ — demonstrative (Sees. 109, 115). ^ — M't- or

M.t-, to go; -a, applicative classifier (Sec. 85); -x, continuative used
mainly with verbs of motion, or verbal classifier with an analogous
meaning (Sees. 91, 93); i. e., were going. * — article, subjective case,

feminine gender (Sees. 109, 110). ^ — noxm meaning "chief," with the
postpositive -t\ a derivative for one who lives with or at; with the name
or title of a person it has the specific meaning of wife (Sec. 66). ®— he-,

formal base (Sec. 48); -ol, together, belong, accompany, be with; -i,

connecting vowel (Sec. 37); -c, inceptive; this is one of the verbs which
are always used with the inceptive in a formal manner like a verbal

classifier (Sec. 92). ' — article, oblique case, feminine gender, plural

(Sec. 109). ® — Reduplication of tsitskwa"a (Sec. 59); in this word, as

in many others, it seems that the position of the middle-tone accentmay
be on the ultima or on the penult ; if it is placed on the ultima the vowel
ends with a glottal closure as stated in Sec. 42 ; a secondary accent of

this kind has a very small degree of intensity. ^ o-l-i'-l. Sees. 85, 131.
10-13 They went on, each with her pack basket. ^^ -— see word No. 3. ^^ — xab-,

to be all ; -a, applicative classifier ; the syntactic relation of this verb to

the preceding is one of coordination: "they were going," "it was all of

them" (referring to having baskets). ^^ — This particle is used very
idiomatically; its force may be rendered here in connection with the
preceding word as an emotional evaluation of the fact that every one
of them carried a basket. ^^ — hd'yeq'^-, to carry with the pack-strap;

the element g'" is probably the postpositive -q'o, position upon, location

on a particular spot, but it is inseparable fi'om hd'y(e), since the latter

has no semantic independence; see word No. 26; ha-y-, postpositive

morpheme, meaning basket; -i, connecting vowel (Sec. 37); -I, verbal

classifier required before the subordinating suffix -i, because the initial

morpheme belongs to the Z-class (Sec. 136). This verb is subordinated to

No. 11.
14-15 j^ ^a^g very good weather. ^* -— a free morpheme used frequently as an

initial morpheme; in this context its syntax is that of a qualifier, as

evidenced by the fact that it has no suffixes (Sec. 142). ^^ — ha'fc-.
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to be good; -a-l, weather; -o, connecting vowel of frequent occurrence

before w; -wa, indicates direction away, continuous process in a vague
direction; the glottal stop is due to the accent (Sec. 42), particularly

on the final word of a sentence. This postpositive is used idiomatically

with many words for temporal or other abstract relations (Sec. 66),

of. also No. 21.
16-27 gQ^ they arrived at their destination, after walking for a long time

toward the place where they had planned to dig roots. ^^ — e.l- (or e'l-)

to be active or occupied doing something; this, together with the

following demonstrative constitutes a conjunctive phrase. ^' — see

No. 2. ^^ — the affix -u is the applicative -o for space (Sec. 85), the

phonetic change is due to the influence of the preceding vowel (Sec. 18).

^^ — article (Sees. 109, 110), oblique case, non-feminine gender; for its

syntactic function see Sec. 112. ^o — itc-, to be going toward a specific

place, be headed for; -a, applicative classifier; -I, indicates purpose

(cf. No. 9); -at, (-it, or -t) (Sec. 38), transforms this verbal composite

into a noim (Sees. 122, 138). ^^ — flayo"-, a verb meaning to be sub-

sequent to; -wa-, is identical with -wa (cf. No. 15), the low-tone accent

(which includes duration. Sec 28) is probably an etymologic charac-

teristic which disappears in many cases due to the accentual pattern

(Sec. 26). 22 — ta-l-, to last, to take a long time; -i, applicative classifier;

-c, inceptive (cf. No. 6). ^^ — la'-, to walk; -u, applicative classifier for

space, cf. No. 18. Verbs 21, 22, 23, are coordinate (Sec. 141). 2* _ for

the first two elements see No. 20; -i, subordinating suffix (Sec. 136);

principal verb of the clause subordinated under No. 23. ^5 .— article

cf. No. 20. 26 — 0-, formal base (Sec. 48); -q'o, upon, space upon which
an activity takes place, in contrast with -g", which indicates a location

where something stands or lies; -tse-c, to select; -e-, a connecting vowel
lengthened by the high-tone accent (Sec. 29); -I, purpose (cf. Nos. 9,

20); -i, connecting vowel; -I, verbal classifier; -it, nominalizer (cf.

No. 20). 27 — qwas-, to dig any kind of root; more general in meaning
than No. 9; -e, applicative classifier, for its form -e instead of -i see

Sec. 87; -I, verbal classifier; -i, sign of subordination; this verb depends
on the verbal meaning of the nominalized verb which precedes it, that

is, it is subordinated to it as though it functioned verbally in this

context.
88-32 j^Q sooner had they arrived they were digging fern roots. 28 — Id.tc-,

to take place at once, to wait no longer; -a, applicative classifier, -I,

verbal classifier. 29 — a free morpheme which does not take suffixes;

a conjunctive utterance of frequent occurrence, it is used in cases in

which we would say, "so, then, for, furthermore, therefore, but," etc.

Here it connects 28 and the following clause. ^^ o-l, classifiers; -i,

sign of subordination; asserts coincidence of action or immediate
sequence; to judge by other occurrences, it is subordinated to the

following verb, as verbs with such meanings are wont to be (Sec. 143).
^^ — 6-, formal base for space relations (Sec. 48); -qal, or qale-, a post-

positive of obscure meaning inseparable from this word; -k, to go to

a definite place. ^2 — gee 9. Verbs 28, 31, and 32 are coordinate, as

shown by the absence of subordinating suffixes. The sentence is to be
understood as "There was no delay (for) they arrived (and) got busy."
Verb 32 is normally durative, since it does not refer to digging up one
root, but to be engaged in the activity of procuring food in this manner.
Hence it seems proper to translate it in this context as a durative.

83-38 gy^ j^ ^g^g almost noon when they arrived. ^^ — see 29. ^* — free

morpheme, a qualifier. ^^ — fotc-, middle; -0, applicative for space;
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-qtiya, day; this is the main verb of this sentence. ^* — article, oblique

case, expressing a relation of difficult interpretation between the

preceding verb and the following nominalized clavise. ^"^ — he-, formal

base; the glottal stop is due to the following glottalized affricative

(Sec. 40); -fs, predicates a relation of time, may be rendered generally

by when; -(i)t, nominalizer. ^^ — see 31; -i, sign of subordination; this

subordinate syntax is identical to that of 26, and 27.
^""*3 go, they kept on digging for food imtil dusk. ^^ — qwas-, see 27; -la,

eat; this postpositive affixed to the formal base o- gives the verb to eat

d-la-; -qwa, thoroughly, an intensifier; its force in this context is

approximately "they dug and dug;" -a, connecting vowel or vocalic

form of -t; -t, an element expressing a state of activity (Sec. 66; cf.

Sec. 91). *" — see 12, an emotional evaluation of their persistence in

digging. *^ — see 29 and 33 ; here it connects with the previous sentence

implying a consequence. '*^ — demonstrative for invisible entities

ixnrelated to previous experience (Sec. 113); establishes a syntactic

relation with the main verb, 39, and the following verbal noun ; a kind of

accusative of time, end-point of a period. *^ — dark, evening; -a,

applicative classifier; -qtiya, day (see word 35) ; -do, resultative (Sees. 92,

134), the long consonant is due to the accent; the glottal stop may occur

with any vowel at the end of a sentence ; it is optional ; a verb with the

sign of the resultative aspect may be used as a novm without the sign

-t of nominalization.
44-47 There they stayed until night overtook them and they were vinable to

return home. ** — 6-, formal base for location (Sec. 50); -I, to persist

(Sec. 66); -as, third person pronoun. *^ — aw-, night; -c, to become
(Sec. 134). *^ — tsa-, to be without, not to do or have; -qo, an element of

rare occurrence whose meaning has not been ascertained in this and
two other words from which it is inseparable; -tcaqlx, to happen.
i'^ — te-, house; -xwa, probably identifiable with the initial morpheme
meaning to arrive, see 18; -i, sign of subordination, depending syntactic-

ally upon the main verb, to he possible. The high-falling accent here is

rhetorical, if we may judge by the fact that the word may be pronounced

w^ithout it.

**~*^ So, they lay down. ** — hd-t-, to lie down; -e, applicative classifier -i

changed to -e by phonetic contact; -i, is considered proper in spite of

the phonetic tendencies; -s, verbal classifier for causation of a state or

condition; -i, connecting vowel; -sal, distributive suffix (Sees. 66, 67);

i. e. each one lay down, one here, one there. *^ — see 29.

50-55 They observed then that there were many stars. ^° — sey-, to see; the

lengthening denotes durative aspect (Sees. 132, 133); -a, applicative

classifier; literally, they were seeing. ^^ — see 29. ^^ — indefinite article

before the following clause, which is treated as a noun (Sees. Ill, 112).

54 — article, referring to the subject of the preceding verb. ^^ — un-

analyzable noim, except for the possible nominalizer -t, (Sec. 138).

56-71 Then the yoiuiger sister spoke to her elder sister saying, "I wish that

little star yonder would come and take me." ^^ — see 29. ^^ — article,

subjective case, feminine. ^^ — Fade", the youngest child in the family,

male or female; -fof, belonging to some one's family; some kinship

terms cannot as a rule be used without a possessive ( Sec. 83). ^^ — k'we-s-,

to be a consequence of, to evolve from a previous condition ; it is used

sometimes together with the resxiltative sxiffix -do (Sec. 134) for emphasis,

but serves more frequently as a conjunctive verb, -c, inceptive, used

formally or perhaps with the idea that the following predication starts

from the preceding premise. *° — article, feminine gender, oblique case.
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object of 60. ^2 — ha-do's, eldest brother or sister in the family; -ya'ak,

possessive. ®^ — unanalyzable ; although the -I could be a verbal

classifier, it is inseparable from this morpherae. ^* — a free morpheme,
never found with pronominal affixes; a kind of impersonal verb ex-

pressing a wLsh. ®^ — locative demonstrative for a remote object.

®^ — ha, a demonstrative for an entity distant from the speaker and the

listener; the glottal stop is due to the anticipation of the ¥- in the

following word (cf . Sec. 40) to which it is a proclitic. ^' — can be used

as a noiin or as a verb ; unanalyzable ; a qualifier in this construction

;

if it were a verb, a demonstrative would precede 68. ^ — see 55. ^ — sub-

junctive pronoun (Sees. 67, 73, 74), subject of the subordinate clause;

although in form it is identical with the indefinite article, it can be

recognized by the fact that the following verb is not nominalized, but

takes the subordinating suffix. ''<' — hd.kut-, to come; -a, applicative

classifier; -x, verbal classifier (Sees. 91, 92); -a, sign of subordination

for durative action; the sense of this verb Ls "to be moving toward the

speaker" (Sec. 92). '^ — da'-, to fetch; -qala, object pronoun, fir.st

person, for verbs of the neutral class (Sec. 96); a coordinate verb,

"that he would be coming and fetch me," a verb coordinate to a sub-

ordinate verb does not require the subordinating suffix (Sec. 143).

72-87 Then the elder girl said to her younger sister, "I should prefer that big

star yonder would come," she said to her younger sister. '^^ — toq-,

to reply or answer; for unknown reasons this verb takes the appUcative

classifier for space, -o; -I, verbal classifier. ''* — feminine article, sub-

jective case. '® — feminine article, oblique case, expressing an objective

relation between 72 and 77. ^ — he-, formal base; -sekl, to choose, select;

-li, subject pronoim. ™, ^^ — as in 65, 66. ^^ — unanalyzable free mor-

pheme ; its syntactic relation to 82 is that of a qualifier. ^^ — third person

of the conditional pronoun ; the conditional is used here with a sense of

eventuality; with verb 64 the subjunctive was used as a more definite

wish; here the thought was interpreted as "if one is to come, I wish it

were the big one." ®' — an exceptional use of this kinship term without

a possessive; no explanation can be offered; however, the suffix -fot''

could be used in this context.
88-94 The girls talked in this manner about the stars until about midnight.

88 — use of the formal base as a free morpheme (Sec. 56). ®^ —
- pat-, an

initial morpheme of ixnknown meaning ; it has occurred only in composi-

tion with -qtiya, day, to mean ynidnight; -sqal, reflexive suffix in one of

its non-reflexive meanings (Sec. 102); literally, "it simulated midnight."
93 — pkiral, feminine article. ^^ — fd.xei't, girl, with the infix -t^sa

(Sec. 57) for distributed plural.
95-103 Then their mother became angry, because her daughters did not let

her sleep. ^° — xil-, angry; when used with the applicative -a, it means
to be angry; -e, is a modified form of the applicative -i (Sec. 87); as

with many other verbs expressing a mental condition, the applicative

-i is equivalent to the inceptive (Sec. 92) ; for the glottal stop see Sec. 42.

98 — katc, mother; for -fot' see 58 and 75. ^ — see See. 121. i"" — ne-

gative (Sec. 136). ^"^ — xes-, to sleep; -tees, causative for a state or

condition (Sec. 104); her efforts to cause a condition of sleep is the

causation referred to; -sil, one of the signs of the passive voice (Sec.

106); -ial (or -i^al) repetitive for attempts which fail (Sec. 135); -i,

subordinating suffix (all negative action appears as subordinated to

the negative verb; Sec. 136). ^"^ — article, feminine, plural, oblique

case for the agent of the passive voice (Sec. 112) ; the passive voice may
be understood in the sense that she was so affected by the girls that
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her repeated attempts to bring about a condition of sleep had
failed.

104-112 go, she said, "You must keep quiet and go to sleep, because we are

going to get up at dawn." ^"* — see 63. ^"^ — kub-il, to be silent, not to

speak; -c, inceptive; -I, aspect of eventuality (Sec. 131); a stem
command given in the indicative, rather than in the imperative with
the pronoun axo'l, as normally; literally, "(You) are going to begin to

be still." ^"^ — lebaf-, to fall asleep; -I, as in the preceding verb.
108 — a conjunctive verb (Sec. 125); -q^, pronoun, first person, plural,

indicative, used occasionally instead of -lo with no distinction of

meaning, so far as can be determined, but appearing generally with the

same words. ^^ — fce'e-, morning, as in 111; -fal, come from, originate;

-X, continuative for motion (Sec. 92); -I, aspect of eventuality;

literally, the time from which morning is going to start. ^^" — demon-
strative for an invisible, unexperienced entity. ^^^ — the early part of

the day, applicable till the sun is considerably above the horizon.
^^2 — tsa-, perhaps the initial morpheme meaning not to have, a kind

of negative verb; -le"l, element of unknown meaning; -i, sign of

subordination, this verb being subordinated to 108.
113-114 ^^Q shall again dig fern roots. ^^^ — xaya-, another; -sx, time, turn;

the accent and the glottal stop constitute the sign of the future

(Sec. 129); -lo, subject pronoun, we; this is the main verb of this

predication : we shall do again. ^^* — as in 32 ; -*, sign of subordination,

being subordinated to 113.
115-119 But the girls made no effort to be quiet. ^^^ — as in 100. ^^^ — see 106,

and 101 for -ial; -i, sign of subordination.
120-125 They still went on talking in this manner about the stars. ^^^ — tal-,

to persist, to last, be a long time; -i, applicative classifier for definite

pvupose (Sec. 85); -I, verbal classifier. ^^^ — see 12 and 40.^^^"^" — see

88—91.
126-136 Each girl kept on saying that she liked the same star. ^^^ — he-,

formal base; -s, pronoun; literally, "it is he." ^^^ — say-, to like, love,

covet; -a-, continuative (Sec. 132); the glottal stop was verified, but
cannot be accounted for. ^^^ — nominalization of 128.

137-144 Then, the girls did not know when they fell asleep. ^^^ — fate-, to

know; -a, applicative classifier separated by a glottal stop (Sec. 37)

from the sign of subordination -a; being subordinated to the negative

verb 137. ^*^ — he-, formal base; glottal stop due to the influence of the

following glottalized sound (Sec. 40); -fs, to be the time when; -t

nominalizes this verb. ^** — see 107; -i, sign of subordination; being

subordinated to 143.
145-148 Then the mother awoke. ^*^ — Vlax-, to be alert, at attention, active;

with the applicative -a and the verbal classifier -I means to get ready,

to be active in preparation; for some reason the applicative for

location is used for awaking.
149-164 gjje -^^as astonished, indeed, (to find) that her daughters had dis-

appeared. 1^° — ke-"d-, to be astonished; upset, excited; -a, applicative;

-s, causation (Sec. 104); a causative construction is occasionally

equivalent to the passive voice (Sec. 106); the mother, understood,

is the subject, since the following clause is preceded by the oblique

case of the feminine article, which is the case required for the agent of

the passive voice. ^^^ — indefinite article for a new fact introduced in

the discourse (Sees. Ill, 112); it is the oblique case for the agent of the

passive voice (Sec. 112). ^^^ — wd.-a-l, this verb may possibly be
identical with the negative wa; with this applicative and verbal
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classifier it means not to exist, not to he present, to there he no or none;

being preceded by an article one would expect the verb to have the

nominalizing or participial suffix -t; but the vise of the nominalizer is

limited by the meaning of the verb as well as by that of the demon-
strative used (cf . Sec. 148), and on the whole it seems that its use is

more constant with verbs of action than with others.
155-158 ghe did not know where they had gone, l5^ ^^e _ gee 137, 139. i" — de-

monstrative, for its use here see Sec. 113. ^^^ — 6-, formal base for

location; -k, to go to a definite place and arrive; -t, verbal classifier

for a state of activity or continuous condition (Sec. 91); -a'as, pliiral,

subjective pronoun.
159-160 "They went home," she thought. ^^^ — texwa-, to go home; a composite

verb; te-, house, -xwa, probably an element in xwa-^a-o, to arrive; the

lengthening of the -a is probably due to a shirring of the glottal stop

which will be expected to separate the vowel of the stem from the

applicative classifier -a; -I, verbal classifier; -i, sign of subordination;

the verb is subordinated to the next one. ^^ — kul-, to have an idea;

-a, applicative; -s, sign of causation for a condition (Sec. 104); it is a

kind of passive voice expressed by causatives ; see 1 50 ; she was led to

think.
161-164 so^ she hurried home. "^ "^ _ gee 1, 2. "^ _ gee 159. ^^* — ko-l-, to

hurry; -c, inceptive; this verb is normally used with the inceptive

(Sec. 92); coordinate with 163.
165-169 Then the girls woke up. ^®'' — see 145. ^®® — article, subjective case,

feminine, plural. ^^' — see 94.
170-173 They did not know where they were. i^°, "^ — see 137, 139. i" _ article,

oblique case before a nominalized verb. ^'^ — 6-, independent use of

the formal base for location (Sec. 56); -t, nominalizer or participial

suffix (Sec. 91).
174-183 Much to their surprise, on the side of the room opposite the elder sister,

there lay the young one in bed with an old man. ^''* — a word whose
meaning is difficult to define ; in the contexts in which it has occurred

it seems to express a feeling of intensity of the quality predicated, or

of magnitude of the occurrence ; it has occurred with pronominal and
aspect suffixes as a verb. ^'^ — strange, surprising, generally used as a

qualifier. ^'^^ — he-, formal base with glottal stop due to the influence

of the following glottalized sound; -fce-yo'lii', when used in a context

in which a man and a woman are concerned it means to lie in bed with,

but this is a special implication, for it is used also in descriptive names
of tribes, as tset''i'pt''eqwa"tciyo-'lit\ the tribe of the hair tied on top of

the head (QT. 23:65); -t', to live with; see 5; 177, 178 are the subject

of this verb; 179, 180 are the object. ^^^ — kit-, to be on the other side

of; -sp, fire, referring to the old Quileute houses where the fire-place

was in the center of the lodge; -I, verbal classifier. ^^^ — oblique case

of the feminine article before the object of 181.
184-191 The elder sister lay in bed with a handsome young man. ^** — see 176.

18' — indefinite article for a new fact introduced in the narrative

(Sec. 111). 1*8 — boy, adolescent. ^^, ^^ — qualifiers.
192-204 Well, the tribe was upset when the mother returned to her house the

next day from the place where she had been digging roots, i^* — see

150; with a verb of state of mind the use of the applicative -i, which
stands frequently for a momentaneous aspect, is equivalent to an
inceptive (Sec. 133, 134). i®* — he-, formal base; -t's, occasion; -ks,

pronoun, "she." i^* — e-wa"l (or e-wa'l), to return home from a trip;

-i, sign of subordination; subordinated to 198, which having a pronoun.
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functions here as a verb. ^"^ — 6-, formal base; -t'al, to come from;
-i, sign of subordination.

205-209 gjig jjj(j jjQ^ iind her daughters, whom she expected to be there.
205 — jjQ^ iQ (Jq^ qj. ^q have; -ql, to hit the mark, to do in an efficient

manner, used in he.qlti, expert; -i, appKcative classifier for action
directed to a specific purpose. ^"^ — o, identical to the formal base for

location (Sec. 50). It could not be said in this case that it functions

as a formal base, since kulas is not a postpositive, as evidenced by its

use in 160; it is possible that -o should be considered a separate word,
but we should not be able to explain the absence of the high-tone
accent ; if it is a part of the word in question, the omission of the accent
can be accounted for by the presence of a high-tone accent on the -a

(cf. Sec. 30); -'*, cessative (Sec. 130); -t, nominalizer, the word fvmction-

ing as a noiin with article 206; the use of the singular form of the

feminine article is occasionally used when for some reason the women
refered to are thought of collectively; notice also that no\in 209 in

apposition with 207 takes the plural article.
210-222 Xhen the mother asked the chief, her husband, whether the girls had

arrived the previous night. ^^^ — ha'k'-, to ask for an object or to

question; -*, applicative classifier for a specific purpose; -I, verbal

classifier. 216-216 — novm No. 215 functions as a qualifier; were 216 in

apposition with 215, the former would be preceded by the article.

^^' — see 31; -i, sign of subordination required by all verbs preceded
by a subJTinctive pronovm. (Sec. 73). ^^^ — demonstrative for invisible

entity related to previous experience; see remarks on the expression

for yesterday and to-morrow in Sec. 114.
223-226 "Xhey are not here," said the chief. 223 — tjie quantity of the accented

vowel may be rhetorical (Sec. 24); this word is generally pronovmced
with the dieresis after the high-tone accent; wa-, is probably the usual

negative verb (Sec. 143), with the applicative classifier -a, and theverbal
classifier -I; with these suffixes it means not to exist, to be no more, to

there be none or no more, not to be at a place ; the locative meaning
is not likely to be predominant, or it would take the applicative

classifier for location (-0) ; -x", pronoun for an invisible entity un-

related to previous experience; one would not expect the use of this

pronotm here, considering that the daughters are related to previous

experience ; the fact that the feminine form -fc", equivalent to the non-
feminine -a;", was not used, would lead us to infer that it does not stand
for the daughters, but refers, perhaps, to the fact itself of being present

;

it must be admitted, however, that even so, its use cannot be definitely

accounted for.
227-234 Then the chiefwas angry, and preceded to question his wife. 228 — fig.

urative use of a verb whose literal meaning is to turn around; -o,

applicative classifier for location. ^34 — xil- (or xel-) ; see 95 ; applica-

tive classifier for a state or condition, lengthened by the low-tone

accent (Sees. 28, 133); the glottal stop may always occur at the end of

a sentence if the vowel is accented ; the syntactic relation of this verb
is one of coordination (Sec. 141).

235-240 Xhen his wife said she did not know. (Implying that her husband had
asked her a similar question about the whereabouts of the girls).

2^ — in talking about another's wife this general term is often used
instead of yalo-lat, which refers specifically to a woman's relation to a
particular man.

241-259 Whereupon the woman informed her husband that they had been
talking about the stars until late in the night, saying that they wished
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to be taken away by the stars in order to marry them. 2*^ — iixwa-,

something, an indefinite thing; -qawolx, to be acquainted with; -ts,

causative. 2*' — subjunctive pronoiin; see 217. ^*^ — functions as a
demonstrative (Sec. 56); commonly used with 249 to refer to the
subject of the conversation, which generally precedes, as shown more
clearly in 287, but may also follow the verb. ^52 — pat\ middle;
-qtiya, day; -sqal, false, not quite, almost, and other meanings given
in Sec. 102. ^^^ — da-, to go and bring or come and take away, fetch;

-ga, passive voice; -t'col, to wish; -as, pronoixn. ^se — oblique case of

the article before the agent of the passive voice, ^ss — g^e Sec. 125.
2^^ — he-, formal base; -t\ to be a husband to (but notice the suffix in

5); the combination of these two morphemes is seen in 244 with the
nominalizer -t; -c, inceptive; -i, sign of subordination.

260-269 ^^ once the chief realized that they had been taken away by the
stars. 2^" — to take place suddenly; this word has not occurred with
any other suffixes; we presume that -a- may include the applicative

classifier -a, but we cannot account for the high-tone accent; it must
function as a verb, for 265 appears with the sign of subordination.
265 — this verb generally takes the applicative classifier -a, but as

stated in Sec. 92, some verbs of the neutral class form their inceptives

by changing this classifier which may connote durative action for -i,

which frequently expresses momentaneous action; the momentaneous
aspect of this verb refers to the moment of becoming aware; -* is the
sign of subordination separated from the preceding vowel by a glottal

stop (Sec. 37). 266 __ subjunctive pronoun. ^6? — qa-, to take away;
-qa, passive voice; for the glottal stop see Sec. 42. ^es — oblique case

before the agent of the passive voice.

270-280 Then he got busy summoning the tribe, and had them assemble to

talk about this matter. ^'3 — with the applicative classifier -a, this

verb means to he busy, the inceptive aspect being expressed as in 265.
2^3 — hay-, to call; -o, applicative for location; -5", a definite place

(Sec. 64); for the -I see Sec. 136; -I, expresses contemplated action

(Sec. 131); for the omission of the sign of subordination see Sec. 143.
2'6 — cavised (them) to assemble; -ts, causative, ^'s — gee 249; -i, sub-

ordination with implication of purpose (Sec. 131).

281-288 gQ^ \yQ assembled them and they came to his large house. ^83 — ^.^

formal base for location; -k, to go to a definite place; -s, pronoun.
285 — a word which can be a verb, but functions here as a qualifier

without verbal suffixes (Sec. 124). ^se — the syllable -lo, includes the
final -I of fe'k'al, house, and the initial of -lo\ to belong.

289-301 jje asked Kala-to'b and Tata-q^yal in what manner they could reach
the stars, because they had abducted (his daughters). 290 — the in-

definite article before a proper noun in an objective relation (Sec. 111).

291, 294, names of two mythologic giants fabulously strong. 296 — itcaq-,

to do something in accordance with a plan, in imitation of a model;
also to be like something else; the elements -Itis are of limited use, it

has not been possible to determine their meaning definitely; -I, in-

dicates purpose (Sec. 131); -qa'a, to need, have as a duty; -t, nominal-
izer. 297 — taxa-, to reach; -o, applicative classifier for location; for the

sound of o after a see Sec. 18; -w is a glide between the u-sovmd of the
-0 and the next vowel; -i, subordination with implication of purpose
(Sec. 143). 3"^ — qa-, to take away, (see 267); -let, violently; -sil,

passive voice, mainly for momentaneous or rapid action parallel to the
use of the causative -ts (Sees. 90, 103, 105, 106).
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302-317 Immediately Kala-to'b spoke and said, "We must wage war," said

he addressing the chief, and also the tribe. ^°^ — inceptive verb with
-c (Sec. 92). 308 — fcaq-, to fight; -do, resultative; -c, inceptive; -I,

contemplated action; -qa, passive voice; -lo, subject pronoun, we; the
vise of the resultative together with the inceptive has occurred in

other contexts with the idea of an action undertaken as a consequence
of facts previously stated; the use of the passive voice may be para-
phrased in such a sense as, "in view of the outrage committed by the
stars, it is incimibent upon us to wage war." ^^^ — he-, formal base;

-qalitx, against, toward, used of any action except locomotion.
318-326 Then Raven asked Kala-to'b how would they go up. ^^^, ^is — Cf. Nos.

210, 211. 321, 322 _ Cf. Nos. 295, 296; -qwa, definitely, see page 197;

-s, causative (Sec. 104) ; -do, resultative (Sec. 134) ; -o'-f, future

(Sec. 129) ; -t, nominalizer (Sec. 122),fortheconnectingvowel-a-cf. Sec.

38. 323— fsil; initial morpheme; -o, applicative classifier for location;

-wa, direction away, page 195; -t-x, verbal classifiers (Sec. 91); -a,

sign of subordination (See No. 311).
327-338 Then Tata-q'^yal was the one who spoke, "Do not worry about how

we may go up. 332, 333 — fQj. ^j^g ^gg Qf ^j^g double negative see Sec. 136.
33* — lak.lil-, to worry, cannot be analyzed; none of its elements have
occurred in other contexts; the final -0 represents the subordinating

suffix required in a negative sentence; it may be -i or -a assimilated

to the preceding vowel of the applicative -o by the glottal stop (Sec.

39). 337 — conditional pronoun (Sec. 78).
339-342 ^^Q shall go up. Do not dispair. 339 — gee 338; -'a, future of first

persons (Sec. 129); -lo, pronoun, we. 3*i — imperative pronoun, plural.
3*2 — see 334; -a, sign of subordination required by the negative

verb wa.

INDEX OF SUBJECTS.

The numbers refer to sections.

Accent, general discussion, 26; high-falling, 27; low-tone, 28;

middle-tone and high-tone, 29; in poUysyllables, 30; etymo-

logically determined, 31.

Adjective, quahties and attributes generally expressed by verbs, 45,

127; various words used as quahfiers 124, 142; special form of

numerals used as quahfiers, 118.

Adverbs, see locative demonstratives, 116, 123; formatives with

"adverbial" meaning, 66, 126; possible adverbial meaning of

some postpositives, 127.

Applicative classifiers, 85, 88.

Articles, forms, 109; distinguished from other demonstratives, 110;

uses of, 111, 112; special syntactic functions, 147, 148.

Aspects, momentaneous, durative and continuative, 132, 133; see

also 85, 88, 89, 92, 96, 104, 106, 136; inceptive and resultative,

134; cessative, 130; aspect of eventuahty, 131; repetitive and
tentative, 135.

Case, (subjective, oblique) see articles, 109, 112; objective pro-

nominal forms, 96.
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Causation, causatives, 103—104.

(7Zas5 (verbal classes): neutral class, Z-class, ^s-class, ^-class, s-class,

x-class, 93.

Classifiers, definition, 85; see applicative classifiers, 85; verbal

classifiers, 93. Formatives which effect a tripartite division:

the applicative classifiers, 85; formal bases, 50 (see also 86);

objective pronominal forms, 96; causatives, 104; passive voice,

106; obviative, 100.

Coalescence (phonetic), 36, 37; 43.

Conjunctions, 125.

Connecting vowels, 37.

Consonants, 1—9.

Coordination, 141.

Demonstratives, 109— 116.

Dieresis, 24.

Diminutive, expressed by infixation, 60; by a suffix, 66.

Diphthongs, 18.

Formal bases, 48—56.

Free morphemes, definition, 44; special free morphemes, 67, 83, 99,

109—118. Pronominal, 67, 83, 84, 99; demonstrative, 109;

numerals, 118; conjunctive, 125; various parts of speech, 117,

Gender, (feminine, non-feminine) expressed by pronouns, 67; by
demonstratives, 110, 113—115.

Grammatical 'processes, suffixation, 44; reduphcation and infixation,

57—61; word order, 149; accentual phenomena (only partially

of the nature of a grammatical process), 31 ; lengthening, 20,

132.

Infixation, 57—61.

Initial morphemes, 44.

Intransitive verbs, 89—91.

Modes, 68; conditional, 76, 78; indicative, 69; imperative, 81;

interrogative, 70—72; subjunctive, 73—75.

Negative sentences, 136.

Neutral class (neutral verbs), 93.

Nominalization, 91, 122, 138, 148.

Noun, definition, 122; structure of composite nouns, 137; nouns

with special derivative suffixes, 138—140.

Number, (singular, plural, distributive) expressed by reduphcation

and infixation, 59; by pronouns, 67; by the formal bases, 54;

by demonstratives, 109 ; distributive plural by the suffix -sal, 66.

Objective relations, expression of, 85—108.

Obviative, 100.

Order (word order), 149; see also 73; 77—80; 81.

Parts of speech, 119; definition of noun, verb, etc., 120—125.

Phonetic processes, 36—43.
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Phonetic structure, 32—35.

Postpositive morphemes, 44; list of, expressing nominal concepts, 64;

verbal, 65; miscellaneous, 66.

Pronouns, see Modes. Subjective, 67—82; possessive, 83, 84, (see

also 80) ; objective, 96—99.
Qualifiers, 118, 124, 142.

Quantity (duration), 20—25.

Reciprocal action, 101.

Reduplication, 57—6 1

.

Reflexive action, 102.

Subordination, 136, 143—148; with the subjunctive, 74; with the

conditional pronouns, 77—80.

Syllables, 19.

Tenses, 128, 129.

Transitive verbs, 89—91.

Utterance, 119, 120.

Verb, definition, 121; structure of composite verbs, 126; verbal

classes, 93; verbal concepts expressed by postpositives, 63, 65.

Verbal classifiers, 93.

Vocative, 67, 82.

Voice, passive, 105—108. (See also apphcative classifiers, 85;

verbal classifiers, 89—95; causation, 103—-104; all of which
partake of the nature of voices in some of their uses.)

Vowels, 10—17; connecting, 37.


